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Abstract  
  

The  Living  Newspaper  Program:    
Drama-based  Collaborative  Professional  Development    
with  Teachers  of  English  and  Spanish  as  a  Foreign  Language  
  
Elizabeth  Griffin  Schildkret,  MFA  
The  University  of  Texas  at  Austin,  2013  
  
Supervisor:    Joan  Lazarus  
The  Living  Newspaper  Project,  a  project-based  learning  model  in  which  students  
conduct  research  on  a  topic,  create  a  script,  and  perform  their  work  for  their  peers,  has  
been  an  outreach  program  in  the  Department  of  Theatre  and  Dance  at  the  University  of  
Texas  at  Austin  since  2005,  but  its  potential  as  a  professional  development  program  has  
never   been   explored   at   this   institution.   This   MFA   Thesis   documents   the   process   of  
designing,   implementing,   and   analyzing   a   collaborative   professional   development  
program  for  the  Living  Newspaper  Project.  The  Living  Newspaper  Project  collaborative  
Professional  Development  Program  was  piloted  with  an  English  teacher  in  Austin,  Texas,  
and   three   Spanish   Teachers   in   Merida,   Venezuela.   This   document   examines   their  
thoughts,   observations,   and   experiences   in   the   program,   as   well   as   the   writings   of  
theorists   and   the   work   of   other   professionals   in   arts-based   professional   development   to  
determine   what   aspects   of   a   professional   development   program   enable   teachers   to  
implement  a  Living  Newspaper  in  their  classrooms.  
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Chapter  1:  The  Living  Newspaper  Project  in  Austin  and  Venezuela:    
an  introduction  to  the  project  and  the  research  
  
Two years ago, , ZDONHG LQWR 0DUJDUHW¶V KLJK VFKRRO (QJOLVK FODVVURRP DQG
began my first Living Newspaper Project. Over the next six weeks, , OHG 0DUJDUHW¶V
students through a devising process to research, write, and perform their own play about
nutrition and childhood obesity, a topic Margaret chose. Margaret was excited by the
project and marveled at how deeply engaged her students were throughout the process of
researching their topic, writing a script, and performing that script for their peers. She
was present in the room while I facilitated drama-based lessons to help students in their
research and playwrighting. She asked questions about the choices I made in planning
and facilitating lessons. Margaret facilitated parts of the project on her own when the
hour and a half we had each week was not enough to complete the tasks I had set for the
students. After her students performed at the end of the project, Margaret expressed
sadness that it was over. When I asked her if she would try it on her own sometime, she
VDLG ³2K QR´ VRXQGLQJ VXUSULVHG 0DUJDUHW GLGQ¶W WKLQN VKH KDG WKH Vkills to teach a
Living Newspaper on her own.
Margaret was one of six teachers whose students participated in the Living
Newspaper Project that semester, and her story is not unique. Margaret participated in a
very traditional Living Newspaper residency: a teaching artist would come into a
classroom for six to eight weeks and lead the students through a play-building process. In
most cases, the classroom teacher was not engaged in the process of planning and
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facilitating lessons, and in a few classes, the teacher was not even present in the room
while a teaching artist taught the Living Newspaper Project. Beyond a planning meeting
at the beginning of the Living Newspaper Project where teachers and teaching artists
would plan out the schedule and offer goals that students might accomplish over the
course of the six-week program, there were no outside meetings, planning sessions, or
reflections. The Living Newspaper Project was entirely dependent on The University of
Texas at Austin (UT) graduate students serving as teaching artists and there was little jobembedded practice for classroom teachers. Once the teaching artist left the room, the
project ended and would not be repeated. My experience with The University of Texas at
$XVWLQ¶V'UDPDIRU6FKRROV ')6 Srofessional development program had taught me that
giving teachers the tools necessary to implement a project on their own creates jobembedded practice that the Living Newspaper needed. I set out to create a version of the
Living Newspaper Project that would leave teachers like Margaret feeling confident in
their own ability to teach the Living Newspaper. I wanted to create a pilot professional
development program where teachers could partner with a teaching artist to gain the
skills they need to implement the Living Newspaper Project with their own students.
The Living Newspaper Project, which Margaret and I participated in, has been a
part of the programming in the UT Theatre and Dance department for the past eight
years. The Living Newspaper Project, however, has its roots in the Great Depression as
part of the Federal Theatre Project (1935-1939). Living Newspapers were used to address
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contemporary social justice issues such as access to housing and farming subsidies
(Federal Theatre Project, 1935). These historical performances were typically produced
as partnerships between theatre artists and the community, a tradition maintained by UT
$XVWLQ¶V/LYLQJ1HZVSDSHU3URMHFW :LWKDP 
The Living Newspaper Project first came to UT Austin in 2005 as a partnership
between The Humanities Institute and the Performance as Public Practice Program
(Utexas.edu, 2011). The program now exists as part of DFS in partnership with the
Performance as Public Practice MA/MFA/PhD Program within the Department of
Theatre and Dance. The Living Newspaper Project functions as outreach into Texas
public schools, partnering graduate students in theatre with elementary, middle, and high
school English, Spanish, and History classes.
After my initial experience teaching with Margaret in the Living Newspaper
Project, I began creating and testing versions of the program incorporating professional
development for teachers. The first professional development program I created for the
Living Newspaper Project was a small-scale pilot program testing whether the project
could work as a professional development model. I partnered with an English teacher at
the Austin Discovery School to create a Living Newspaper with her fourth and fifth grade
students. This program was a test, not only of a Living Newspaper as professional
development, but also of the scope of the Living Newspaper Project itself, which had
never been facilitated with students so young. While the project was a success in the
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basic sense that the teacher was able to replicate the Living Newspaper in her classroom
the following semester, there were many challenges. I created all the lessons on my own,
and as a result, the teacher was unsure of how to plan her own project. Instead, she used
my lessons when she taught her own Living Newspaper. She had trouble understanding,
using, and facilitating some of the drama-based strategies the lessons demanded, and the
students struggled with the research component of the project. They had difficulty finding
sources and forgot their research when they began writing their scripts, relying more
heavily on their imagination than on facts.
With the second pilot, a professional development program in McAllen, Texas, I
attempted to expand the professional development process to include more experience in
drama strategies and more intentional work with students and teachers on balancing
research and imagination in script writing. This time I worked with a cadre of four fifth
grade teachers in the McAllen school system. For the first time, the students chose their
own topics and wrote their own research questions, a process that required trust and
skillful facilitation on the part of the classroom teacher. The structure of the professional
development program consisted of three model lessons and workshops spaced two weeks
apart. A team of two Performance as Public Practice graduate students and I facilitated
PRGHOOHVVRQVLQHDFKRIWKHIRXUWHDFKHUV¶FODVVURRPV7KHQH[WGD\DOOIRXUFODVVURRP
teachers participated in a day-long workshop sharing drama strategies and model lessons.
This happened three times, once for every new stage of the Living Newspaper: research,
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scripting, and performance. Throughout the process, each teacher received weekly oneon-one time with a teaching artist to co-plan lessons they would facilitate themselves.
7KHSURMHFWFXOPLQDWHGLQDILQDOVKDULQJIRUWKHVWXGHQWV¶SHHUVDQGFRPPXQLW\:KLOH
this combination of workshops, model lessons, and co-planning was more successful than
the previous pilot²teachers demonstrated a clear ability to facilitate a full Living
Newspaper on their own²I found that by the end of the project, teachers were exhausted
and disengaged. In fact, interviews and surveys with the teachers demonstrated that they
felt less capable of controlling their classroom and facilitating drama than they had when
they began the project in spite of the fact that all four teachers facilitated engaging,
informative, creative Living Newspapers (Schildkret, Beasley-Rodgers, Gilbert, n.d.).
Something was impedinJWKHWHDFKHUV¶VXFFHVVDQGGUDLQLQJWKHLUH[FLWHPHQW
  
The  Living  Newspaper  Collaborative  Professional  Development  Program  
Thinking about these experiences, I set out to create a new professional
development program that would give participants the confidence Margaret lacked, offer
the experience the teacher at the Austin Discovery School needed, and foster the
excitement and commitment the teachers in McAllen lost. This became the Living
1HZVSDSHU¶V&ROODERUDWLYH3URIHVVLRQDO'HYHORSPHQW3URJUDP7KHVRlution I ultimately
found was to create a program based in collaboration between teachers and teaching
artists rather than large teacher trainings.
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My research addresses the question: What  aspects  of  a  professional  development  
program  enable  teachers  to  implement  a  Living  Newspaper  Project  in  their  classrooms? I
was interested to know whether, as a result of participating in a collaborative professional
development program, teachers were able to implement a Living Newspaper Project. If
so, what aspects of the professional development program contributed to that and in what
ways?
In this thesis, I explain the process of researching, creating, implementing, and
analyzing the professional development program I piloted. I will lay out the process of
designing, implementing, and analyzing the professional development program I created
in a linear way, however, it is important to note that the discoveries and decisions I
outline in this document were happening organically and simultaneously. For the sake of
clarity, I have organized these decisions and discoveries into an order that reflects, as
closely as possible, the order in which they occurred.
The typical Living Newspaper Project, as it is taught through the University of
Texas at Austin, is a six-week project with three stages of inquiry: research, scripting,
and performance. In each stage, students lead the project by writing their own research
questions, conducting their own research, writing their own script based on research they
have collected, and determining the audience for their performance. In the Living
Newspaper Project, research can take many forms. Students may collect information
from reference books and internet encyclopedias, from current articles, photos, and
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songs, and even from their own experiences. Throughout the process, teachers and
teaching artists weave arts-based research and drama-EDVHG LQVWUXFWLRQ LQWR VWXGHQWV¶
work. Teachers use drama strategies such as image work, role play, and theatre games in
the process of leading students through research and scripting, as well as performance.
Given that the Living Newspaper Project requires teachers to confidently
manipulate drama-based strategies and pedagogy to facilitate students in investigating a
topic and performing an original script, it is important to understand which aspects of a
professional development program enable teachers to be confident, experienced, excited,
and committed enough to the Living Newspaper Project that they would implement it on
their own. My earlier experiences in the Living Newspaper Project, as well as my
research into professional development programs, revealed three major aspects of
professional development that I hoped would help teachers implement the model:


job-embedded practice



active and drama-based engagement



collaboration

I designed these aspects into my professional development model. At the time, however, I
did not understand how important they were, nor did I label them in this way. Instead, I
built opportunities for job-embedded practice, active and drama-based engagement, and
collaboration into the model I created. I discovered the importance of these aspects in the
course of my work with participants, and for the sake of narrative clarity, I will call them
7  

by these names as I trace their influence throughout the program from initial intentions,
to implementation, to analysis.
Job-embedded  practice  
Job-embedded practice was a key goal behind my work in Austin and Venezuela.
While there are many ways of defining job-embedded practice in professional
development, in this project I define job-embedded practice as permanent shift, or
transformation (Nicholson, 2005), RIDWHDFKHU¶VSUDFWLFH7KLVGHILQLWLRQLVLQIOXHQFHGE\
+HOHQ 1LFKROVRQ¶V JLIW WKHRU\ WKH LGHD WKDW MRE-embedded work offers ideas such as
drama-based instruction as a gift, not a requirement, and provides participants with the
tools and ongoing support they need to incorporate this gift into their practice
SHUPDQHQWO\7KLVGHILQLWLRQLVDOVRLQIOXHQFHGE\*XVNH\¶VGHVFULSWLRQRI job-embedded
practice as an important part of professional development:
In successful programs and change efforts, professional development is not an
HYHQWWKDWLVVHSDUDWHIURPRQH¶VGD\-to-day professional responsibilities. Rather,
professional development is an ongoing activity woven into the fabric of every
HGXFDWRU¶V SURIHVVLRQDO OLIH ,W LV HPEHGGHG LQ WKH SURFHVV RI GHYHORSLQJ DQG
evaluating curricula, instructional activities, and student assessment....When seen
this way, professional development is a natural and recurring process integral to
all learning environments. (Guskey, 2000)
As you will see, this definition of job-embedded practice underwent a substantial change
after the program was implemented. In fact, the vocabulary I use to describe this aspect
of professional development has also changed. When I coded data, I coded for
³VXVWDLQDELOLW\´ QRW MRE-embedded practice. I redefined this aspect as job-embedded
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practice to reflect the new ways the data required me to think about learner-centered
education and ongoing practice in a collaborative professional development model.
In this professional development program, job-embedded practice and a teacher¶V
sense of agency are linked. Teachers who feel more agency in leading a Living
Newspaper might have a greater ability to repeat the project. To accomplish jobembedded practice at the classroom level with participating teachers, the Living
1HZVSDSHU3URMHFW¶VSURIHVVLRQDOGHYHORSPHQWSURJUDPPXVWGHPRQVWUDWHMRE-embedded
practice in its administration, offering a consistency in the way the program is run.
There was little job-embedded practice or sustainability built into the Living
Newspaper Project when I first began working with it as a teaching artist. Graduate
students planned and facilitated lessons on their own without the help of a classroom
teacher. There is also little sustainability and job-embedded practice in the administration
of the program. Graduate students find participants, organize sharings, and serve as
teaching artists. There is little to no follow-up with previous participants. At UT Austin,
there is no research to inform or support the work the Living Newspaper Project is
currently doing in Texas schools. As the program is almost entirely run by graduate
students, it re-invents itself each time a new cadre of graduates takes over the program. I
VRXJKWWRFUHDWHVXVWDLQDELOLW\IRUWKH /LYLQJ1HZVSDSHU3URMHFW¶VDGPLQLVWUDWLRQDW87
Austin and foster job-embedded practice in its participants in Texas and Venezuela by
designing, piloting, and thoroughly documenting a collaborative professional
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development program. I hoped this research would reveal areas where my Living
Newspaper Collaborative Professional Development Program proves uniquely successful
in enabling teachers to implement the project. I aimed to create a program that would
accomplish job-embedded practice through partnership rather than teacher training and
provide qualitative and quantitative research to support the work the Living Newspaper is
doing in schools and at UT Austin. It is my hope that this will serve as a written legacy, a
tangible, scholarly examination of the Living Newspaper Project, and a roadmap for
future graduate students who take its wheel.
Active  and  Drama-based  Engagement  
I also wished to create a professional development program that would provide an
educational experience grounded in active and drama-based engagement. To do this, the
program had to be learner-centered  for both the students and the teachers participating in
the model, as an active and drama-based professional development program promotes
learner-centered education through the use of drama strategies. Learner-centered
education is already built into the Living Newspaper Project as it is facilitated at UT
Austin. The Living Newspaper Project is a classic example of project-based learning,
meaning it is an outcome-oriented, student-driven approach to teaching and learning
(Schultz, 2010). In a project-based curriculum, students explore a particular theme or idea
by posing questions related to a topic and gathering research to support or answer their
questions (Schultz, 2010). In project-based learning models, students work towards a
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specific goal. In the case of the Living Newspaper Project, the goal is a performance of
original material.
Although project-based learning programming has recently become popular in
school systems across the United States, the idea of inquiry-based, student driven
HGXFDWLRQ KDV EHHQ DURXQG IRU PXFK ORQJHU / 6 9\JRWVN\¶V WKHRU\ RI WKH =RQH Rf
Proximal Development (Vygotsky, 1978) emphasizes the importance of creating a
scaffolded, learner-FHQWHUHGH[SHULHQFHJURXQGHGLQVWXGHQWV¶SULRUNQRZOHGJHDQGOLYHG
experiences. The Living Newspaper Project exemplifies this student-driven approach as it
naturally scaffolds student learning, with teachers guiding students to take more and more
responsibility for their own education. The outcome of the project is a devised
performance created through applied research, connected to a social justice issue, and
grounded in another academic subject (for this study, in Spanish and English).
Collaboration  
In describing this collaborative professional development program, I have
FDUHIXOO\ DYRLGHG XVLQJ WKH ZRUG ³WUDLQLQJ´ $V , ZDV SUHSDULQJ WR LPSOHPHQW WKLV
project, Sandra Stauffer, a member of the music education faculty at Arizona State
8QLYHUVLW\ WROG PH ³<RX WUDLQ GRJV QRW SHRSOH´ 6WDXIIHU   7KLV VWUXFN PH
deeply. I realized that in previous iterations of this professional development program, I
KDGSODFHGJUHDWLPSRUWDQFHRQDOORZLQJVWXGHQWVWROHDGWKHLQTXLU\EXWKDGQ¶WH[WHQGHG
the same importance to the participating teachers. I had not been allowing my participants
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to guide the professional development. To address this disconnect, I chose to create a
collaborative professional development model. This decision was supported by the small
QXPEHU RI SDUWLFLSDQWV LQ WKH SURMHFW ,QVWHDG RI SDUWLFLSDWLQJ LQ ODUJH ³WUDLQLQJV´ WKH
majority of the professional development work in this project centered around a one-onone partnership with participating teachers in their own classrooms. I hoped that this
would result in much more individualized instruction for the participating teachers and
that, through a collaborative partnership, participants would gain a greater ability to
implement the program on their own.
Sites  and  Participants  
As I considered participants and sites for the professional development program I
wanted to create, I thought back to my first experience as a teacher. In 2008, I spent a
year teaching English in Merida, Venezuela, with the Fulbright English Teaching
Assistantship Program. The teachers I worked with at the Centro Venezolano Americano
de Merida (the Venezuelan-American Binational Center, or CEVAM) taught me how to
manage my FODVVURRPKRZWRSODQDOHVVRQDQGKRZWRHYDOXDWHP\VWXGHQWV¶ZRUN,Q
return, I gave teachers at CEVAM new ideas about using drama and theatre as a teaching
tool. After returning to the United States in 2009, I made it a personal goal to sustain and
enrich my partnership with CEVAM as I gained more skill as a teacher and a teaching
artist. I returned in 2011 with an Ann Shaw Fellowship from Theatre for Young
Audiences U.S.A to lead a series of workshops in drama-based instruction for English
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teachers at CEVAM and CEVAZ, its sister organization in Zulia. The collaborative
professional development program I was designing for the Living Newspaper Project
seemed to be a perfect opportunity to continue growing and deepening my partnership
with English teachers in Merida, Venezuela. I hoped with this program to create a jobembedded working partnership with CEVAM, grounded in quality professional
development. I decided to deepen the program for myself as a researcher by leading a
parallel professional development program in Austin, Texas. I hoped that these parallel
studies would offer an exciting opportunity for teachers, as well as an interesting data set
for the study I was designing.
Professional  Development  Program  Goals  
A professional development program seeks to create change, or praxis, in
participants by offering participants a specific set of skills (Cahnmann-Taylor & SoutoManning, 2010; Nicholson, 2005). Teachers who participate in a successful professional
development program demonstrate change, or praxis, LQWKHLURZQSUDFWLFHVLQVWXGHQWV¶
work, and perhaps even in the practices of the school, as outlined in a study conducted by
the Training and Development Agency in the United Kingdom in 2010 (Opfer & Pedder,
2010). In the Living Newspaper Professional Development Program, the basic goal is to
enable teachers to implement a Living Newspaper in their classrooms without the help of
a teaching artist. To do this, teachers need experience in four types of facilitation:
1. use of drama-based resources
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2. experience in drama-based pedagogy
3. skills in drama-based theatre practice
4. experience in arts integration
A teacher implementing the Living Newspaper project needs to be able to use dramabased instructional resources, strategies, and activities such as tableaux, game as
metaphor, active discussion starters, role play, etc., that engage students through drama.
To use these strategies effectively in the classroom, teachers need experience in methods
used in drama-based pedagogy such as scaffolding, student-based inquiry, teacher
integrity, etc. Because the Living Newspaper Project is a play-building process leading to
a performance, teachers implementing the program also need skills in drama-based
theatre practice, including strategies for guiding students in preparing for performance.
Finally, to implement a Living Newspaper, teachers need experience in arts integration so
that they can maintain the integrity of the content and balance the use of both theatre and
another academic subject, such as English or Spanish. There are many, sometimes
contradictory, definitions of arts integration in the field of professional development. For
the purposes of this professional development program, I define arts integration as a
classroom model that balances arts instruction (in this model, theatre) with another
academic subject, in this case, English or Spanish as a foreign language (Arts Education
Partnership, 2002). In this definition of arts integration, Spanish and English are taught
through the medium of Theatre. This balance maintains the integrity of the art form and
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the language study. In Chapter Two, I address the ways in which these facilitation
techniques are incorporated into my professional development model.
The goal of the Living Newspaper Project as collaborative professional
development is not to produce a professional-quality theatrical experience. Theatre and
drama are the means by which students conduct research, explore social justice issues,
and engage deeply in academic subjects such as Spanish and English. The Living
Newspaper is not about product, it is about process. If the process has been carried out
successfully, students will produce a high-quality product even if they have no prior
experience in drama or theatre. This project will provide concrete research through
qualitative and quantitative analysis and case studies of participants into the aspects of
Living Newspaper Project as collaborative professional development that enable teachers
to implement a Living Newspaper Project in their own classrooms. My goal is not to
write a bible for professional development, but rather to offer a well-documented, wellresearched alternative to traditional professional development.
Looking  Forward  
In the following chapters, I will describe and examine the Living Newspaper
Collaborative Professional Development Program. I will not seek to prove that this
collaborative model is the only way to accomplish professional development. Neither will
,PDNHFRQQHFWLRQVEHWZHHQWHDFKHUV¶DELOLW\WRLPSOHPHQWD/LYLng Newspaper in their
classrooms and their ability to fully arts-LQWHJUDWHWKHLUOHVVRQV,ZLOOH[DPLQHWHDFKHUV¶
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ZRUN ZLWKLQ WKH SURMHFW DQG WKHLU DELOLW\ WR LPSOHPHQW WKH SURJUDP QRW WKH VWXGHQWV¶
ZRUN RU WKH VWXGHQWV¶ RXWFRPHV , DP QRW FRQFHUQHG ZLWK WKH TXDOLW\ RI VWXGHQWV¶
SHUIRUPDQFHV EXW UDWKHU ZLWK WKH WHDFKHUV¶ HYDOXDWLRQ RI VWXGHQWV¶ ZRUN WKH WHDFKHUV¶
H[SHULHQFHDQGWKHLURZQSHUFHSWLRQVRIWKHVWXGHQWV¶DFKLHYHPHQWV
In Chapter Two, I will explain my initial design of the professional development
program I piloted, the curriculum I planned to incorporate, and the methodology I
planned to use in my research. As I stated earlier, many discoveries and decisions were
happening simultaneously in this project, and the design was heavily shaped by
participants. Thus, I had to choose a point in the project to mark the space between
intention and implementation. The initial design, as explained in Chapter Two, reflects
my intentions as they are represented in the application for human subject research I
VXEPLWWHGWR87$XVWLQ¶V,QWHUQDO5HYLHZ%RDUGFRPSOHWHGLQ$XJXVW7KLVPDUNV
the beginning of the Living Newspaper Project and serves as a turning point. After the
completion of this application, I began seeking out participants, and immediately the
process of finding and working with participants began shaping and changing my
intentions.
In Chapter Three, I will examine the process of implementing the Living
Newspaper Collaborative Professional Development Program in Austin, Texas, and
Merida, Venezuela. I will describe the participants who engaged in the program as well
as the schools and the cities in which the Living Newspaper Program took place. I will
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outline what happened at each site and in each classroom, focusing on ways the
participants shaped and changed the program model.
In Chapter Four, I will outline my methods of collecting and analyzing data,
examining ways in which each participant spoke about the three aspects of professional
development I focus on in this project: job-embedded practice, active and drama-based
engagement, and collaboration. In Chapter Five, I will make inferences about the
program based on this data and offer recommendations for future Living Newspaper
Programs as well as questions for further research.
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Chapter  2:    Creating  Collaborative  Professional  Development:  
project  design  and  methodology
  
  

The first step in creating a collaborative, job-embedded professional development

program for the Living Newspaper Project was to develop a model with enough structure
to give participants a sense of the scope of the program and a clear path to follow. I also
wanted to design a flexible program that could be adapted for different participants. This
required research in arts-based professional development as well as drama-based student
education programming. There are many excellent and diverse professional development
programs in theatre and arts integration. This project only deals with professional
development models most relevant to this study. In my research, I focus specifically on
professional development in theatre for teachers of other academic subjects, as these
professional development opportunities most closely relate to the program I intended to
pilot for with teachers for the Living Newspaper Project.
Professional development in theatre can be divided into three basic categories, as
described in Table 1: Single Workshops, Intensive Courses, and In-Classroom or
Embedded Professional Development. I created these categories myself based on my
research in arts-based professional development programs, but they are supported by
scholars like Guskey (2000), Opferr and Pedder (2010), and the Arts Education
Partnership (2002).
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Categories  of  Professional   Defining  Characteristics  
Development  

Example  

Single Workshops

 Deliver
specific
curriculum content and
programming to teachers.
 Often are related to a
WKHDWUH¶V
SHUIRUPDQFH
season or introduce a larger
professional development
model.

 7KH &KLOGUHQ¶V 7KHDWUH
Company Neighborhood
Bridges Program offers a
single workshop exploring
storytelling for teachers.
The workshop serves as a
basic introduction to the
Neighborhood
Bridges
Program. (Neighborhood
Bridges, n.d.)

Intensive Courses

 Multi-day or multi-week
workshops
 Deliver both pedagogical
instruction and curriculum
content.

 1<8¶V6WHLQKDUGW6FKRRO
of Culture, Education, and
Human
Development
offers summer courses in
theatre education intended
for enrolled students and
local
teachers.
(NYU
Steinhardt, 2013)

In-Classroom or Embedded  Combine
professional
Programs
development
workshops
with long-term, teaching
artist residencies.
 Offer teachers individual
instruction in integrating
theatre
into
their
classrooms

 The University of Texas
DW $XVWLQ¶V 'UDPD IRU
Schools program engages
local schools and teachers
in year-long partnerships
with
teaching
artists.
(Cawthon & Dawson,
2009)

Table 1:

The Defining Characteristics of Professional Development

6LQJOH :RUNVKRSV VRPHWLPHV UHIHUUHG WR DV ³RQH-RIIV´ GHOLYHU VSHFLILF
curriculum content and programming in a short session lasting anywhere from a few
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KRXUVWRDIXOOGD\2IWHQWKHVHVLQJOHZRUNVKRSVDUHUHODWHGWRDWKHDWUH¶VSHUIRUPDQFH
season or serve as an introduction to a larger professional development model. For
H[DPSOH WKH &KLOGUHQ¶V 7KHDWUH &RPSDQ\ RI 0LQQHDSROLV¶V 1HLJKERUKRRG %ULGJHV
Program offers single workshops in storytelling for teachers, delivering content that
forms the basis for their long-term partnerships with schools. Childsplay in Arizona,
6HDWWOH &KLOGUHQ¶V 7KHDWUH +RQROXOX 7KHDWUH IRU <RXWK DQG WKH .HQQHG\ &HQWHU¶V
Changing Education Through the Arts (CETA) program also offer single workshops.
These programs deliver a great deal of information very quickly and fit easily into
WHDFKHUV¶EXV\VFKHGXOHV7KH\GRQRWKRZHYHUVXSSort job-embedded practice as fully
as a more long-term professional development model (Guskey, 2000). These single
workshops often focus almost exclusively on curriculum content, rather than on
pedagogy.
Intensive courses often take place in the summer and take the form of multi-day
or multi-week workshops. These intensives deliver both arts-based pedagogical
instruction and curriculum content such as lesson planning, experience in facilitating
strategies and games, and designing units. New York University Steinhardt School of
Culture, Education, and Human Development is one of many university programs which
offer intensive courses. This program lasts for three weeks in the summer and is intended
for enrolled students and local teachers who wish to deepen their instructional practice,
earn continuing education credits, or renew a teacher certification. Other universities with
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intensive courses include The University of Texas at Austin, the University of
Wisconsin-Madison, EmeUVRQ &ROOHJH 7RZVRQ 8QLYHUVLW\¶s Arts Integration Institute,
and the University of Tennessee at Chattanooga. Professional development programs
VXFK DV WKH 8QLYHUVLW\ RI 7H[DV DW $XVWLQ¶V 'UDPD IRU 6FKRROV 3URJUDP DQG WKH
&KLOGUHQ¶V 7KHDWUH &RPSDQ\ RI 0LQQHDSROLV 1HLJKERUKRRG %ULGJHV 3URJUDP RIfer
intensive summer professional development courses for teachers. Childsplay, Seattle
&KLOGUHQ¶V 7KHDWUHDQG WKH .HQQHG\ &HQWHU¶V &(7$ DOVR RIIHULQWHQVLYH FRXUVHV /LNH
single workshops, intensive courses are designed to deliver a lot of content very quickly.
Unlike single workshops, intensives pair curriculum content with pedagogy to offer
teachers more tools for incorporating the arts into their classrooms. Because they take
SODFHLQWKHVXPPHUWKH\DUHHDVLHUWRILWLQWRDWHDFKHU¶VEXV\VFKHGXOH but they might
have the same capacity to deliver individualized instruction as a long-term partnership
(Guskey 2000). The content teachers receive is not necessarily tailored to their own
classroom and their specific needs.
In-classroom or embedded programs combine workshops or trainings with longterm teaching artist residencies to offer teachers individual instruction in integrating
theatre into their own classrooms. The Drama for Schools Project and Neighborhood
Bridges both exemplify this model as they partner teaching artists with teachers for a year
or more (these programs are described in detail later in the chapter). In-classroom or
embedded programs provide teachers with individualized content and pedagogy. These
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professional development programs often begin by conducting needs assessments and are
able to offer teachers experience and help where they need it. Because these partnerships
ODVWIRUD\HDURUPRUHDQGRIWHQWDNHSODFHLQDWHDFKHU¶VRZQFODVVURRPWKH\RIIHU the
opportunity for job-embedded professional development. Recent studies conducted by
the Drama for Schools program, however, show that these programs might not always
VXSSRUWDWHDFKHU¶VVHQVHRIVHOI-efficacy (Cawthon & Dawson, n.d.). After exploring the
pros and cons of each model, I chose to focus my research in these in-classroom,
embedded models because their missions and program designs most closely reflected my
RZQJRDOVIRUWKH/LYLQJ1HZVSDSHU3URMHFW¶VSURIHVVLRQDOGHYHORSPHQWSURJUDP
After deciding on the most appropriate professional development model to suit
my intentions for the Living Newspaper Program, I began examining different
professional development programs that employed this model. I focused my research on
three professional development programs: the Drama for Schools Program developed by
.DWKU\Q 'DZVRQ DQG 6WHSKDQLH &DZWKRQ WKH &KLOGUHQ¶V 7KHDWUH &RPSDQ\ RI
Minneapolis Neighborhood Bridges Program developed in part by Jack Zipes, and
Teachers Act UP! created by Melissa Cahnman-Taylor and Mariana Souto-Manning. I
grounded my pedagogy and project design in the educational theories of Vygotsky. I used
9\JRWVN\¶V WKHRULHV FRQFHUQLQJ OHDUQHU-centered education and the Zone of Proximal
Development as criteria for choosing and examining the professional development
programs I researched.
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Professional  Development  Models  
7KH/LYLQJ1HZVSDSHU3URMHFW¶VFROODERUDWLYHSURIHVVLRQDOGHYHORSPHQWSURJUDP
is modeled after the three professional development programs in teacher education in the
arts introduced above. Each of these programs fosters learner-centered professional
development in different ways and approaches job-embedded practice, active and dramabased engagement, and collaboration differently. In this section, I will examine each of
these programs individually, focusing on those aspects of the program that were
particularly useful to me in designing a pilot professional development program for the
Living Newspaper Project. Table 2 breaks down essential elements of job-embedded
practice, active and drama-based engagement, and collaboration as exemplified by each
of the professional development programs I examined.
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Program  
Drama
Schools

  
Job-embedded  
practice  
For 

Active   and   Drama- collaboration  
based  Engagement  

Intentional

partnerships
between teachers,
teaching
artists,
and administrators 
Begins with a
needs assessment
and ends with a
program
evaluation.

All
strategies 
taught are learnercentered
and
active
Teachers
participate
in 
workshops
that
activate
drama
strategies

Programming
based
on
SDUWLFLSDQWV¶
lived
experiences.
Teachers co-plan
and
co-teach
lessons with a
teaching artist

Neighborhood 
Bridges

Program-wide

meetings
three
times a year to
evaluate progress

Emphasis placed 
on storytelling as
a
way
of
activating
VWXGHQWV¶
experience

Weekly
reflection
meetings
between teacher
and
teaching
artist

Teachers Act 
Up!

Provides teachers 
with a supportive
professional
community

8VHV
%RDO¶V 
Forum Theatre as
a
means
of
activating
WHDFKHUV¶
OLYHG
experiences
Culminates in a
performance by
participants

Provides a space
for teachers to
explore shared
challenges and
practice
strategies
for
solving them.





Table 2:

Aspects of Professional Development Programs

Drama  for  Schools  
7KH/LYLQJ1HZVSDSHU3URMHFW¶VFROODERUDWLYHSURIHVVLRQDOGHYHORSPHQWPRGHOis
deeply grounded in WKH'UDPDIRU6FKRROV ')6 SURJUDP¶VUHVHDUFKDQGSURJUDPLQJDV
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developed by Kathryn Dawson and Stephanie Cawthon from the University of Texas at
Austin. I chose to base it on this research because of the structure DFS employs, which is
grounded in V\JRWVN\¶V OHDUQLQJ WKHRU\  0RUHRYHU , KDG personal experience as a
teaching artist in the program. DFS aims to provide high-quality job-embedded
professional development in drama-based instruction and arts integration to teachers of
all subjects. According to Cawthon and Dawson,
The DFS model is based on an intentional, ongoing, systemic approach to
professional development, which emphasizes the importance of an immersive
workshop format with a strong relationship tR SDUWLFLSDQWV¶ QHHGV DQG WKHLU
teaching context. (Cawthon &Dawson, n.d.)
In the DFS program, teachers participate in drama strategies led by teaching artists,
observe master teachers, work with teaching artists to develop drama-based lessons, and
co-teach strategies and lessons with a teaching artist in their own classrooms. In a typical
DFS program, teachers²who have chosen to participate rather than having been told to
participate by an administrator²attend workshops together with DFS teaching artists
where they participate in model lessons and learn new drama-based strategies to
implement in their classrooms. Teachers co-plan lessons with a teaching artist and then
are given an opportunity to implement that lesson either together with a teaching artist or
on their own. Each DFS program begins with a needs assessment to determine the focus
of the workshops for a particular school or district and ends with a program evaluation by
participants.
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DFS pedagogy is founded on three key theoretical frameworks. Dawson and
Cawthon describe these as:
1) active learning within a constructivist framework;
2) teachers as adult learners and DFS as a partnership [between teachers, teaching
artists, and administrators];
3) student success built upon authentic learning experiences. These theories center
on how to connect learners with new content, whether they are teachers in
professional development or students learning standards-based curricula.
(Cawthon & Dawson, 2009)
In a constructivist framework, as proposed by Vygotsky, the teacher and student work
together to construct knowledge rather than the teacher endowing the student with the
knowledge he or she has already acquired (Vygotsky, 1978). In DFS, this theoretical
framework is evidenced by the emphasis placed on active learning both in a professional
development setting and in the classroom with young people. According to Dawson and
Cawthon,
This DFS approach to classroom instruction insists that students actively coFRQVWUXFWWKHLUOHDUQLQJSURFHVV7KH\WDNHRQWKH³PDQWOHRIWKHH[SHUW´ through
the scaffolded safety of drama-based activities, trying on new language (first
modelled by the instructor) both in verbal and written form. This dynamic process
demands higher-order thinking skills and increases emotional intelligence.
(Cawthon, Dawson, & Ihorn, 2011)
$FFRUGLQJO\ ')6 EDVHV LWV WHDFKHU HGXFDWLRQ PHWKRGV RQ LWV SDUWLFLSDQWV¶ OLYHG
experiences and encourages teachers to take an active role in trainings. Cawthon and
Dawson explain,
If the goal of drama-based instruction is to empower students to engage actively
in the classroom, then DFS believes teachers should be trained in a similar
manner, using the same tools and activities in training that teachers are
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encouraged to use in their classrooms. (Cawthon, Dawson, Judd-Glossy, & Ihorn,
2012)
The DFS program fulfills all three of the aspects I examine: It creates job-embedded
SUDFWLFHE\VFDIIROGLQJWHDFKHUV¶OHDUQLQJRIGUDPDVWUDWHJLHVDQGRIIHULQJFRQFUHWHZD\V
of applying those strategies in their own classrooms. All strategies taught with
participants are learner-centered active, and drama-based and the professional
development program itself strives to also be learner-centered and active. In creating a
space for teachers to plan lessons with teaching artists, the DFS program also offers
opportunities for collaboration between teachers and teaching artists.
I based much of my project design on the DFS model because it is wellresearched and, in my experience as a DFS teaching artist, an effective way of educating
teachers in drama-based instruction. In my own experience as a former teaching artist for
DFS, I found that teachers leave the program with a comprehensive understanding of
specific drama strategies but often struggle to implement those strategies in a wellscaffolded drama-based lesson. In an effort to help teachers better grasp the concept of
scaffolding strategies within a lesson, I chose to create a professional development model
based in project-based learning. The Living Newspaper Project is naturally scaffolded
due to the nature of the project-based learning model and therefore models scaffolding
for the teachers. I also chose to do more one-on-one work with teachers in co-planning
and co-teaching lessons than is usual in DFS. This direct work with participants in a
classroom with students offers an even more collaborative approach to professional
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development and allows teaching artists to individualize instruction for specific teachers
and students.
The  Neighborhood  Bridges  Program  
7KH&KLOGUHQ¶V7KHDWUH&RPSDQ\RI0LQQHapolis Neighborhood Bridges Program
offers another comprehensive approach to collaborative professional development. The
1HLJKERUKRRG %ULGJHV 3URJUDP VHHNV WR KHOS VWXGHQWV GHYHORS ³creative and critical
OLWHUDF\´ E\ EXLOGLQJ WKHLU ³oral, literary, and draPDWLF VNLOOV´ 1HLJKERUKRRG Bridges,
n.d.)

The program incorporates traditional storytelling techniques with creative drama

lessons, reading, analysis, and creative writing to achieve this mission while at the same
time intentionally offering teachers opportunities to gain autonomy in teaching the
Neighborhood Bridges model with their students. Like the Drama for Schools Program,
Neighborhood Bridges focuses on in-classroom education and partnership between
teachers, teaching artists, and administrators (Zipes, 2004). The Neighborhood Bridges
Program involves two stages of professional development:
1) An intensive summer workshop where teachers are educated in the
philosophies, pedagogy, and strategies of the program and
2) A thirty-one week residency where, for two hours per week, teaching artists
lead students through a storytelling process where students are hearing,
reading, and creating stories.
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In addition, participating teachers and teaching artists are required to meet with each
other once a week before or after each lesson. This time is used either to plan for or
reflect on the lesson. These meetings are intended to be used as a space to discuss
changes, challenges, and new ideas (Zipes, 2004).
The Neighborhood Bridges program exemplifies the job-embedded practice I
DLPHG IRU LQ GHVLJQLQJ WKH /LYLQJ 1HZVSDSHU¶V SURIHVVLRQDO GHYHORSPHQW SURJUDP
Participants in the complete Neighborhood Bridges Program receive a full background in
pedagogy, philosophy, and strategies as well as the experience of participating in the
model in their own classrooms. Zipes explains that collaboration is a critical part of the
process of creating a successful program:
By  not  sharing  knowledge,  the  expert  can  pose  as  omniscient.  We  want  to  show  
that  we  are  all  fortunately  replaceable,  different  but  replaceable²especially  when  
it  comes  to  sharing  knowledge  and  skills.  (Zipes,  2004)  

  
  
  
To  this  end,  Zipes  explains,  the  program  is  very  intentional  about  making  contact  with  all  

the  schools,  teachers,  and  administrators  with  whom  it  partners.  In  addition  to  the  training  
and   planning   meetings   incorporated   into   the   Neighborhood   Bridges   professional  
development  model,  the  program  hosts  community-wide  meetings  three  times  a  year  as  
an   opportunity   for   everyone   involved   in   Neighborhood   Bridges²teachers,   teaching  
artists,  and  schools²to  discuss  challenges  and  plans  for  the  future.    
  

Like  DFS,  Neighborhood  Bridges  operates  on  a  large  scale.  It  is  currently  serving  

500   students   in   seven   Minneapolis   schools   (Neighborhood   Bridges,   n.d.).   Thus,   not   all  
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aspects   of   this   program   are   necessary   for   a   small-scale   pilot   project   like   the   one   I   was  
creating   for   the   Living   Newspaper.   In   a   program   like   mine,   with   no   more   than   four  
participating   teachers,   focusing   on   individual   teachers   is   much   easier   and   much   more  
possible.  There  is  no  need  to  hold  large  workshops,  teacher  trainings,  and  program-wide  
meetings   in   order   to   keep   everyone   informed   and   to   offer   every   participant   an   equal  
opportunity   to   implement   the   model.   This   program   model,   however,   might   serve   as   an  
H[DPSOH RI ZKDW WKH /LYLQJ 1HZVSDSHU¶V SURIHVVLRQDO GHYHORSPHQW SURJUDP PLJKW
EHFRPH DV LW JURZV , LQFRUSRUDWHG WKH 1HLJKERUKRRG %ULGJHV SURJUDP¶V DSSURDFK WR
collaborative   professional   development   into   my   own   model,   requiring   weekly   planning  
and  reflection  meetings  as  part  of  the  learning  process.    
Teachers  Act  Up!  
Melissa Cahnman-Taylor and Mariana Souto-Manning offer an alternative
approach to drama-EDVHG SURIHVVLRQDO GHYHORSPHQW JURXQGHG LQ 3DXOR )UHLUH¶V
theoretical work, Pedagogy  of  the  Oppressed (1970), DQG$XJXVWR%RDO¶VIRUXPWKHDWUH
model, Theatre  of  the  Oppressed  (1979), ZKLFKZDVLQIRUPHGE\)UHLUH¶VZRUNLQ%UD]LO
In Pedagogy  of  the  Oppressed,  Freire argues that an education system where teachers try
to pack their students heads full of knowledge, like making deposits into a bank, can
never be effective, and in fact, can only perpetrate oppression (Freire, 1970). To truly
break free of a hegemonic system, teachers and students must work together to construct
knowledge. Augosto Boal took this concept of co-constructed knowledge and created
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Forum Theatre, a theatrical model where actors present scenarios and invite the audience,
RU DV %RDO WHUPV WKHP ³VSHFW-DFWRUV´ WR FRPSOHWH WKH VFHQH E\ UHVROYLQJ WKH FRQIOLFW
present (or indeed, heighWHQLQJ WKH FRQIOLFW  %RDO   8VLQJ )UHLUH¶V WKHRULHV DQG
%RDO¶V SUDFWLFH &DQKPDQQ-Taylor and Souto-0DQQLQJ DFWLYDWH WHDFKHUV¶ OLYHG
experiences and provide real preparation for the classroom. Unlike DFS, which focuses
on individual strategies, and Neighborhood Bridges, which focuses exclusively on
VWXGHQWV¶ FUHDWLYLW\ UDWKHU WKDQ WHDFKHUV¶ FUHDWLYLW\ &DQKPDQQ-Taylor and Souto0DQQLQJ¶V ZRUN XVHV GUDPD VWUDWHJLHV VXFK DV forum theatre and storytelling to offer
teachers a supportive professional community outside of the classroom, EXLOWRQWHDFKHUV¶
own lived experiences (Canhmann-Taylor & Souto-Manning, 2010).
We believe that if multicultural educators are going to facilitate a process
whereby students can find their own voices and agency, then educators
themselves must find their own voices. (Canhmann-Taylor & Souto-Manning,
2010)
The professional development program Canhmann-Taylor and Souto-Manning
outline in their book, Teachers  Act  Up!  follows this basic belief by using Theatre of the
Oppressed methodology to offer teachers an opportunity to encounter and express their
own thoughts, struggles, and concerns about teaching. Over a period of several weeks,
teachers, together with teaching artists, use techniques like forum theatre²a participatory
performance designed by Augusto Boal to create dialogue (Boal, 1979)²to play out
difficult moments in the classroom and find strategies for dealing with the daily struggles
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a teacher faces. At the end of the professional development, teachers create a
performance based on the creative work they have participated in during the program.
This program offers a unique approach to job-embedded practice. Rather than
attempting to offer teachers a mastery of individual strategies or programming, this
professional development focuses on providing teachers with a professional community
of their peers on whom they might rely for support during and after workshops. The
program offers a learner-centered, active approach to professional development in a very
different way from the DFS program. While DFS focuses on adapting individual drama
VWUDWHJLHV WR SDUWLFLSDQWV¶ FODVVURRPV DQG VWXGHQWV &DKQPDQQ-Taylor and SoutoManning focus on participants¶ own lived experiences and the ways these individual
experiences shape a teacher¶V practice. This program is also unique in that it culminates
in a performance; thus the professional development incorporates both drama and theatre
strategies to achieve its objective²to prepare teachers to enter the classroom. CahnmannTaylor and Souto-0DQQLQJ¶V SURIHVVLRQDO GHYHORSPHQW SURJUDP LV DOVR FROODERUDWLYH
among participants. It seeks to create a community of teachers who are bound together by
their individual and shared experiences. It does not necessarily offer participants
opportunities to collaborate with teaching artists in the classroom. Because the program
places its emphasis on the teachers themselves, it offers no opportunity for co-planning or
co-teaching and does not necessarily give teachers experience in teaching through drama.
,IRXQGWKLVSURJUDP¶VHPSKDVLVRQWKHLQGLYLGXDOH[FLWLQJDQGWKRXJKW-provoking. While
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I did not adapt Cahnmann-Taylor and Souto-0DQQLQJ¶V VSHFLILF PHWKRGV , GLG
LQFRUSRUDWH WKHLU HPSKDVLV RQ WKH LQGLYLGXDO DQG WKH WHDFKHU¶V SULRU NQRZOHGJH DQG
experience into my own professional development model.
In crafting a pilot program I turned to these three models²DFS, Neighborhood
Bridges, and Teachers Act Up!²for examples and models of job-embedded , learner
centered, active, and collaborative professional development. I based my own pilot
project on the structure of the DFS program, which has a history of job-embedded
teacher education, emphasizing the importance of individual work with teachers, model
lessons, co-teaching and co-planning. I placed value on WKHSDUWLFLSDQWV¶SULRUNQRZOHGJH
and lived experiences, drawing inspiration from Melissa Cahnman-Taylor and Mariana
Souto-Manning, and I created spaces for discussion and reflection based on the
Neighborhood Bridges program. Using the structure of DFS together with CahnmanTaylor and Souto-0DQQLQJ¶V LGHDV DERXW WHDFKHU LQGLYLGXDOLW\ 1HLJKERUKRRG %ULGJHV¶
HPSKDVLV RQ FROODERUDWLRQ DQG 9\JRWVN\¶V WKHRULHV DERXW VFDIIROGLQJ WHDFKLQJ DQG
learning gave me the ability to research and create a new structure and approach to
professional development grounded in tried and tested programming, while offering
flexibility and new ways of working together with teachers rather than training them.
Table 3 describes the ways in which I used different aspects of the three program models
I examined to create a professional development program that would foster learnercentered professional development.
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Program  

  
Job-embedded  
practice  

The Living 
Newspaper
Program


Table 3:

Active   and   Drama- collaboration  
based  Engagement  

Begins with an 
informal
needs
assessment
Lesson planning
and
reflection 
structures
offer
opportunities for
flexibility.

All
strategies 
taught are learnercentered
and
active
project-based
learning provides
a structure for
scaffolding drama
strategies

Teachers
and
teaching artists
co-plan, co-teach
and reflect on
lessons taught in
the program.

The Living Newspaper Program: Aspects of Professional Development

I based the design of my own project on the design of the DFS program, focusing
on in-classroom partnership with teachers in order to create job-embedded practice. I
incorporated Cahnman-Taylor and Souto-0DQQLQJ¶V LGHDV LQWR WKH VWUXFWXUH RI P\
professional development model by pairing teachers in Venezuela and Austin to create a
community of support for participants in the project. I drew on the Neighborhood Bridges
SURJUDP¶VDSSURDFKWR collaboration between teacher and teaching artist by interviewing
teachers. In these interviews, we discussed their experiences in the classroom and their
VWXGHQWV¶QHHGs before beginning the process of co-planning, modeling, and co-teaching
lessons. I scheduled weekly meetings to use as a space to check in with teachers.
, EDVHG HYHU\ LQWHUDFWLRQ ZLWK WHDFKHUV DQG VWXGHQWV RQ 9\JRWVN\¶V WKHRULHV E\
asking and answering questions and ensuring that teachers understood the choices I made
and that I understood the choices my participants and co-facilitators made. In seeking
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WUDQVSDUHQF\ LQ P\ RZQ ZRUN , HYHQ VKDUHG -HIIUH\ :LOKHOP¶V ZULWLQJV ZLWK P\
SDUWLFLSDQWVVRWKDW³sKRZPHKHOSPHOHWPH´FRXOGEHFRPHDFRPPRQODQJXDJHIRUXV
in planning lessons and a means of double-checking our scaffolding (Wilhelm, 2002). In
this way I created a model for teaching the Living Newspaper that could be sustained
after I left, a model that would be learner-centered for both teachers and students, active
and achieved through drama objectives, and deeply collaborative.
  
Theoretical  Underpinnings  
I rooted my project design, curriculum design, and the structure of my lesson
plans in VyJRWVN\¶V WKHRULHV RI HGXFDWLRQ ,Q H[DPLQLQJ SURJUDPV LQ SURIHVVLRQDO
GHYHORSPHQW,UHIHUUHGWR9\JRWVN\¶VHGXFDWLRQDOWKHRULHVDVDPHDQVRIH[DPLQLQJWKH
curriculum of the three program models I researched. In particular, I looked for ways in
which progUDPV DGDSWHG 9\JRWVN\¶V WKHRU\ RI WKH =RQH RI 3UR[LPDO 'HYHORSPHQW LQWR
their lesson structures.
The Zone of Proximal Development is the ideal mental space where learning
takes place. According to Vygotsky, learning can only happen when students are
challenged to achieve something slightly beyond what they are capable of achieving by
themselves. This is the Zone of Proximal Development, or ZPD. Vygotsky explains the
Zone of Proximal Development as:
The distance between the actual developmental level as determined by
independent problem solving and the level of potential development as
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determined through problem solving under adult guidance, or in collaboration
with more capable peers. (Vygotsky, 1978)
The Zone of Proximal Development is the gap between what a student already knows and
what he or she is capable of learning. Vygotksy proposed that this gap between a
VWXGHQW¶s actual development level and their potential development could be bridged if a
teacher guided students through a process of discovery, offering tasks with increasing
difficulty that incorporate both skills a student has already mastered and skills a student is
attempting to master. This is referred to as scaffolding. Vygotsky explains:
Pedagogy must be oriented not to the yesterday, EXWWRWKHWRPRUURZRIWKHFKLOG¶V
development. Only then can it call to life in the process of education those
processes of development which now lie in the zone of proximal development.
(Vygotsky, 1978)
Thus, lessons must be challenging, but musWDOVREXLOGRQSDUWLFLSDQWV¶OLYHGH[SHULHQFHV
Mihaly Csikszentmihalyi deepened the idea of the Zone of Proximal development
ZLWK KLV ZRUN RQ ³IORZ´ &VLNV]HQWPLKDO\i, 1990). According to Csikszentmihalyi, a
learner in flow has not only reached the optimal space for acquiring new knowledge
which Vygotsky terms the Zone of Proximal Development, but is thriving there. A
learner in flow reaches a state of concentration or complete absorption with new subject
matter so complete that everything else falls awa\LQFOXGLQJWLPHDQGWKHOHDUQHU¶VRZQ
ego (Csikszentmihalyi, 1990).
The

Living

Newspaper

Project

is

deeply

rooted

in

Vygotsky

and

Csikszentmihalyi¶V LGHD WKDW OHDUQLQJ PXVW EH JURXQGHG LQ VWXGHQWV¶ OLYHG H[SHULHQFHV
DQGGULYHQE\VWXGHQWV¶TXHVWLRQVDQd curiosity.
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$ WHDFKHU ZRUNLQJ ZLWKLQ D VWXGHQW¶V =3' VFDIIROGV OHDUQLQJ WR KHOS VWXGHQWV
through the process of discovering new things. In his book, Enactment   Strategies   for  
Deepening  Comprehension,  Jeffrey Wilhelm offers an approach to teacher education and
SURIHVVLRQDO GHYHORSPHQW EDVHG RQ 9\JRWVN\¶V WKHRULHV DURXQG WKH =RQH RI 3UR[LPDO
'HYOHRSPHQWZKLFKJXLGHVWHDFKHUVLQFUHDWLQJVFDIIROGHGOHVVRQV:LOKHOP¶VDSSURDFK
to drama-EDVHGLQVWUXFWLRQFRPELQHVHGXFDWLRQDOWKHRU\URRWHGLQ9\JRWVN\¶VZULWLQJs on
the nature of learning with actual descriptions of strategies to use in the classroom that he
terms ³HQDFWPHQWVWUDWHJLHV´ :LOKHOP :LOKHOP¶VHQDFWPHQWVWUDWHJLHV use drama
methods such as role play, image work, and theatre games to bring text to life and build
VWXGHQWV¶ UHDGLQJ FRPSUHKHQVLRQ :LOKHOP¶V GHVFULSWLRQV RI HGXFDWLRQDO WKHRU\ DV WKH\
relate to student learning in real classrooms were helpful both in evaluating program
designs and in explaining educational theories like scaffolding and the Zone of Proximal
Development to participants.
:LOKHOP H[SODLQV 9\JRWVN\¶V WKHRULHV DERXW WKH =3' DQG WKH VWUXFWXUH RI
effective scaffolding by recounting his own experience learning to roof a house. He terms
WKLV VWUXFWXUH ³show me, help me, let mH´ :LOKHOP   First, the teacher
demonstrates a new skill. Wilhelm began learning to roof his house by watching a
professional at work, asking questions, and listening to explanations. Second, the teacher
helps a student to attempt the new skill, as Wilhelm does when attempting to nail down
roof tiles with the help of a professional. Once the student has mastered the skill with the
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help of the teacher, the student is ready to perform the skill on her own. Wilhelm
emphasizes the importance of this part of the process in his story about learning to roof a
house, remembering his feeling of accomplishment at being able to complete the task
himself. All of the lesson plans Wilhelm offers follow this model of ³show me, help me,
OHWPH´,ILQGWKLVVWUXFWXUe helpful when I am lesson planning, and it serves as a concise
and simple explanation of scaffolding when I am co-planning with other teachers. As an
example of the ways in which these theories informed my professional development
model, in the Living NewVSDSHU3URMHFWWZRSDUWLFLSDQWVUHDG:LOKHOP¶VH[SODQDWLRQRI
9\JRWVN\¶VWKHRULHVRIVFDIIROGLQJDQGRIWHQUHIHUUHGWRLWDVZHZHUHSODQQLQJOHVVRQV
together.
I foXQG :LOKHOP¶V FRPSUHKHQVLYH but simple and jargon-free explanations of
9\JRWVN\¶VFRPSOicated learning theories extremely helpful in creating a pilot program
and working with teachers. Vygotsky offers a learning theory whereby job-embedded
WHDFKLQJDQGSURIHVVLRQDOGHYHORSPHQWDUHSRVVLEOH)XUWKHUPRUH9\JRWVN\¶VWKHRU\RI
the Zone of Proximal Development necessitates collaboration, as learning can only
happen when teachers and students are working together on mastering difficult concepts.
Csikszentmihalyi¶V H[SODQDWLRQ RI IORZ RIIHUV IXUWKHU VXSSRUW IRU WKLV FRQFHSW RI
collaboration and deepens understanding of what a learner needs to engage with subject
matter on the deepest possible level. Vygotsky and Csikszentmihalyi¶V ZRUN RIIHU
concrete theoretical support for creating learner-centered lessons as well as drama-based
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methods for planning lessons that are deeply rooWHG LQ VWXGHQWV¶ OLYHG H[SHULHQFHV
:LOKHOP¶VWH[WRIIHUVeffective and easy-to-remember lesson planning structures based on
9\JRWVN\¶V WKHRULHV $V , GHVLJQHG WKLV SURMHFW , UHIHUUHG WR 9\JRWVN\ DQG
Csikszentmihalyi¶V WKHRUHtical writing and to :LOKHOP¶V SUDFWLFDO DSSOLFDWLRQ RI WKHVH
theories and when co-planning.
As I looked at program models for the collaborative professional development I
GHVLJQHG,XVHG9\JRWVN\¶VOHDUQLQJWKHRULHVDVDEDVLVIRUFRPSDULVRQ,H[DPLQHd each
program for ways the model prepared teachers to work within their ZPD and scaffolded
both student and teacher learning to help participants master new, complicated concepts
effectively. I also looked for ways programs created job-embedded practice, fostered
active and drama-based engagement, and incorporated collaboration between teachers,
teaching artists, students, and administrators to engage teachers in learner-centered
collaborative professional development.

Project  Design  
The original project design I created to pilot a collaborative professional
development model for the Living Newspaper Project was firmly based on the structures
of the DFS and Neighborhood Bridges Programs. I aimed to work with four to eight
participants, with a minimum of two teachers in each site. In Venezuela, participants
would be teachers of advanced English (as a foreign language) classes for native Spanish
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speakers. In Texas, participants would be teachers of advanced Spanish (as a foreign
language) classes for native English speakers. I hoped that this partnership of English and
Spanish teachers would bring to the project a cadre of participants who shared two
common languages, English and Spanish, as well as common experiences in teaching a
foreign language to non-native speakers. I contacted participants via email and through
their administrators, but finding participants was much more difficult than I had expected
This led to some key changes in the implementation of the professional development
model. These changes will be discussed at length in Chapter Three.
The original project design called for four workshops dispersed over a sevenweek period in addition to weekly lesson planning meetings, co-teachings, and
reflections. I designed the project to begin with a group workshop for all participants. I
intended to use this workshop as a space to introduce participants both to each other and
to the strategies and pedagogy of the Living Newspaper Project. This introductory
workshop would happen twice, once in Merida for Venezuelan participants and once in
Texas for US participants. In this initial workshop, teachers would not only explore
strategies and pedagogy, but would also be partnered with a teacher in either Austin or
Venezuela with whom they could share challenges, successes, and research. I intended
that each teacher in Austin would be paired with a teacher in Venezuela so that this might
offer teachers the opportunity to receive different perspectives and offer students the
opportunity to communicate with a native speaker in the language they were learning. To
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this end, each introductory workshop would include a Skype session where teachers
could meet, share experiences, and plan lessons with teachers from their foreign partner
institution.
Following this introductory workshop, teachers would meet individually with the
me as the teaching artist to plan the general scope of the project and schedule co-planning
sessions and teaching. The project itself would take place over six weeks, divided into
two-week segments. Each two-week segment would mark the beginning of a new stage
of the Living Newspaper Project (research, scripting, and performance), and would begin
with a workshop for participants specifically intended to give teachers strategies and
pedagogy for implementing the new phase of the project. In Venezuela, due to distance, I
planned to offer all three of these specialized workshops in person before the project
began so that teachers would have the strategies they needed to implement the project on
their own.
Each week, the program would follow a basic structure. First, the teacher and
teaching artist would meet either in person or over the phone to co-plan lessons for the
week. Then the teacher and teaching artist would co-facilitate a lesson together. Finally,
they would meet afterwards to discuss the lesson and revise future lesson plans. For
teachers in Venezuela, this co-facilitation would take place using technology like Skype
and G-chat. Throughout the process, teachers would share challenges and successes with
each other via email and a Facebook-like social networking site designed for classroom
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XVH FDOOHG (GPRGR , DOVR LQWHQGHG WR XVH 87 $XVWLQ¶V QHZO\-launched Drama-Based
Instruction Network as a space for sharing strategies across distances (DBI Network,
n.d.).
According to my project design, teachers would gain more responsibility and
autonomy in lesson planning and facilitation as they progressed through the scaffolded
professional development program. The teacher would begin by offering goals and
objectives for lesson plans while the teaching artist provided drama-based strategies and
methods for accomplishing the goals and objectives. By the third week of the program,
the half-way point in the Living Newspaper Project, teachers would have gained enough
experience by seeing and leading drama strategies that they would able to take a more
active role in the planning and facilitation of lessons. At the six-week mark the teacher
would take a lead role in preparing, planning, and facilitating lessons with students.
The project would culminate in a final sharing of student work, which would be
videoWDSHGDQGVKDUHGYLD(GPRGRZLWKSDUWLFLSDQWV¶ partner classrooms in Merida and
Austin. The final culmination of the project would be a reflection meeting with all
participants where participants would fill out surveys and discuss the experience, describe
the challenges they faced, and share and celebrate their successes. This reflection meeting
would also offer participants an opportunity to offer their thoughts on how the
professional development model might be improved.
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With the design of this professional development pilot, I intended to create a
model with a concrete structure that would support participants in exploring new skills
and teaching strategies ZKLOH EHLQJ IOH[LEOH HQRXJK WR ILW SDUWLFLSDQWV¶ schedules and
classrooms. It is fitting, then, that the participants themselves shifted this project design
in significant ways. These changes will be enumerated and explored in Chapter Three.

Instructional  Design  
  

Having established the design of the project, I focused on the instructional design

of the curriculum. As introduced in Chapter One, teachers leading a Living Newspaper
Project need experience and skill in four areas of instruction:


drama-based pedagogy



drama-based instructional resources and strategies



drama-based theatre practice



arts integration
Teachers need an understanding of drama-based pedagogy in order to be able to

lead and plan lessons. Teachers must also have access to drama-based instructional
resources in order to put drama-based pedagogy into practice in a classroom. Because the
Living Newspaper Project is performance-based and focuses on play-building, teachers
also need experience in drama-based theatre practice in order to guide students in
preparing and performing their work. Finally, teachers need an understanding of arts
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integration in order to balance the curriculum content between drama and theatre and
another academic subject (in this case Spanish or English). I designed a curriculum to
help teachers gain the necessary experience, understanding, and skill in these four areas
in the hope that teachers would be able to create a Living Newspaper on any topic in any
context, rather than merely reproduce the project we had designed and planned together.
Curriculum  Content  
It is difficult to separate the curriculum content from the curriculum structure of
this collaborative professional development model. Content influences structure and vice
versa. As the curriculum content can most easily stand on its own, I will begin by
explaining the four subject areas that constitute the curriculum of the Living Newspaper
Project as professional development. This will lead into an explanation of curriculum
structure and the instructional strategies used.
Drama-based pedagogy serves to provide underlying principles and theories
guiding the creation of our lesson plans and the facilitation of these lessons with students.
Drama-based pedagogy centers on the idea that classroom exploration and inquiry is
EDVHG LQ VWXGHQWV¶ SULRU NQRZOHGJH DQG OLYHG H[SHULHQFHV &DZWKRQ  'DZVRQ 
Vygotsky, 1978; Wilhelm 2002). It places great importance on teacher integrity in
practice and student decision-making.
Drama-based instructional resources offer strategies and methods for applying
drama-based pedagogy to a classroom. These strategies offer creative ways to engage
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students in a topic, to encourage student thinking and questioning, and to reflect and
process student work (Cawthon, Dawson, & Ihorn 2011). Strategies include image work
(Boal, 1979), role play (Spolin, 1963; Rhod, 1998), active discussion starters (Rhod,
1998), and game as metaphor (Rhod, 1998). Drama-based pedagogy is inseparable from
drama-based instruction and practice. Each serves to support the other when applied to a
classroom curriculum. Pedagogy supplies the reasoning behind strategies and guides
teachers in choosing strategies, and strategies offer concrete ways of thinking about and
applying pedagogy in a classroom.
The Living Newspaper Project is also a play-building process, so theatre is a
critical part of the project. Drama-based theatre practice offers an approach to guiding
students in preparing and performing work that privileges student thinking, creativity,
and integrity. In drama-based theatre practice, teachers serve as facilitators rather than as
directors, guiding students in creating and performing their own scripts.
This combination of theatre and content exemplifies the final subject area: arts
integration. In the Living Newspaper Project, both theatre and another subject area are
equally important. Facilitating the project requires finding integrity and balance between
these two content areas (Arts Education Parternship 2002; Garet, Porter, Andrew &
Desmoine, 2001; Guskey, 2000). In this, collaboration between the teacher, teaching
artist, and students is critical. Collaborating in planning, facilitating, and creating a
Living Newspaper encourages teachers, teaching artists, and students to constantly
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negotiate and re-negotiate the balance between theatre and English or Spanish, providing
the integrity necessary for the project to succeed.
As in drama-based pedagogy, the curriculum content in the Living Newspaper
Project guides the curriculum structure. The curriculum structure in this professional
GHYHORSPHQW PRGHO ZDV YHU\ VLPSOH DQG ODUJHO\ GHSHQGHQW RQ WKH LQGLYLGXDO WHDFKHU¶V
familiarity with the four subject areas: drama-based pedagogy, drama-based instructional
strategies, drama-based theatre practice, and arts integration. Because curriculum content
KDG WR EH JXLGHG E\ SDUWLFLSDQWV¶ SULRU NQRZOHGJH DQG FODVVURRP QHHGV , GHFLGHG ,
would begin my design of the curriculum with a needs assessment for each of my
participants. Each of the four teachers I would work with had different skills and different
levels of comfort in these subject areas. Because each of these four individuals would
approach the Living Newspaper Project with different skills and experience, the
curriculum structure needed to look different in each case. This flexibility was built into
the original curriculum design, but as will be more fully discussed in Chapter Three,
LQGLYLGXDOSDUWLFLSDQWV¶QHHGVFDXVHGVXEVWDQWLDOVKLIWVLQFXUULFXOXPDQGSURMHFWGHVLJQ
as can be expected with a learner-centered program.
Curriculum  Structure  
In my original design of the project, curriculum was delivered in four ways:
workshops, lesson planning, implementation of the lesson plan, and reflection on the
lesson afterwards. This basic structure allowed me to adapt the curriculum to the needs of
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HDFKWHDFKHU,XVHGP\QHHGVDVVHVVPHQWDQGSDUWLFLSDQWV¶UHVSRQVHVRQWKHLUSUH-surveys
to determine which subject areas to focus on with each individual. As will be
demonstrated in an examination of the implementation of the project in Chapter Three,
the teachers themselves shaped the curriculum. This allowed both the teacher and me to
be very intentional about the way we planned our lessons and the way we discussed our
teaching together.
In designing workshops, I planned for teachers to receive basic training in dramabased pedagogy and drama-based instructional strategies. These strategies were tailored
to meet specific needs in the Living Newspaper Project, such as guiding students in
creating research questions or creating a script outline based on and rooted in research.
Strategies included sociometric measures such as Vote with Your Feet, Exploding Atom,
Poster Dialogue²all strategies I learned as a teaching artist in Drama for Schools
(Drama for Schools, 2012). I used a Research Web, a strategy I created myself based on
Compliment Web. There was Tableaux and Image work, VXFKDV$XJXVWR%RDO¶V5HDO
DQG ,GHDO LPDJHV %RDO   0LFKDHO 5KRG¶V %HJLQQLQJ 0LGGOH (QG LPDJHV, and
circle sculpt (Rhod, 1998).

We used role play exercises, VXFK DV 5KRG¶V /LQH

Improvisation (Rhod, 1998) and hot-seating (Drama for Schools, 2012; Spolin 1963) (See
appendices C and D for lesson plans detailing these strategies). Each strategy would be
accompanied with pedagogical ideas for side-coaching, asking questions, and managing
classroom behavior. As in the DFS professional development model, this workshop was
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intended as a space for general discussion of drama-based pedagogy and drama-based
theatre practice. Lesson planning meetings offered an environment where participants
could receive more individual instruction in their own classrooms, tailored to their needs
and students.
Lesson planning sessions would apply strategies introduced in workshops and
provided a space to discuss pedagogy. Each teacher would be an active participant in
creating lesson plans and each lesson plan would look different depending on the
classroom, the teacher, and the students. In planning lessons, teachers would use a basic
lesson planning format created by DFS that was intended to help teachers scaffold drama
strategies and encourage students to take an active role in guiding content (See Appendix
B). Each lesson began with an engagement strategy, continued with an exploration of a
topic, and culminated in a reflection. Teachers would be encouraged to think through
transitions between strategies and write side-coaching and processing questions they
intended to ask in the lesson.
Once lessons were planned with intentionality around the pedagogy that grounds
the project, these lessons would be implemented in the classroom. Implementing a lesson
plan gives a teacher a new relationship to that lesson. Every lesson I co-taught with
teachers had to be adapted once we brought it into a real classroom with actual students.
Sometimes these changes were small: a question was rephrased or a strategy was
introduced slightly differently. Sometimes, however, due to unforeseen circumstances,
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lessons had to be altered substantially, as will be discussed in Chapter Three. In
implementing a lesson plan, I hoped teachers would gain the valuable experience
necessary to teach a Living Newspaper on their own, the skill not only to write a wellscaffolded, arts integrated, drama-based lesson led by student inquiry, but to adapt that
lesson to the real circumstances they encountered in their classrooms.
After each lesson I co-taught with teachers, I planned to take a brief amount of
time, ten to twenty minutes, to reflect on what had happened. These reflections would
take on a ³describe, analyze, relate´ format, the same format I encouraged teachers to use
when processing strategies with their students (Drama for Schools, 2012). Teachers and I
would begin simply by describing what happened, what strategies we led, what questions
we asked, and what we changed or adapted. We would then discuss the choices we made
and why we made them. Finally, we would review our next lesson plan, revise it if
necessary, and set goals for the facilitation of the lesson. I intended this deliberate
reflection to allow us to connect the work we had done in lesson planning sessions with
the work we did in implementing the lesson plan and think critically about the process. It
also allowed us a chance to connect as co-teachers and collaborators and negotiate the
process of planning and teaching together.
Collaboration is built into all stages of the curriculum structure and constitutes the
basic instructional approach. Because the curriculum structure is based in co-planning
and co-teaching, the process of creating an understanding of how the Living Newspaper
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is taught is built by both the participants and the teaching artist together. While I brought
my own experience in drama-based pedagogy, drama-based instruction, drama-based
theatre practice, and arts integration to the process as well as the theories that had
influenced me, the participants would bring their experience as teachers, their knowledge
of their curriculum content and their students, and their individual cultural backgrounds
to the project. Thus, each Living Newspaper Project would look different, and each
partnership with teachers would require a different approach to the four subject areas
depending on the teacher, the institution, the classroom, and the students. Thus, shifts in
instructional design according to participants¶ needs and interests were built into the
structure of the model itself. All three of these areas of project implementation depend on
collaboration between the teacher and teaching artist and the teacher, teaching artist, and
students to create an engaged and job-embedded Living Newspaper Project. Likewise,
collaboration and flexibility were built into the initial research methodology I designed
for the project, though like project and curriculum design, this shifted substantially in the
implementation of the project.

Research  Methodology  
The research methodology I created for this project had to honor and incorporate
all of the different levels of research inherent in the Living Newspaper Project:


the stXGHQWV¶UHVHDUFKLQWRDWRSLF
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tKHWHDFKHU¶VUHVHDUFKLQWRWKHHIIHFWVRIWKHSURMHFWRQVWXGHQWOHDUQLQJ



my own research on the project model

As a result, I chose to create a mixed-methods study where the majority of the data were
collected in the form of personal interviews, field notes, and classroom observations.
These qualitative data would be supported by quantitative data collected on pre- and postsXUYH\VPHDVXULQJWKHSDUWLFLSDQWV¶SHUFHSWLRQVRIWKHLUVHOI-efficacy before and after the
Living Newspaper. Relying mostly on interviews, field notes, and classroom observations
would allow me the flexibility to adapt my research methodology to the participants
themselves as the research project continued. Initially, when designing this project, I
intended to investigate Culturally Responsive Pedagogy in the Living Newspaper Project.
As I began analyzing the data, however, I discovered that my research did not address
this question, so I chose to code for aspects of professional development that enabled
teachers to implement the project instead. In implementation, due to the data available
from teachers, this study shifted from a mixed-methods study to a qualitative, descriptive
study. This will be more fully explained in Chapters Three and Four.
Flexibility was critical in this model due to the long-distance pilot program in
Venezuela. When designing my research methodology, I was unsure of how deeply I
could be involved in the Living Newspaper process in Venezuela. I was not sure if I
would be able to travel to Venezuela to conduct research in person, nor did I know how
much contact via internet and phone I would have with Venezuelan participants. Thus,
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the methodology needed to be flexible enough to work both in Venezuela and in Austin
simultaneously.
At the beginning of the Living Newspaper Project, I planned to administer a presurvey that contained both qualitative and quantitative questions about the SDUWLFLSDQWV¶
classrooms VWXGHQWV DQG SUDFWLFH 7KLV ZRXOG VHUYH WR JDXJH SDUWLFLSDQWV¶ EDVHOLQH²
where they began. Throughout the project, I would record lesson planning meetings and
reflections on lessons we had co-taught together. I planned to take pictures and
RFFDVLRQDOO\ YLGHRWDSH WKH WHDFKHUV¶ WHDFKLQJ SURFHVV LQ 9HQH]XHOD WHDFKHUV ZRXld
videotape themselves and send me the tapes). At the end of the process, I would
administer post-surveys to all the participants with similar qualitative and identical
TXDQWLWDWLYH TXHVWLRQV WR JDXJH FKDQJH LQ SDUWLFLSDQWV¶ SHUFHSWLRQ RI WKHLU RZQ
classrooms, students, and practice.
This process of collecting interviews, observations, and self-reflection as research
is influenced by ethnography, though this is not an ethnographic study. The Living
Newspaper Project itself contains aspects of a performance ethnography, in that students
collect stories on a topic, often from firsthand accounts, and bring them to life on stage.
Therefore, to evaluate this professional development program for the Living Newspaper
Project, I used a research methodology that also shares aspects of ethnography,
particularly in my observations of participants at the beginning of the project. Like an
ethnographer, I became a participant-observer when I entered a classroom. Unlike an
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ethnographer, I was an equal and active participant in the project. This is a descriptive
study exploring the collaborative professional development model I created for the
Living Newspaper Project.
The data collection methods I chose²pre- and post-surveys, interviews,
observations, and field notes² would allow me to collect as much data as possible
around the project itself without narrowing the focus of data collection or predetermining the focus of the research study beyond the collaborative professional
development model I was piloting. This would allow me to determine the criteria for
FRGLQJDQGHYDOXDWLQJUHVHDUFKEDVHGRQSDUWLFLSDQWV¶WKRXJKWVDQGLGHDVDVZHOODVP\
own observation and the data I had collected. I would be able to compile as complete a
SLFWXUHRIWKH/LYLQJ1HZVSDSHU3URMHFW¶VFROODERUDWive professional development model
as possible before determining which aspects of the model I would be investigating and
evaluating. Based on the research I conducted into other professional development
models, I determined to use Thematic Content Analysis. I chose to focus on three aspects
of collaborative professional development I had isolated based on my own observations
DQG WHDFKHUV¶ LQSXW MRE-embedded practice, active learning grounded in drama-based
LQVWUXFWLRQ DQG VWXGHQWV¶ OLYHG H[SHULHQFHV DQG collaboration (between students and
teachers, participants, and participants and the researcher/teaching artist) (Cawthon,
5/12/12). This method would allow me to best address my research question and
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determine what aspects of a collaborative professional development program enable
teachers to implement a Living Newspaper Project in their classrooms.
In the following chapter, I will describe the participants, the process and schedule
the project followed, and data collection in more detail to give the reader a clear picture
of the pilot program, the methodology of the research project, and the changes that were
made during the process.

Conclusion
In this chapter, I have outlined and examined the design of the Living Newspaper
Collaborative Professional Development Program I created. I have enumerated the
organizations and theorists whose work provided the foundations for my model. I
grounded my pedagogy and project design in the educational theories of Vygotsky and
Csikszentmihalyi and used the writings of Jeffrey Wilhelm to explain these to my
participants. I have described the original design of the project and the curriculum, as
well as introduced my research methodology.
As you will see in Chapter Three, this design underwent critical changes once I
began searching for and finding participants. The participants changed the project model
I had designed and guided the research I conducted. It is fitting in a collaborative and
learner-centered professional development project where teachers are learning how to
encourage students to lead the inquiry that the teachers themselves should also be guiding
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WKHSURIHVVLRQDOGHYHORSPHQW¶VGHVLJQDQGFXUULFXOXP,QWKHQH[WFKDSWHU,GLVFXVVWKH
implementation of the project design and my research methodology. These two
seemingly separate actions were intertwined in this project and both research
methodology and project implementation were influenced and guided by participants.
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Chapter  3:  Engaging  with  Action:  project  implementation  
In the first lesson we taught together (See Appendix C), Christina, a Spanish
WHDFKHU LQ $XVWLQ 7H[DV DQG , SODQQHG WR XVH RQH RI $XJXVWR %RDO¶V LPDJH ZRUN
strategies called Real and Ideal Images (Boal, 1979). In Real and Ideal images, students
create a still image or tableau of wKDWWKH\LPDJLQHWKH³UHDOLW\´RIa situation might be,
WKHQFUHDWHWKH³LGHDO´LPDJHRIZKDWWKDWVLWXDWLRQPLJKWORRNOLNHZKHQLWLVUHVROYHG
Christina wanted a way of gauging what students thought and knew about her chosen
topic, immigration, before we began the Living Newspaper Project. I suggested using
Real and Ideal images as a way of engaging students in the topic, gauging their prior
knowledge, and thinking as a class about how we might form research questions to fill in
the gaps in our knowledge. Together, Christina and I led the activity. We took pictures of
HDFKJURXS¶VLPDJHV, and four weeks later, at the end of the Living Newspaper process,
came back to Real and Ideal Images. This time, Christina led the students in creating real
and ideal images of immigration. Once again, ZH WRRN SLFWXUHV RI WKH VWXGHQWV¶ ZRUN
then looked at the pictures of images from the beginning of the project and the end of the
project side by side. Christina facilitated a process for her students as they analyzed the
differences and similarities in the images and reflected on how their thinking had
changed, the questions they had answered, and the questions that they still had about
immigration. Christina used the exercise to evaluate her students¶ work. She remarked
eVSHFLDOO\RQWKHFKDQJHLQWKHFRPSRVLWLRQRIWKHLULPDJH³7KHLULPDJHV are more active
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QRZ´VKHVDLG ³7KH\¶UHVKRZLQJDZKROHUDQJHRIWKRXJKWVDQGRSLQLRQVLQRQHLPDJH,
DQG WKH\¶UH UHDOO\ D SDUW RI LW QRW VSHFWDWRUV´ 9,Christina, 11/28/12). Christina was
basing her evaluation not on what the students had learned, but on how they engaged with
their topic and how well they expressed their own opinions and understood the opinions
of others through drama and the Living Newspaper Project. This was a marked change
from the beginning of the project, when she was concerned that students use images to
VKDUHWKH³ULJKWDQVZHU´ 9&KULVWLQD 
While the students were reflecting on their own work, and Christina, their teacher,
evaluated their progreVV , REVHUYHG WKH FKDQJH LQ &KULVWLQD¶V WHDFKLQJ VW\OH IURP WKH
beginning of the project. Christina led Real and Ideal Images with a confidence she had
not demonstrated four weeks earlier. She offered side-FRDFKLQJDQGIHHGEDFNRQVWXGHQWV¶
use of space, levels, and focus as well as on the subjects they were exploring, whereas
previously she had not offered feedback on students¶ theatrical work, only on their
6SDQLVKYRFDEXODU\DQGJUDPPDU6KHIXUWKHUQRWLFHGDQGPDUNHGDFKDQJHLQVWXGHQWV¶
engagement and understanding. All of these demonstrated to me a change in the way
Christina approached the Living Newspaper Project. She seemed to have more
confidence in her ability to lead drama-based strategies and use drama-based pedagogy in
her classroom (Schildkret, 11/28/12).
This example demonstrates the way research and implementation are interwoven
in this project. Research is incorporated seamlessly into the curriculum as arts-based
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research and reflection, EHFDXVH GDWD ZDV FROOHFWHG IURP SDUWLFLSDQWV¶ LQWHUviews and
emails as well as from meetings to plan for and reflect on lessons and co-facilitations of
lessons. Because I drew data primarily from interactions with participants and used
grounded theory and thematic content analysis to examine the data I collected,
participants directly affected both the manner in which research was conducted and the
inferences I drew from my data.
There are multiple layers of research taking place simultaneously in this project.
In the example above, students are conducting an investigation and reflecting on their
RZQSURFHVVZKLOHWKHFODVVURRPWHDFKHUREVHUYHVUHFRUGVDQGHYDOXDWHVVWXGHQWV¶ZRUN
At the same time, the researcher observes, records, and reflects on the classroom
WHDFKHU¶V SUDFWLFH $W HDFK OHYHO, different questions are being asked. The students are
creating research questions around their topic, immigration. The classroom teacher is
asking questions about student learning. The researcher is asking questions about the
FODVVURRP WHDFKHU¶V OHDUQLQJ Together, all of these observations, questions, and
conclusions contribute to the inferences I draw in Chapter Five concerning which aspects
of this professional development program enable teachers to implement a Living
Newspaper Project in their classrooms.
Research design and analysis is only one area of this collaborative professional
development that was dependent on the input of participants. Project design and
implementation, curriculum design, research design, data collection, and data analysis
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were all highly dependent on the participants, their individual goals for their classes, and
their goals for themselves within the professional development program. Aspects of the
project design and research methodology changed substantially when the four teachers,
three in Venezuela and one in Austin, joined the project. An examination of
implementation must begin with an introduction to the participants themselves.

The  Participants  
The project design of this collaborative professional development program and
the research methodology of this study are both highly dependent on the participants.
Thus it is critical to understand who the participants are in order to understand the ways
in which these teachers shaped the implementation of the professional development
program I designed for the Living Newspaper Project. While I intended to work with
eight teachers, four in Austin, Texas, and four in Venezuela, four participants in total
agreed to work on the project: Miguel, Diana, and Thais, in Venezuela, and Christina in
Austin. All participants were contacted via email and volunteered their time and their
classrooms for this study. I refer to each participant by a name they chose themselves for
the purposes of protecting their privacy. Table 4 gives an overview of the participants,
their experience teaching, and their hopes and goals for the project as written in their presurveys.
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Participant    

Institution  

Years  of  
Comfort  
experience   with  DBI    
teaching   (according  
English/Sp
to  pre-
anish  
survey)  

Goal(s)  for  Project  
(cited  from  personal  
interview)  

Miguel

VenezuelanAmerican
Binational
Center
(CEVAM)

six

none

To find:
³LQQRYDWLYHZD\VWR
DSSURDFKWHDFKLQJ´
and
³,PSURYLQJWKH
established methods,
leading us to new ways of
WHDFKLQJ´
(M., Miguel, 10/19/12)

Diana

CEVAM

five

none

³>WR@KHOSPHXVHPRUH
activities in class that are
RXWVLGHP\FRPIRUW]RQH´
(L., Diana, 10/19/12)

Thais

CEVAM

two

none

³,ZDQWWRILQGQHZZD\V
of working with my
students: new artistic
strategies so that every
class can be fun, new
ways of grading so that
WKHIRFXVLVQ¶WDOZD\VRQ
WKHWHVW´
(V., Thais, 10/19/12)

Christina

Lehman
High School

ten

none

³7RKHOSP\VWXGHQWV
deepen their
understanding of human
rights and find a love for
UHVHDUFK´
(V., Christina, 11/4/12)

Table 4:

Participants in the Living Newspaper Program: Data from Pre-Survey
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From this table, we gain a general impression of who the participants are, what
they indicated they already knew about drama-based instruction upon entering the
project, and what they hoped to learn from the professional development. Due to the
SDUWLFLSDQWV¶ UHOXFWDQFH WR ILOO LQ VXUYH\V WKLV GDWD IURP SUH-surveys constitutes the
majority of my quantitative data. Quantitative data was collected around participants¶
comfort with drama and theatre in the classroom with the intent of comparing this to
SDUWLFLSDQWV¶FRPIRUWDWWKHHQGRIWKHVWXG\DVUHFRUGHGLQWKHLUSRVW-survey. As I only
received one post-survey, this comparison was not possible. Instead of a mixed-methods
study, in implementation this became a qualitative study incorporating a range of tools.
This will be more fully discussed in Chapter Four. In the following sections, I will
expand on this information to provide a complete picture of the participants who so
deeply affected this project and the nature of research.
Merida,  Venezuela  
All three participating teachers in Merida, Venezuela, are teachers of Advanced
English. The Centro Venezolano Americano de Merida, or the Venezuelan-American
Binational center (CEVAM) is located in the center of the city of Merida, the third largest
city in Venezuela. Merida, located in a valley in the Andes Mountains, is a tourist
GHVWLQDWLRQ IRU 6RXWK $PHULFDQV 7KH FLW\ LV DOVR WKH VLWH RI RQH RI 9HQH]XHOD¶V VWDWH
colleges, the Universidad de los Andes, and because of this University presence, the
community comprises people from many different parts of Venezuela. Merida is also a
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YHU\SROLWLFDOO\GLYLGHGFRPPXQLW\ZLWKHTXDOQXPEHUVRIVXSSRUWHUVIRU+XJR&KDYH]¶V
party, the Chavistas, and the opposing party, the Oposición.   When this project began,
Venezuela was entering an important election season during which President Hugo
Chavez was campaigning against a popular Oposición leader, Henrique Capriles
Rodonski (M., Miguel, 10/30/12; V., Thais, 11/3/12). While I did not research the effect
of this political climate on the participants in Venezuela, it is important to mention. It was
D GDLO\ SDUW RI SDUWLFLSDQWV¶ OLYHV DQG it occasionally affected the schedule at CEVAM,
creating school closures, etc. CEVAM tries as much as possible to remain politically
QHXWUDO DQG DV D JXHVW LQ &(9$0¶V FODVVURRPV ZRUNLQJ GLUHFWO\ ZLWK &(9$0¶V
WHDFKHUV , HQGHDYRUHG WR GR WKH VDPH 7KXV ZKLOH SDUWLFLSDQWV¶ DQG VWXGHQWV¶ SROLWLFDO
identities no doubt influenced the way they approached the Living Newspaper Project, it
is not something I investigated for the purposes of this study.
CEVAM has recently instituted a new level of English for advanced students
FDOOHG³,QWHJUDWHG(QJOLVK´7KLVLVDFRQYHUVDWLRQ-based course whose goal is to help
students to develop fluency in the language through in-class conversation, reading,
writing, and presentations. The class also serves as an opportunity for students to refine
their grammar and vocabulary and their reading, writing, and speaking skills before they
graduate from CEVAM. As I spoke with CEVAM teachers who work with students at
this highest level, it became clear to all of us that the Living Newspaper would be an
ideal project for this class. The Living Newspaper Project incorporates all of the skills
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Integrated English classes aim to help students develop: listening and reading
comprehension, as well as conversational and presentational speaking. It requires
students to work both with academic language as they conduct research and with
colloquial language as they write their scripts. Together, the CEVAM teachers,
administration, and I decided that all of the Integrated English classes would participate
in the professional development pilot program. Our goal was that the teachers who
pDUWLFLSDWHG LQ WKH /LYLQJ 1HZVSDSHU 3URMHFW¶V FROODERUDWLYH SURIHVVLRQDO GHYHORSPHQW
program will have the skills necessary to help future Integrated English teachers
incorporate Living Newspapers into their classrooms.
Three teachers at CEVAM currently work with the most advanced students in
Integrated English classes: Miguel, Diana, and Thais. All of these teachers have had some
experience with arts integration before. Miguel and Diana have both worked with me in
the past when I came to Venezuela on a Fulbright English Teaching Assistantship and
later when I returned with an Ann Shaw Fellowship (described in Chapter One). Both
were somewhat familiar with drama-based instruction before we began the project. Thais
had never worked directly with me before, but she had attempted some basic role-playing
activities and play readings with her students in the past. Miguel, Diana, and Thais all
speak English fluently and are all relatively new English teachers. All three teachers
expressed an interest in speaking in English as much as possible during meetings, in
workshops, and in email correspondence, and thus the majority of my interactions with
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teachers in Venezuela occurred in English. When clarification was needed, we would
switch from English to Spanish. Some of the quotes I draw from interviews are bilingual,
particularly in interviews with Thais and Diana. In these cases, I have translated Spanish
words and phrases into English.
Miguel has been teaching English for six years and has been teaching English at
CEVAM for the past four years. Miguel began teaching at CEVAM the same year I first
began teaching at CEVAM, and we have shared many strategies for teaching English
over the four years we have known each other. Of the participants in Venezuela, Miguel
was the most interested in practicing his English with me both in and out of the
classroom. Of the three teachers from Venezuela who participated in the project, Miguel
was the only one who chose to speak with me in English all the time, rather than speaking
bilingually in English and Spanish. Miguel is passionate about the success of his students.
According to interviews and his pre-survey, he feels the most exciting part of being an
HGXFDWRU LV ³JXLGLQJ SHRSOH´ DQG KHOSLQJ VWXGHQWV GLVFRYHU QHw things (M., Miguel,
10/19/12). Though this was not his exact language, Miguel talked about the excitement of
WKH ³DK-KD PRPHQW´²that instant in which a student suddenly understands something
that has been difficult for him or her. His least favorite part of his job is haviQJWR³IOXQN
committed students´ 00LJXHO . +HWROGPH³6RPHWLPHVWKHUHLVQ¶WDJRRG
ZD\WRWHOOVRPHERG\WKDWDOWKRXJKWKH\¶YHSXWLQDJRRGHIIRUWWKH\FDQ¶WJRWRWKHQH[W
level´ 00LJXHO 
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Miguel hoped the Living NeZVSDSHU3URMHFWZRXOGSURYLGHKLPZLWK³LQQRYative
ways to approach teaching´ DQG SURYLGH &(9$0 ZLWK LGHDV IRU ³LPSURYLQJ WKH
established methods, leaGLQJXVWRQHZZD\VRIWHDFKLQJ´ 00LJXHO Miguel
and I had co-taught drama strategies together in the past. In interviews, he sometimes
spoke about simple role-playing exercises he tried out with his students to help them
practice conversation skills. In spite of this, Miguel claimed on his pre-survey that he
never used drama-based strategies in his classroom. Because of his passion for seeing his
students succeed and his discomfort with drama strategies, Miguel and I decided to focus
on trying out new strategies in the classroom, as well as to reflect on which strategies
seemed to work best with the students. Together, we decided on a six-week curriculum
that would challenge both Miguel and his students by incorporating drama-based
strategies into every lesson. Miguel also decided to experiment with a two-week version
of the Living Newspaper Project that he led himself before beginning the six-week
project we had co-planned. By focusing on the students, Miguel was able to gain more
confidence in his own ability to teach English using drama. We will see evidence of this
in the data analysis in Chapter Four.
Diana has been teaching English at CEVAM for five years, and she has taught all
levels of students, from six-year-olds to adults, beginners to advanced students. Her
favorite level to teach, however, is the advanced students. In an interview, DiaQDVDLG³,
love having conversations with [the students]. I especially love to see them excited when
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they understand jokes or song lyrics or people in American movies´ /'LDQD 
Like Miguel, Diana likes to see her students succeeding, but unlike Miguel, she measures
success in her students¶ ability to understand colloquial English. Diana demands a high
level of participation from her students. She expects each student to speak out in every
class. She expects each student to arrive on time, with their homework completed, and
VKHVRPHWLPHVIHHOVGLVFRXUDJHGZKHQVWXGHQWVDUH³LUUHVSRQVLEOH´ /'LDQD 
Diana hoped that the Living Newspaper Project would help her to incorporate
new strategies into her daily classroom curriculum. In her pre-VXUYH\ VKH VDLG ³, KRSH
this program will help me use more activities in class that are outside my comfort zone. I
QRUPDOO\GRQ¶WZRUNZLWKDFWLYLWLHVUHODWHGWRSOD\VRUWKHDWUH´ /'LDQD 
Like Miguel, Diana said she never used drama strategies in her classroom, although I
observed her using role play strategies with her students. Diana wanted to be challenged,
and she wanted to see her students challenged as well. To accomplish this, Diana and I
decided on a six-week curriculum that would use drama strategies to require her students
to read, speak, and think in English. I focused on providing Diana with a lot of resources
she could use to find new drama strategies and plan her own lessons, as she found this a
reasonable challenge. In our reflections after class, we focused on what challenges both
she and the students were facing and strategized ways to overcome difficulties that arose.
Diana was a perfect partner for a long-distance professional development, because she
felt most successful when she implemented drama strategies on her own.
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Thais has been teaching English for two years and is the only teacher in
Venezuela who had not worked with me before the Living Newspaper Project began.
Thais has worked with all levels of English speakers, beginners to advanced speakers,
and she feels equally comfortable in classrooms with six-year-olds and adults. She told
me she loves the variety of teaching a lot of different English classes throughout the day.
6KH VSRNH RIWHQ DERXW KDYLQJ ³IXQ´ For Thais, the best part about being an English
teacher is finding ways to incorporate fun into her lessons: ³0\ IDYRULWH WKLQJ DERXW
WHDFKLQJLVOLVWHQLQJWRP\VWXGHQWVDQGKDYLQJIXQZLWKWKHPZKLOH,¶PWHDFKLQJWKHP
QHZWKLQJV´ 97KDLV 
Perhaps related to this desire to have fun is her distaste for giving students grades.
Thais dislikes grading her students work, because ³WKH\¶UH DOO JUHDW DW GLIIHUHQW WKLQJV
EXWVRPHRIWKHPDUHQ¶WJUHDWDWWDNLQJWHVWV´ 97KDLV 7KDLVwas searching,
not only for new strategies to use in the classroom, but also for new ways to evaluate her
VWXGHQWV¶OHDUQLQJ$VVKH VWDWHGLQDQLQWHUYLHZ³, ZDQWWRILQGQHZZD\VRIZRUNLQJ
with my students: new artistic strategies so that every class can be fun, new ways of
grading so that the IRFXVLVQ¶WDOZD\VRQWKHWHVW´ (V., Thais, 10/18/12).
The idea of grading her students on their work over time in a project rather than
their performance on a single test appealed to her. Christina, the teacher in Austin, shared
this desire and passion, so I connected Thais with Christina via email. Thais and Christina
sent each other rubrics they had created and shared ideas for grading students¶ artistic
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work. Because Thais had very little experience with drama-based instruction, I adjusted
the research and focused partly on offering her resources and partly on co-teaching drama
strategies with her. Thais was also very excited about the ³describe, analyze, relate´
(DAR) questioning model (Drama for Schools, 2012), so when we co-planned lessons,
we intentionally wrote out DAR questions to serve as reflection after each strategy.
Miguel, Diana, and Thais shared hopes and fears as they approached the project,
and they also had a lot of common prior experiences with teaching English. These three
teachers were able to form a community of support as they progressed through the Living
Newspaper. They observed RQH DQRWKHU¶V classes, Diana and Miguel occasionally cotaught classes together, and all three teachers encouraged their students to use each other
as resources for grammar, spelling, and vocabulary questions. Their close-knit
professional community, supported by the CEVAM administration (who moved classes
around so that Diana, Thais, and Miguel would all be teaching in adjacent classrooms),
helped provide the in-person professional support I was not able to give after returning to
the United States. This model functioned smoothly largely because the participants made
it function smoothly. This will be more fully examined and analyzed in Chapter Four.
Austin,  Texas  
  

In Austin, it was much more difficult to find participants. Teachers in Austin, as

all over the United States, are under a great deal of pressure to produce success in the
form of high standardized test scores, and between this focus on test scores and the
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professional development teachers are already required to engage in, it can be difficult for
teachers to find the time for yet more professional development. I had originally hoped to
have four participants in Austin and four in Venezuela. After I secured three participants
in Venezuela, I aimed to parallel that study with three participants in Austin. In the end, I
identified only one participant in Austin, but I found that having one very dedicated
participant allowed me to take the time necessary for a true collaboration with Christina.
7KH ZRUG ³FROODERUDWLYH´ LQ WKH /LYLQJ 1HZVSDSHU &ROODERUDWLYH 3URIHVVLRQDO
Development Program arose from my work with Christina, the way Christina spoke
about her experience in the professional development program, and the research I was
conducting when I began working with Christina. It could be said that this entire thesis
rose from the fact that I was only able to find one participant in Austin and was lucky
enough to secure a total of four participants who were very dedicated to the project and to
working with me.
Christina teaches at a High School in Kyle, Texas, about twenty minutes from
central Austin. She has been teaching Spanish for ten years and has been teaching
Spanish at Lehman High School for the past eight years, since the school was founded.
Lehman High School has a majority of HLVSDQLF DQG /DWLQRD VWXGHQWV DQG &KULVWLQD¶V
advanced Spanish classes are mostly composed of native Spanish Speakers. In fact, the
Advanced Placement (AP) Spanish class I worked with was composed mainly of first-
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and second-year students. In an interview with Christina, she explained why she
particularly enjoys teaching AP Spanish to first- and second-year students:
[The students] never have an opportunity to learn how to be good learners. They
GRQ¶WOHDUQJRRGVWXG\VNLOOV$36SDQLVKJLYHVPHDFKDQFHWRKHOSWKHVHVWXGHQWV
OHDUQKRZWREHKLJKVFKRROHUVDQGPD\EHOHDUQKRZWREHFROOHJHVWXGHQWV,¶P
training them how to study something they already know (spanish) so they can
apply it to their other classes. (V., Christina, 11/4/12)
Christina cares very deeply about her students in and out of the classroom. She devotes
the first half hour of her day, before classes begin, to meeting with and tutoring students
ZKR DUH VWUXJJOLQJ 7KHVH VWXGHQWV PD\ QRW HYHQ EH LQ RQH RI &KULVWLQD¶V FODVVHV 6KH
actively encourages her students to apply for college, reads their essays and offers
feedback, and even finds scholarship opportunities for them. Once, while I was sitting in
the classroom before class began, a student came in with an acceptance letter. Christina
JDYH WKH VWXGHQW D KXJH KXJ DQG VDLG ³&RPH ILQG PH DW OXQFK DQG ZH¶OO FHOHEUDWH´
(Schildkret, 11/8/12).
Christina had participated in a traditional version of the Living Newspaper
Project, where a teaching artist was solely responsible for facilitating lessons, so she had
some background in the project. Yet on her pre-survey, she stated she had no experience
with drama-based instruction. Her hopes for the project were to become more active in
lessons and more knowledgeable in drama-based instruction (V., Christina, 11/4/12). She
said she wanted to find strategies ³Wo help my students deepen their understanding of
human rights and find a love for research´ 9&KULVWLQD &KULVWLQDand I chose
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to implement a four-week Living Newspaper so that the project would fit into her
curriculum between the tests her students were required to take. All of the classes I cotaught with Christina were facilitated solely in Spanish, though we held meetings in
(QJOLVK DV &KULVWLQD UHTXHVWHG 6HHLQJ &KULVWLQD¶V LQYHVWPHQW LQ KHU VWXGHQWV¶ OLYHV
outside of the classroom, I sought to find ways to help her design lessons based on and
guided by KHUVWXGHQWV¶SULRUNQRZOHGJHDQGOLYHGH[SHULHQFHV,QFR-planning lessons, I
listened to what she knew of her students and repeated it back to her before deciding on
strategies that would challenge those individuals and support them at the same time.
Christina and I talked often about why we chose particular strategies. Christina was also
YHU\ FRQFHUQHG ZLWK ILQGLQJ FRQFUHWH ZD\V RI GRFXPHQWLQJ KHU VWXGHQWV¶ SURJUHVV
throughout the project so that she could have artifacts to grade and to share both with her
administration and with future students. Thus, a large part of our collaborative process
involved finding creative ways to help students document their own thought processes in
research, scripting, and performance. We created worksheets, collages, and videos. We
also turned to the students themselves for ideas. Thus, my instructional strategy shifted to
VXLW &KULVWLQD¶V QHHGV ZKLOH VWLOO VXSSRUWLQJ WKH XQGHUO\LQJ SHGDJRJ\ WKDW JXLGHG WKH
project: that students are the ones guiding the inquiry. This led us to design worksheets
DQG WR VHHN RXW ZD\V WR GRFXPHQW WKH VWXGHQWV¶ DUWLVWLF ZRUN WKHLU WKRXJKWV DQG WKHLU
progress.
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Scope  and  Sequence  
Due to the small number of participants²only one teacher in Austin, and three
teachers in Venezuela²I decided that trying to arrange workshops in Austin was not
practical (See Appendix A for project timelines). Instead, I focused on lesson planning,
lesson implementation, and reflection because these proved easier to manage than
workshops via Skype, and more importantly, because the participating teachers,
particularly Christina and Miguel, told me they found these one-on-one interactions with
me more helpful than a workshop (V., Christina, 11/4/12; M., Miguel, 10/18/12). I used
lesson planning time to provide teachers with the background in strategies and pedagogy
I had planned to deliver in workshops, and because this was happening one-on-one rather
WKDQ LQ D ZRUNVKRS VHWWLQJ , ZDV DEOH WR LQGLYLGXDOL]H LQVWUXFWLRQ WR VXLW WKH WHDFKHUV¶
needs much more closely.
As with instructional design, the design of the schedule shifted at each site and in
each classroom to reflect the needs of the individual participants, the students, and the
institutions in which teachers and students were working. While all four teachers at both
sites completed full Living Newspapers with students, the scope and sequence of each
project at each site looked very different. While my original design of the Living
Newspaper Professional Development Program called for two slightly different pilot
programs, one in Venezuela and one in Austin, the participants so shaped the
implementation of the project that in the end, I implemented four different Living
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Newspaper Collaborative Professional Development Programs. The time participants at
each site spent on their full projects varied both overall and each day in the classroom. In
Venezuela, Miguel, Diana, and Thais all led six-week Living Newspapers where they
worked on the project for two hours every day. In Texas, Christina led a four-week
Living Newspaper and worked with students for 45-50 minutes each day (See Appendix
A). Each participant approached the process of co-planning for and reflecting on lessons
differently, and the actual material covered in lessons varied greatly in each classroom,
depending on students. In the following section, I will outline the full scope and sequence
of this project in Austin, Texas, and in Merida, Venezuela, highlighting similarities and
differences in the schedule at both sites.
Austin,  Texas
I begin with the scope and sequence of the Living Newspaper Project in Austin,
Texas, because this project more closely reflects the scope and sequence I had planned to
follow before project implementation as described in Chapter Two, though there are
substantial differences in implementation from the original project design. In Austin, the
vast majority of the professional development work happened during the project itself as
the participating teacher, Christina, and I worked through a process of co-planning, coteaching DQG UHIOHFWLQJ RQ OHVVRQV 'XH WR FRQVWUDLQWV ZLWK WHVWLQJ &KULVWLQD¶V /LYLQJ
Newspaper Project took place over four weeks instead of the intended six weeks.
Christina and I began by exchanging goals for the project via email almost a month
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before we actually began planning and teaching the Living Newspaper. In these emails,
we settled on a basic structure for our Living Newspaper. The project would take place
over four weeks. Each week, I would come in on Friday to co-teach a 50-minute lesson
with Christina and move students from one phase to another. Christina and I would meet
either over the phone or in person on Monday mornings for 30 ± 40 minutes to co-plan
lessons for the week. We connected again on Thursday afternoons to evaluate our lesson
plan for Friday and make any necessary changes based on what students had
accomplished over the course of the week. After class on Friday, Christina and I would
meet to reflect on the lesson and begin planning for the following week.
After we had determined thLVEDVLFVFKHGXOHZHVHWWOHGRQDWRSLFIRU&KULVWLQD¶V
VWXGHQWV WR UHVHDUFK &KULVWLQD¶V QH[W XQLW GHDOW ZLWK WRSLFV DQG YRFDEXODU\ UHODWHG WR
LPPLJUDWLRQ DQG PRYLQJ WR D QHZ SODFH &KULVWLQD FKRVH ³LPPLJUDWLRQ LQ WKH 8QLWHG
6WDWHV´IRUKHUWRSLF, and in the two weeks before the project began, she worked with her
students on the vocabulary they would need to conduct their research. This topic was
intentionally broad so that students would have the freedom to determine what to
research based on their interests, their personal experiences, and their questions.
The week before the project began, I met with Christina to discuss the basic
curriculum for her project and co-plan the first lesson. Christina and I determined to
spend the first week researching topics, the second and third weeks writing and editing
scripts, and the final week preparing for the performance (in a six-week version of the
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project, each phase takes about two weeks). Once we had settled on her curriculum, we
began planning the first lesson. In this first co-planning session, Christina offered ideas
and feedback on what students needed in order to be able to conduct research, write, and
perform a script and ideas about what strategies and tasks students might be resistant to. I
supplied strategies based on her thoughts and feedback. Christina revised the lesson plan,
and together we made some changes to reflect the objectives she had set for herself and
her students. In her revision, Christina noted that there was no discussion of what the
pKUDVH³KXPDQULJKWV´PHDQWRUZKDW³KXPDQULJKWV´PLJKWEH6KHIHOWLWZDVLPSRUWDQW
for students to understand this vocabulary in order to research immigration thoughtfully
and ethically. Accordingly, we added a tableaux activity to the lesson where students
would explore human rights and imagine what human rights might be and look like.
Christina felt very comfortable leading students in collecting research, but not in helping
students create and write their own research questions. I used both the lesson planning
period and the first lesson we taught together to demonstrate strategies for helping
students create research questions. Christina then led the students in collecting research.
I treated the first lesson as a model lesson. Christina served as an active
participant in the lesson and offered students side-coaching as they created frozen
images, while I led the activities. In our reflection time after the lesson, we talked about
the facilitation techniques we used, the questions we asked, and the sWXGHQWV¶UHVSRQVHVWR
these. Christina asked specific questions about the facilitation of certain strategies such as
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Real and Ideal images, and I supplied Christina with resources from the Drama for
Schools handbook and the DBI Network to help her in forming questions and leading
strategies.
Christina found the first week of the Living Newspaper Project, the research
phase, the easiest to facilitate, as it involved strategies she had seen and taught before.
Christina had the most difficulty in helping students devise their own research questions.
I developed a worksheet to help her in guiding her students through creating and revising
research questions, and Christina repeated several strategies I had facilitated the first day
over the course of the week. The most helpful strategy to her was the Research Web, a
game I created myself based on Compliment Web (Drama for Schools, 2012). In
Research Web, students pass around a ball of yarn. Each time they receive the yarn, they
offer a fact or opinion from their research and hold onto a section of the yarn. When the
yarn has been used up, what remains is a web of yarn containing, figuratively speaking,
all the facts and opinions students have found. We used this strategy on the first day of
the Living Newspaper 3URMHFWDVDZD\RIJDXJLQJVWXGHQW¶VSULRUNQRZOHGJH&KULVWLQD
used this same strategy later that week as a way of evaluating the information students
had collected and finding areas where more research was needed.
In this first week of research, Christina also expressed an interest in bringing
visual DUW LQWR WKH UHVHDUFK SURFHVV ZLWK KHU VWXGHQWV 7KLV GHPRQVWUDWHV &KULVWLQD¶V
familiarity with arts-integration, perhaps based on her earlier exposure to the Living
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Newspaper Project. She was actively looking for places and ways to interweave arts and
the curriculum. We discussed arts-based research methods and decided to use Real and
Ideal images as a way of tracking our research, as was described at the beginning of the
chapter. Christina also incorporated songs into her research process. She required each
student to find a song that related to their topic. Later these songs would be incorporated
into the performance.
On Thursday, when I checked in with Christina, she felt students were ready to
move onto scripting but feared that they would have difficulty adapting their research
into stories. She also felt that she was having difficulty finding concrete ways to
GRFXPHQW VWXGHQWV¶ ZRUN :H UHYLVHG RXU OHVVRQ SODQ IRU )ULGD\ WR LQFOXGH %HJLQQLQJ
Middle, End images, a drama-based strategy in which students create images representing
the beginning, middle, and end of a story. This strategy would help students craft a story
from their research. Christina drew on her knowledge of storytelling, combined with her
new familiarity with image work to facilitate the strategy. This marked a shift in
&KULVWLQD¶VWKLQNLQJIURPWKHEHJLQQLQJRIWKHSURMHFWZKHUHVKHUHOLHGPRUHKHDYLO\RQ
ZRUNVKHHWV DQG ZULWLQJ SURPSWV WKDQ RQ GUDPD VWUDWHJLHV WR LJQLWH KHU VWXGHQWV¶
imagination and engage with them on a topic.
7RDGGUHVV&KULVWLQD¶VFRQFHUQVDERXWGRFXPHQWLQJKHUVWXGHQWV¶ZRUN,EURXJKW
DFDPHUDWRWDNHSLFWXUHVRIVWXGHQWV¶LPDJHV,DOVRFUHDWHGDZRUNVKHHWto help students
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to translate their beginning, middle, and end images into an outline to use when writing
their script.
In this second lesson, Christina took more responsibility in facilitating strategies.
She led a research web activity and a poster dialogue to help students isolate big ideas
from the research and begin to outline potential stories. I then used students¶ responses in
this activity to lead students through beginning, middle, end images so that they could
begin to plan and craft the script.
Over the second week, Christina incorporated more drama strategies into the
lessons she taught on her own. She returned to beginning, middle, and end images several
times as a way of helping students check their progress in their scripts and revise their
stories. Christina also used a strategy that I had explained to her but had not
demonstrated, Story Mapping, as a way of helping her students to develop creative
outlines for their scripts. In Story Mapping, students draw pictures illustrating individual
incidents following the parts of a story: exposition, rising action, climax, falling action,
and resolution. Christina shifted between this activity and image work, facilitating
students in creating tableaus of each section of their Story Map as a way of helping her
students to deepen and complicate their stories.
That week, we did not have much time for our Thursday meeting. Christina and I
EULHIO\FRPPXQLFDWHGDERXWKHUVWXGHQWV¶SURJUHVV, but we made no changes to the lesson
plan. When I came into class on Friday, Christina expressed frustration about the
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difficulty she was having helping students to put more detail into their scripts. She said,
³,NQRZZKDWWKH\QHHGWRGRDQG,NQRZZKDWWKHVFULSWLVPLVVLQJEXW,GRQ¶WNQRZ
how to get them to realize that´ 9 &KULVWLQD   ,Q UHVSRQVH WR WKLV concern,
Christina and I completely re-wrote our lesson plan in the 20 minutes before class began.
Instead of the planned activities, which all involved bringing the script to life with
various acting techniques, we focused on characters. I led a Role on the Wall activity
with the group as a whole. Together, we brainstormed about outside influences on a
character we were all familiar with, La Llorona. The students wrote these outside
influences surrounding an outline of the figure of a person. We then connected each of
those outside influences with thoughts and emotions, which students wrote inside the
ILJXUH¶V ³ERG\´  2QFH VWXGHQWV ZHUH IDPLOLDU ZLWK D 5ROH RQ WKH :DOO &KULVWLQD
facilitated the same activity with the students in small groups, working on their individual
characters. Finally, we ended the lesson by reading scripts out loud, paying special
attention to these thoughts, feelings, and influences. Christina and I both observed
students making discoveries about their characters over the course of this lesson and
incorporating much more detail into their scripts. In our reflection after the lesson,
Christina said,
>7KHVWXGHQWV@DUHUHDOL]LQJLW¶VQRWHQRXJKMXVWWRVD\³7KLVFKDUDFWHU¶VUHDVRQ
IRUFRPLQJWRWKH86LVVKHQHHGVPRQH\´7KH\QHHGto know why  that character
QHHGVPRQH\7KH\DOUHDG\NQRZKRZGHHSWKHVHLVVXHVJREXWQRZWKH\¶UH
putting that knowledge into their scripts. (V., Christina, 11/28/12)
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7KHVXFFHVVRIWKLVOHVVRQERRVWHG&KULVWLQD¶VFRQILGHQFHLQKHUVWXGHQWV¶VFULSWVDQG her
own facilitation. Christina incorporated the Role on the Wall strategy and the discoveries
students made into her lessons the following week. She facilitated a peer review of scripts
with students where groups shared their roles on the wall with each other, then performed
scripts. The observers looked for places where the information in the role on the wall was
shared with the audience. Christina also used the strategies we had originally planned for
)ULGD\¶VOHVVRQGXULQJWKHZHHNWRKHOSVWXGHQWVEULng the scripts to life.
On the final day, I observed Christina facilitate a full lesson on her own. Christina
led her students through theatrical warm-ups and then talked her students through the
rubric she would be using to grade them. We then watched two to three performances in
each class, as Christina had facilitated Living Newspapers in all of her Spanish AP
classes, not simply the class we worked in together. Afterwards, in our reflection,
Christina commented that she was particularly impressed with the initiative students took
in creating props and costumes. Christina saw students taking the performance very
seriously. I also observed this in her students, but more importantly, I observed Christina
taking performances very seriously. As students set up their sets, Christina offered
feedback on the placement of objects and audience sight lines. She helped students
negotiate the classroom space and determine where the best place for an audience would
be. For the first time, Christina had taken on the role of director.
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Due to schedule conflicts, I did not have the opportunity to watch all of the
VWXGHQWV¶SHUIRUPDQFHV&KULVWLQDWDSHGVWXGHQWV¶SHUIRUPDQFHVDQGVKDUHGWKHPZLWKPH
and with the teachers in Venezuela. After the project concluded, we met a final time to
H[FKDQJHUHVRXUFHV&KULVWLQDJDYHPHD'9'RIVWXGHQWV¶SHUIRUPDQFHVDQGILOOHGRXWD
post-survey. In return, I gave Christina a full, complete PDF of the lessons we had
designed together along with annotations about what we changed and adapted in each
lesson.
By the end of the project, Christina was not only able to craft fully scaffolded
drama-based lessons on her own, she was able to adapt and change her lesson plan while
she was facilitating it. Throughout the process, Christina and I used our weekly meetings
to check in with each other about the progress of the project. Co-planning with Christina
gave her a space to raise her questions and concerns, and co-teaching with her in her
classroom gave me the opportunity to experience teaching her students. Because of this
co-planning and co-facilitation we were able to negotiate lesson plans and tailor the scope
of the Living Newspaper Project tR &KULVWLQD¶V FODVVURRP her teaching style, and her
VWXGHQWV¶OHDUQLQJVW\OHV
Merida,  Venezuela
In Merida, Venezuela, due to the extremely limited amount of time I could spend
in person with teachers, I could not be as deeply involved with participants in the process
as I was in Austin. I utilized the week I had in Venezuela to prepare teachers to lead
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Living Newspapers on their own and set up weekly meetings via Skype with each teacher
(See Appendix A).
The Living Newspaper Project in Merida, Venezuela, began with an individual
meeting with each teacher. I met with each teacher in the Centro Venezolano-Americano
de Merida (CEVAM) to describe the project, explain what it would require of teachers
DQGVWXGHQWVDQGWRGLVFXVVKRZLWPLJKWILWLQWRHDFKWHDFKHU¶VFODVVURRP$IWHUPHHWLQJ
with me, several teachers decided to create various versions of the project in their
classrooms, from single-day Living Newspapers to two-week projects. These teachers
attended a workshop session, described below, that was intended to give them the tools
they needed to adapt the Living Newspaper Project to their classrooms. The three
teachers who decided to participate in the project as a whole, Thais, Miguel and Diana,
met with me a second time to discuss the scope of the project, decide on a topic, plan the
project curriculum, and set up a schedule for co-planning and reflecting on lessons. After
OHDUQLQJ WKDW &KULVWLQD WKH WHDFKHU LQ $XVWLQ 7H[DV KDG FKRVHQ ³LPPLJUDWLRQ´ DV KHU
WKHPHDOOWKUHHWHDFKHUVGHFLGHGRQ³LPPLJUDWLRQDQGHPLJUDWLRQ´DVWKHLUWKHPHVRWKDW
their classes and students could work together to compile research on their topics. Due to
difficulties in connecting to the internet, classes in Venezuela and classes in Austin
exchanged information once during the project, though classes in Venezuela shared
research, scripts, and performances with each other throughout the project.
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Every teacher in CEVAM attended a one-day, three-hour workshop which led
teachers through a miniature version of a full Living Newspaper. For some teachers, this
was all they could devote to the project. After the single workshop, many teachers not
involved in the full professional development model intended to teach adaptations of the
Living Newspaper Project with their students, though I do not have data to indicate
whether or not these projects happened and if so, what they looked like. After the
workshop, I met with Miguel, Thais, and Diana a second time to revise our project design
based on what they had seen and to plan a first lesson. Before I left, I facilitated model
lessons in each of their classrooms.
When I arrived in Venezuela, the teachers were just finishing a unit. After the unit
finished the class would end, and the teachers would begin teaching a new six-week unit
with new students. Thus I was unable to facilitate a model lesson with the students
Miguel, Thais, and Diana would work with on their Living Newspapers. Before the new
unit began, I met with each teacher via Skype to review the plan for the first week and
UHYLVH LW DV QHFHVVDU\ +HUH WKH WHDFKHUV¶ LQGLYLGXDO QHHGV PHDQW WKDW WKHLU VFKHGXOHV
began to diverge.
Miguel communicated with me frequently. We exchanged emails three to four
times throughout the week about the lessons he was teaching or with questions when a
strategy had not gone well. In the first week, Miguel attempted to lead students in Real
and Ideal images, but found that students had difficulty creating ideal images of
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immigration and emigration. As we discussed this, Miguel and I decided that perhaps
VWXGHQWV ZHUH KDYLQJ GLIILFXOW\ XQGHUVWDQGLQJ WKH FRQFHSW RI DQ ³LGHDO´ LPDJH :H
discussed alternative language Miguel might use in facilitating the activity, and landed on
FDOOLQJ WKHP ³DFWXDO´ DQG ³KRSHIXO´ LPDJHV 0LJXHO IDFLOLWDWHG WKH VWUDWHJ\ DJDLQ ZLWK
this new vocabulary and found it successful in getting his students to think about the
conflicts they observed in their communities and possible ways of resolving those
conflicts. Miguel also emailed me when a new strategy he tried went particularly well. In
his scripting phase, Miguel used Beginning, Middle, End Images (Boal, 1979) to help his
students create basic stories from their research and found that this strategy helped his
students isolate big ideas in their research and translate those big ideas into scripts.
I met formally with Miguel via Skype once a week on Fridays to reflect on the
week and plan for the following week. In these meetings, we discussed which strategies
had worked and which had been challenging, and we planned five full lessons for the
following week. Miguel then took these lesson plans and adapted them to fit his students
and his classroom as he taught them. At the end of the process, Miguel invited me to be
present for his Living Newspaper via FaceTime on his iPhone.
Thais communicated with me on average twice a week during the project to
update me on her progress. Occasionally, Thais had questions about facilitating strategies
that we addressed in these unplanned emails. Thais communicated with me most during
the scripting phase. She had some difficulty helping her students translate research into
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scripts. We discussed strategies to try, but Thais had difficulty bringing those strategies to
life in her classroom. To help her, Miguel came to co-teach a class on scripting with
Thais. After this, Thais found it much easier to facilitate the scripting phase. Thais and I
DOVRPHWRQFHDZHHNWRUHIOHFWRQWKHZHHN¶VOHVVRQVDQG to co-plan for the following
ZHHN7KDLVILOPHGKHUVWXGHQWV¶ILQDOSURGXFWVDQGVKDUHGWKHVHZLWKPHYLDHPDLO
Diana and I had some difficulty communicating. Both electrical power and
internet service can be erratic in Venezuela, and the internet is not commonly available in
private homes. Having no internet access at home, Diana relied on the internet at
CEVAM, but for four of the six weeks of her Living Newspaper, the internet was
unavailable in her classroom. This made it very difficult for us to discuss her lesson
plans. Diana had to go to internet cafes in order to email me, and this cost her money. We
decided that instead of emailing me, she would work closely with Miguel and Thais to
plan her lessons. Diana composed emails to me once a week to let me know what was
happening in her class, to ask specific questions, and to plan for the next week. She also
sent me copies of her scripts and pictures of her students performing. I sent replies to her
emails to Miguel, who passed these on to Diana in person. This meant I was much less
LQYROYHGLQ'LDQD¶VSURFHVVEXWLW JDYH 'LDQDPRUHDXWRQRP\LQGHVLJQLQJWKH/LYLQJ
Newspaper to fit her classroom. It also gave Miguel the opportunity to aFWDVDQ³H[SHUW,´
offering Diana advice based on his own experiences and our conversations.
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It is important to note that Miguel chose to take on WKHUROHRI³H[SHUW´KLPVHOI
He offered to serve as a resource for his colleagues in response to the communication
difficulties Diana and I were having. Miguel took the initiative to solve this problem²
neither Diana nor I asked him to serve as a messenger and mentor, and this gave both
Miguel and Diana a lot of independence in creating their Living Newspapers and
adapting the drama strategies and pedagogy we had explored together while I was in
Venezuela.
Although the scope and sequence of the Living Newspaper Projects in Venezuela
looked very different from that of the project in the United States, I feel this schedule
reflects a viable long-distance alternative. It depends more heavily on workshops and
planning meetings than the Austin model does, which has both advantages and
disadvantages, which I will discuss in Chapter Four. Miguel, Diana, and Thais did not
have the opportunity to co-teach lessons with me throughout the project, which means it
was more difficult for me to offer feedback on their facilitation and understand the
challenges they faced. On the other hand, this meant that Miguel, Diana, and Thais had
greater freedom to adapt the Living Newspaper than Christina had. Miguel, Diana, and
7KDLV¶V VWXGHQWV HDFK SURGXFHG YHU\ GLIIHUHQW SURGXFWV, and their scripts were all very
different. Some created videos, while others created live presentations. Some involved
traditional scenes with dialogue, costumes, and scenery, while others utilized narrators to
tell the story and actors to create the settings and action. One group created a series of
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still images and used subtitles to tell their story. By contraVWDOORIWKHVFULSWV&KULVWLQD¶V
students followed the same basic model: Short scenes with dialogue interspersed with
narration offering facts about the topic. Miguel, Diana, and Thais also had less support
from me in the process of planning and facilitating lessons than Christina had. This,
however, offered Miguel the change to take on the mantle of the expert in helping his
fellow teachers navigate their problems. Miguel has become a resource for teachers in
CEVAM who wish to try the Living Newspaper Project in their classrooms. Since the
SURMHFWHQGHGLQ'HFHPEHUKHKDVWDXJKWWKUHHPRGHOOHVVRQVLQWKUHHGLIIHUHQWWHDFKHUV¶
classrooms. In March, KHZLOOSUHVHQW&(9$0¶VYHUVLRQRI/LYLQJ1HZVSDSHU3URMHFWDW
VEN TESOL, a national conference for English teachers in Venezuela.

Conclusion  
In this chapter, I have described the research methodology I employed for the
Living Newspaper Project and the teachers who participated in the program. I examined
the scope and sequence of the program in both Austin, Texas, and Merida, Venezuela. I
have shown how participants influenced the model, caused critical changes in the project
design, and drove the research collection. The Living Newspaper Project is a program
designed to be guided by student inquiry. The LiviQJ 1HZVSDSHU¶V SURIHVVLRQDO
GHYHORSPHQW SURJUDP ZDV DOVR GHVLJQHG WR EH JXLGHG E\ SDUWLFLSDQWV¶ QHHGV DQG
interests. The teachers who participated in this program, Christina, Miguel, Diana and
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Thais, embraced the idea that their students were guiding the project with their questions
and research. Perhaps the ease with which teachers incorporated this idea into their
curriculums hinges on the fact that the professional development model demonstrated this
on two levels, both with students and with teachers. In the next chapter, I will discuss
data collection and analysis.
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Chapter  4:  Data  Collection  and  Analysis  
  
, WKLQN WKLV ZRUN LV YDOXDEOH 1HFHVVDU\ ,W¶V VR WLPHFRQVXPLQJ WR GRD SURMHFW
OLNH >7KH /LYLQJ 1HZVSDSHU@ EXW LW¶V VR UHZDUGLQJ 7KH VWXGHQWV DUH more
HQJDJHGQRZWKDQWKH\HYHUKDYHEHHQ%HFDXVHWKH\ZURWHWKHTXHVWLRQVWKH\¶UH
invested in finding the answer. But, because [the project] is so guided by their
FXULRVLW\LW¶VYHU\GLIILFXOWWRJUDGH,GRQ¶WNQRZ,¶GOLNHDOOP\VWXdents to have
this opportunity. (Christina V., November 8, 2012)
$V &KULVWLQD¶V comment shows, the data collected in this project are full of
contradictions. According to Christina, the Living Newspaper Project has been
³YDOXDEOH´ HYHQ ³QHFHVVDU\´ EXW LW LV DOVR ³WLPH FRQVXPLQJ´ DQG ³GLIILFXOW WR JUDGH´
(V., Christina, 11/28/12). Understanding the aspects of this professional development that
allowed teachers like Christina to implement a Living Newspaper in their classrooms
involves a complex look at the contradictions that compose the data.
As has been shown in Chapters Two and Three, the participants shaped the way
the project was implemented, from scheduling to curriculum. Similarly, the methods of
data collection I used depended greatly on who the participants were and how they were
most comfortable sharing their thoughts and observations about the Living Newspaper
Project. TKH PHDQV E\ ZKLFK , DQDO\]HG WKH GDWD GHSHQGHG RQ WKH SDUWLFLSDQWV¶
observations and thoughts. I coded for job-embedded  practice,  active  and  drama-based  
engagement,   and collaboration   because these were the aspects of this professional
development program that these participants reacted to most strongly. In a different
study, with different participants, it is highly likely that different aspects would emerge.
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,QWKLVFKDSWHU\RXZLOOILQGWKHWUDFHVRIWKHWHDFKHUV¶SHUVRQDOLWLHVDQGWHDFKLQJVW\OHV
everywhere: in data collection and data analysis, in the inferences I draw, in the
recommendations I make for future studies, and the questions I pose for future research.
It is critical to acknowledge how deeply the participants have influenced this project in all
aspects, from design to data analysis, as I feel this reflects an essential aspect of the
project itself.
One of the key goals of the Living Newspaper Collaborative Professional
Development Program I designed was to provide teachers with an opportunity to
experiment with learner-centered education. In order to accomplish this, I had to provide
the support and access to resources I outlined in Chapter Two, and the time and flexibility
to change and mold the project to fit individual classrooms, as I explained in Chapter
Three. This multi-layered approach to teacher education²where teachers themselves are
participating in learner-centered education while at the same time implementing learnercentered education in their classrooms²is evident in this study in data collection and
analysis as well. In the following sections, I outline the data I intended to collect when
designing this study as well as the data I collected when implementing the program. I
examined the data I collected using thematic content analysis (Cawthon, 12/3/12) in an
effort to determine whether the program was successful in enabling teachers to
implement a Living Newspaper Project in their classrooms, and if so, what aspects
contributed to this success.
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Data  Collection  and  Methods  of  Analysis
I originally conceived this research project as a mixed-methods study. I designed
pre- and post-surveys that asked both quantitative and qualitative questions of
participants about their teaching experience, including their ability to manage classrooms,
their familiarity and comfort with teaching drama strategies, and their perceived ability to
GUDZ RQ VWXGHQWV¶ OLYHG H[SHULHQFHV DQG prior knowledge when designing lessons (See
Appendix F). All participants answered qualitative short answer questions as well as
quantitative ranking questions rating their attitudes towards these various aspects of
teaching. According to my research methodology, teachers would fill out the same survey
after the project, and this would allow me to measure change. When designing the
project, I had expected these pre- and post-surveys to be the most substantive portion of
my data collection, but as the project unfolded, this proved not to be true.
I had planned to record meetings with teachers and to keep field notes on my own
WKRXJKWVDQGIHHOLQJVDERXWWKHSURMHFW¶VSURJUHVV,H[SHFWHGWKHVHZRXOGVXSSOHPHQWWKH
pre- and post-surveys I administered to the teachers. As I embarked on the project itself, I
discovered that teachers felt much more comfortable discussing what they felt was
working and what needed improvement with me in person rather than on the survey. As I
began to implement the project, I decided to record much more than I had originally
planned. These changes meant that the data analysis is focused much more on qualitative
data than on quantitative data. There is very little quantitative data available about
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participants. Only one participant, Thais, filled out and returned a post-survey, and Thais
answered different questions on her post-survey than she did on her pre-survey. She left
many questions in both surveys blank, and the questions she answered differed in her preand post-surveys. Thus I was not able to use this data in analyzing what happened in the
Living Newspaper Program I implemented. Instead, I focused on transcripts of
conversations I had with teachers throughout the program.
I recorded every conversation I had in person with Thais, Miguel, and Diana
before I left Merida to return to the United States. These included workshops, meetings to
discuss lesson plans and reflect on the model lesson I taught, and impromptu meetings
that occurred after the workshops, in the hallways, and after classes. I saved email
exchanges I shared with these teachers as well. Unfortunately, I was not able to record
conversations I engaged in with teachers over Skype. Instead, I recorded my reactions to
these in my field notes. These Skype meetings were largely reflections on lessons the
participants had taught. In my field notes, I noted the specific aspects of the lesson we
had discussed over Skype as well as my own thoughts on the conversation and the
WHDFKHUV¶ excitements and concerns. It is important to note here that my email and Skype
contact varied among the participants. The amount of collaboration and communication
was very much determined by the teachers. I exchanged in almost weekly or even
occasionally twice-weekly emails with Miguel in addition to three Skype conversations at
each stage of the project. I exchanged emails with Thais about once every week and a
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half, and we Skyped once. With Diana, I had very sporadic communication. Diana had
difficulty connecting to the internet in her classroom and at home, so it was difficult for
her to email and Skype with me. Over the course of her Living Newspaper Project, Diana
and I communicated via email once. These differences in my ability to communicate with
participants affect the amount of data I have collected for each teacher and thus affect my
ability to analyze what happened in their projects. The data in each case will be examined
fully in the data analysis section to determine how this might affect any general
conclusions or inferences drawn about the pilot program.
With Christina, I was able to record almost all of our interactions. These included
everything from lesson planning and reflection meetings to impromptu conversations
before and after class. In order to protect the privacy of the students, I did not record
classes; however, I reflected on these on tape with Christina and alone in my field notes.
The data I have collected in these recordings, field notes, and email conversations create
a complete picture from the perspectives of everyone participating in the study both of
what occurred during the project and why it came about. The interviews I recorded with
Christina, Miguel, Diana, and Thais, as well as the many email conversations I
exchanged with them, supplemented by my own field notes, form the basis of my data
collection for this project. Furthermore, they reveal contradictions between what teachers
claim in surveys and what they express in conversation. My own field notes offer yet
another perspective on what happened in the classroom, in workshops, and in meetings.
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The data present rich and significant contradictions that pose exciting questions
about the program. The contradictions also reveal interesting discrepancies between what
I expected to happen and what took place. This is particularly true of the data I collected
GXULQJ0LJXHO¶V/LYLQJ1HZVSDSHU3URMHFWDV,ZLOOH[SODLQIXUWKHULQWKLVFKDSWHU7KHVH
contradictions, however, also make it difficult to draw fully reliable and precise
conclusions about the professional development program I designed. Instead, I will offer
inferences and interpretations  and relate these to my research questions based on the data
that I have collected. I have made every effort to collect data from all of the perspectives
present in this study, and I have personally analyzed the data I collected. I have done so
without the help of participants, and therefore the analysis necessarily reflects my
perspective on the project. After creating and implementing a deeply collaborative
professional development program where participants influenced every aspect of the
project we engaged in together, the process of analyzing data and composing a thesis
about the study the participants and I conducted occasionally felt uncomfortable to me. It
is strange to engage in the process of reflecting on a constructivist program without the
LQSXWRISDUWLFLSDQWVZKRFRQVWUXFWHGLW:KHUHSRVVLEOH,KDYHLQFRUSRUDWHGSDUWLFLSDQWV¶
analysis of their own experiences and of the project in their own words.
I have analyzed the data by coding transcripts of recordings, emails, and my field
notes for the three aspects of professional development I isolated: job-embedded  practice,
active  drama-based  engagement, and collaboration. These aspects were designed into the
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project, as explained in Chapter Two. I did not understand at the time, however, how
important they would prove to be for the participants. I coded for these three aspects of
professional development because, in the data I collected, participants seemed to be
reacting to them frequently and favorably. Table 5 describes each aspect and the ways in
which I coded for that aspect in data.
Aspect  

Coding  

Example  from  Data  

Job-embedded practice

 Instances where teachers
express confidence in their
abilities to lead strategies
 Teachers taking initiative
in a lesson
 Strategies teachers
expressed an interest in
returning to in the future.

 In an email, Miguel asks
permission to lead a
workshop for teachers at
the VENTESOL
conference
(M. Miguel 2/22/13)

Active and Drama-based
Engagement

 Teachers seeking out
active and drama-based
strategies in classrooms.
 Teachers engaging in
active and drama-based
strategies in professional
development settings.

 In a reflection on a
lesson, Christina remarks
on the power of active
discussion starters to
engage her students in their
research.
(V., Christina 8/11/12)

Collaboration

 Teachers and teaching
artist work together to
solve problems or address
concerns related to the
project.

 In our final co-taught
lesson, Christina and I rewrite the lesson plan in the
moments before class
begins to address questions
Christina and her students
have about scripting.
(V., Christina 28/11/12)

Table 5:

Aspects of Professional Development and Methods of Data Coding
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In coding for job-embedded practice, I looked for places where teachers expressed
confidence in their abilities to lead strategies on their own, examples of times when
teachers took initiative in a lesson, strategies that teachers expressed an interest in
returning to in the future, and anecdotes about ways teachers engaged their students using
aspects of the professional development model outside of the project itself.
I coded for active and drama-based engagement wherever I found examples of
teachers seeking out active and drama-based strategies. I also found examples of active,
drama-EDVHGHQJDJHPHQWLQWHDFKHUV¶RZQUHIOHFWLRQVRQWKHLUH[SHULHQFHVLQSURIHVVLRQDO
development workshops. I examined the data for examples of teachers making choices
between strategies in lesson planning and reflecting on the effectiveness of active
VWUDWHJLHV DIWHU IDFLOLWDWLQJ OHVVRQV , DOVR ORRNHG IRU WHDFKHUV¶ UHIOHFWLRQV RQ WKHLU RZQ
experience in workshops, discussing what it felt like to be a participant in strategies
versus acting as a facilitator, examining strategies they particularly enjoyed or related to,
as well as strategies they found unhelpful or ineffective with their students.
Evidence of collaboration was the easiest to code for. In coding for collaboration,
I looked for instances where teachers worked with one another or with me as the teaching
artist to solve problems or address concerns related to the project. This might take the
form of a compromise, a concession, or a new solution. I particularly examined the
recordings of reflection meetings with teachers and my own field notes for examples of
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moments when both the participants and I came to agreement on an aspect of the project
or worked together to overcome an obstacle.
Taking these three aspects together: job-embedded practice, active and dramabased engagement, and collaboration, I am able to create a comprehensive picture of the
Living Newspaper Collaborative Professional Development Program I designed. I will
examine what teachers felt worked about the model, what they found challenging, and
what they felt was not useful or not applicable to them. I will examine my own
perceptions of what happened in the project and why. I will attempt to explain what
occurred during this professional development pilot program, why it occurred, and how
these results might be repeated or improved in an effort to address my research question:
What aspects of a professional development program enable teachers to implement a
Living Newspaper Project in their classrooms?

Data  Analysis  
In this section, I present an analysis of the data I have collected by examining in
turn each of the three aspects of professional development I have isolated: job-embedded
practice, active and drama-based engagement, and collaboration. As segments of this
descriptive study varied greatly depending on the participant, the school, and the
students, I will focus on individual cases rather than make generalizations of these
aspects across the study. In each section, , DGGUHVV WKH LQGLYLGXDO SDUWLFLSDQWV¶
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relationship to the aspect in question, using their own words whenever possible, in order
to compile a more complete picture of the ways in which these individual aspects of
professional development were either met or not met in the pilot program I created.
Job-embedded  practice  
  

When embarking on this data analysis and coding for data, I coded for

sustainability rather than job-embedded practice. This vocabulary has since changed, due
to the way coding, analyzing, and reflecting on data changed my own perception of
sustainability and job-embedded practice and necessitated a re-definition of these terms.
)RUWKHSXUSRVHVRIFODULW\,ZLOOUHIHUWRWKLVDVSHFWDV³MRE-HPEHGGHGSUDFWLFH´UDWKHU
than ³sustainability.´ I define job-embedded practice as a permanent shift, or
transformation (Nicholson, 2005), LQ WHDFKHU¶V SUDFWLFH -RE-embedded practice and a
WHDFKHUV¶VHQVHRIDJHQF\DUHLQWHUUHODWHG7HDFKHUVZLWKDJUHDWHUVHQVHRIDJHQF\DERXW
their ability to implement the Living Newspaper Project might be more likely to repeat
the project. Examples of job-embedded practice in this project include:


instances where teachers express confidence in their abilities to lead strategies on
their own



examples of times when teachers take initiative in a lesson



strategies that teachers express an interest in returning to in the future



anecdotes about ways teachers engage their students using aspects of the
professional development model outside of the project itself
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Almost all of the participants expressed evidence of job-embedded practice in their
interviews, but Miguel took the Living Newspaper Project far above and beyond the
parameters of the pilot program I had created.
Miguel
Miguel began his Living Newspaper Project by teaching a two-week version of
the program ZLWK DGYDQFHG (QJOLVK VWXGHQWV 7KLV ZDV 0LJXHO¶V LGHD WKRXJK ZH
discussed it at length in the week I was in Venezuela. Miguel, like most of the
participants, had never tried a playwrighting project before, and he wanted to experiment
with the project in a short-term model before implementing a full six-week project. His
VWXGHQWV FKRVH WKH WKHPH ³%RUGHUV´ DQG H[DPLQHG WKH UHODWLRQVKLSV EHWZHHQ GLIIHUHQW
races and cultures living in Merida, Venezuela. In an email he sent after the first week of
this two-week project, Miguel wrote:
The two-week project is quite a challenge because [the students] are not as
excited by the activities we are doing in class... With this group, it is always
difficult making them come to class on time and extremely hard getting them to
participate in in-class activities. For this reason I changed the order of some of the
steps you asked us to follow. (M. Miguel, 10/30/12 )
Miguel went on to explain the changes he made to the project. He chose a reading
himself rather than ask students to bring WKHLURZQUHVHDUFKWRFODVV³GXHWRWKHVWXGHQWV¶
UHOXFWDQFH WR EULQJ DQ\ LGHDV WR FODVV´ 0 0LJXHO   0LJXHO WKHQ KHOSHG KLV
students create research questions around the reading using the drama strategy Research
Web. At the time of this email, Miguel was half-way through the two-week project and
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he only had the lesson plans we had planned together ourselves the week before he began
his Living Newspaper. Although prior to this project, he had participated in workshops
that demonstrated research, scripting, and staging and learned some drama strategies for
facilitating these three phases, he had never seen a scripting lesson facilitated with
students. In spite of this, he was able to facilitate a full, modified version of the project
with little guidance and support. Following this email, I sent Miguel various tools for
helping him shape his scripts including an example of two vastly different completed
scripts, a template I had used in a sixth-grade classroom, and a link to videos on the DBI
Network demonstrating such strategies as Role on the Wall that would help him in
GHHSHQLQJVWXGHQWV¶FKDUDFWHUV$ZHHNODWHU0LJXHOHPDLOHGPHWKLV
As soon as we explained how to write a script, the students started to give ideas
related to the chosen topic. It was rewarding for me having those students
participating actively in class because, at the beginning, it was so hard making
them talk considering that it was a speaking centered class! [This level focuses on
conversation skills.] Fortunately, they got along with the activities, and at last
they realized they have gotten good results out of this. Once they began preparing
the set and the script, they were fully communicating in English. I noticed that
they knew more English than I thought. (M. Miguel, 11/3/12)
0LJXHO¶VH[SHULHQFHKHUHLVFOHDUHYLGHQFHRIMRE-embedded practice. He took the
model he had seen and participated in, modified it to fit his classroom and his students,
and felt that he and his students achieved success in creating a play and improving their
English skills. He was further able to make a discovery about his students¶ speaking skills
as a result of their participation in this project.
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Miguel, as it turned out, was an exceptional case. Following his full six-week
Living Newspaper, Miguel emailed me to say that he was planning on implementing
another full project in his next class (M., Miguel, 1/10/13). As of April 2013, Miguel has
taught one six-week Living Newspaper and two two-week Living Newspapers fully on
his own (M., Miguel, 4/2/13). In the summer of 2013, he will present a workshop on the
Living Newspaper Project at the VENTESOL conference for English Teachers in
Venezuela (M. Miguel, 2/22/13). Miguel took the Living Newspaper Project, molded it to
fit his classroom, and made it so fully his own that he has become a teacher of teachers,
helping his peers implement the project. Miguel even served as a mentor to his fellow
teachers during this study, assisting Diana in implementing the Living Newspaper Project
in her classroom when internet connectivity made it difficult for her to communicate with
me.
In this project, Miguel was able to take the strategies and pedagogy he had seen in
workshops and model lessons and apply these to his own classroom. He was able to
repeat the full Living Newspaper Project, and he could make substantial changes to the
model to fit his classroom and his students. Miguel felt so much agency and ownership of
the Living Newspaper that he was able to become a mentor to other teachers at CEVAM
and will present the model to other English teachers in a conference setting.
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Thais
I had less communication with Diana and Thais, the other teachers in Merida,
9HQH]XHOD WKRXJK WKH GDWD IURP ERWK WHDFKHUV¶ H[SHULHQFHV VKRZ HYLGHQFH RI MREembedded practice. Thais and I communicated each time she moved to a new phase of
the Living Newspaper Project. In each email she told me the project was going well and
asked specific questions about the next phase. When Thais came to the staging phase, she
asked me if her students could deviate from the traditional play structure:
[The students] are excited to write their scripts. They have a lot of ideas about
KRZWRVWDJHWKHLUVKRZVEXWWKH\¶UHQRWUHDOO\SOD\V,ZDQWWROHWWKHPFKDQJH
the format. Do you WKLQNWKDW¶VRN" 97KDLV
In response to this email, I told Thais she should adapt the project to fit her students and
their excitement. When next I heard from her, her students had performed. Two groups
created radio plays. One group staged a talk show with a panel of experts and another
VWDJHGDQHZVSURJUDP HQWLWOHG³)R[1HZV´ 7KHLUIRUPDWVUHIOHFWHGWKHUHVHDUFKWKH\
had collected and the questions they were interrogating about their topic: Emigration and
its effect on Venezuela. This demonstrated that Thais had grasped the essence of the
Living Newspaper Project, had created a learner-centered learning experience, and had
PRGLILHGWKH SURMHFW WR ILW KHU VWXGHQWV¶ DXWKHQWLF OHDUQLQJ H[SHULHQFH ,Q 7KDLV¶V ODWHVW
email, she told me she was planning on facilitating another Living Newspaper with her
new class of advanced English speakers and was considering modifying the program for
her intermediate classes (V., Thais, 12/14/12). This data demonstrates that Thais feels
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confident in her ability to facilitate the model on her own and has enough agency in the
project to be able to modify it to fit new students and new needs.
Diana
Due to my lack of communication with Diana, it is difficult to determine whether
or not the project was job-embedded for her. Diana was able to complete a full Living
Newspaper with little help from me. She sent me her students¶ completed scripts and
H[SUHVVHGH[FLWHPHQWDWKRZPXFKWKH\KDGDFFRPSOLVKHG³>7KHVWXGHQWV@DUHUHDGLQJ
speaking, and thinking in English! They started the project with a lot of skepticism but
they have really taken to it. I was so LPSUHVVHG ZLWK ZKDW WKH\ ZURWH´ / 'LDQD
16/12/12).
The scripts Diana sent me ask complicated questions about immigration and
emigration in Venezuela and avoid offering simple or stereotypical answers. These
questions demonstrate that Diana was able to facilitate the project capably. Her own
words demonstrate that she is proud of what the students accomplished and feels the
project was a success. She succeeded in implementing the project primarily on her own,
and in the scope of this project, this might be evidence of job-embedded practice. I do not
know how she may have modified the lesson plans we created together to fit her
classroom or whether or not she intends to continue teaching the Living Newspaper
Project in the future. Without this data, I cannot conclude that the program I facilitated
with Diana shows evidence of long-term job-HPEHGGHGSUDFWLFH,ZLOOVD\WKDW'LDQD¶V
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ability to facilitate the project with very little help from a teaching artist demonstrates
agency and independence, which is evidence of job-embedded practice within the
parameters of this study.
As I have described in previous chapters, Christina, the participant in the United
States, had a very different experience from the teachers in Venezuela. Our ongoing
communication about the project, the lessons, and the students, as well as the wealth of
data I have collected in the form of recordings of face-to-face conversations and my own
field notes result in a much more comprehensive and detailed look at the project in which
Christina participated. In this project, job-embedded practice took two very specific
forms: Christina implemented the Living Newspaper, as well as specific strategies, on
her own during and after the model, and she also demonstrated a critical shift in her
facilitation skills that will help her to implement the project again in the future.
Due to time constraints, I was only able to model teach in one of ChrisWLQD¶V
Advanced Placement (AP) Spanish classes. Christina, however, teaches three AP Spanish
classes. Rather than have all three classes using different lesson plans, Christina chose to
implement the Living Newspaper in all three classes. For this reason, we co-facilitated
the project in one class, and Christina taught two further projects completely on her own.
7KLV JDYH &KULVWLQD D VHQVH RI DJHQF\ LQ LPSOHPHQWLQJ WKH PRGHO &KULVWLQD¶V
implementation of two complete Living Newspaper Projects is evidence of job-embedded
practice. Very early in the program, Christina was able to make changes to the model to
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fit her classroom and to bring specific questions to our lesson planning and reflection
meetings. Christina was particularly interested in documenting her studHQWV¶ ZRUN DQG
together we found many interesting ways to address this. This will be discussed at length
in the section on collaboration, but it also points towards job-embedded practice.
Christina felt enough agency and ownership over the model to require very specific
changes to be made to the program.
Christina also responded favorably to a few very specific strategies, most notably
Research Web. Christina used this strategy in all of her classes, from AP Spanish to
Spanish 1, a course for beginners, in the four weeks we worked together on the Living
Newspaper (V., Christina, 11/28/12). She has used it several times since the project
ended and even taught it to the other Foreign Language teachers in a department-wide
meeting (V., Christina, 1/21/13). Christina was able to take a specific strategy, apply it to
many different classroom situations to fulfill different student needs, and facilitate the
strategy with her peers. In our final reflection meeting, Christina also intended to teach
another Living Newspaper in the fall of 2013 (V., Christina, 11/28/12). She told me that,
due to the large amounts of test preparation she would have to do in the spring semester
(Spring 2013), she would not have another opportunity before the fall to repeat the
project. She said,
,¶GOLNHWRGRWKLV WKH/LYLQJ1HZVSDSHU3URMHFW HYHU\\HDU,WKLQNWKHVWXGHQWV
ZRXOGUHDOO\EHQHILWIURPLW,W¶VWRREDGZHGRQ¶WKDYHWKHWLPHWRGRLWPRUHWKDQ
RQFHEXW,¶GOLNHWRGRLWRQFHD\HDU,WKLQNLW¶VLPSRUWDQWIRUWKHPWRexperience
this. (V., Christina, 11/28/12)
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This comment reveals a basic challenge of job-embedded practice in this project:
time, as influenced by external forces, in this case, state testing. A follow-up to the
professional development program would probably be valuable for Christina. It would
give her the opportunity to return to the Living Newspaper Project with a collaborator
and allow her time to take full agency in implementing the model. She does not, however,
have the time for an in-depth follow up during the spring semester due to preparation for
and implementation of standardized state exams. Christina did implement two full sixweek Living Newspaper Projects on her own during the study, however, which is clear
evidence of job-embedded practice. This will be discussed in more detail in Chapter Five.
When I observed Christina teaching at the beginning of the project, I noticed that
VKH KDG D GHHS LQYHVWPHQW LQ KHU VWXGHQWV¶ lives outside of the classroom but had
difficulty bringing that investment into her lessons (Schildkret, 11/8/12). She devoted
much of her personal time to helping her students study for exams, even exams in other
subjects for other teachers, and encouraging students to apply for college. When I first
met her, Christina was reDGLQJ VHYHUDO VWXGHQWV¶ FROOHJH DSSOLFDWLRQV 6FKLOGNUHW
11/2/12). As we planned a lesson, however, I could see she was not thinking about the
specific students in her class (Schildkret, 11/8/12). Christina talked about the students as
a whole, rather thaQ LQGLYLGXDOV 6KH RIIHUHG FRPPHQWV OLNH ³7KH\¶UH QRW WKDW LQWR
thHDWHU´ RU ³7KH\¶UH DOO QDWLYH 6SDQLVK VSHDNHUV´ 9 &KULVWLQD   0\ RZQ
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experience of the students showed that these generalizations did not necessarily apply to
every student in the class.
As the project continued, Christina began to discuss the students as individuals
more and more. As we were lesson planning for the scripting phase, she suggested
creating alternatives for the image work strategies we planned to use as one group was
investigating a topic that directly affected a student¶s life. We created contingency plans
accordingly. Christina also began to recognize the importance of allowing students to
GLUHFW WKHLQTXLU\ ,Q WKH VHFRQG ZHHN RI WKH SURMHFW VKH VDLG³>7KH VWudents are] very
LQYHVWHGLQWKHLUUHVHDUFKTXHVWLRQ%HFDXVHWKH\ZURWHWKHTXHVWLRQWKH\¶UHLQYHVWHGLQ
finding the answer´ 9&KULVWLQD 
This observation GHPRQVWUDWHV D VKLIW LQ &KULVWLQD¶V WKLQNLQJ DERXW WKH VWXGHQWV
and about her own role in the classroom. Christina shifted from regarding the students
generally to thinking about them individually. She also began to think of herself as a
facilitator of learner-centered education rather than the sole person in the room
responsible for acquiring and retaining knowledge. In a conversation reflecting on the
project, Christina said,
, WKLQN GLIIHUHQWO\ DERXW >WKH VWXGHQWV@ DQG DERXW P\ WHDFKLQJ , WKLQN LW¶V
important to give the students independence. It leads to deeper thinking and
learninJ ,¶P JRLQJ WR WU\ WR JLYH DOO P\ VWXGHQWV WKDW LQGHSHQGHQFH 9
Christina, 11/28/12)
This statement demonstrates job-embedded practice in the pedagogy of the program.
Christina began applying what she had experienced in the Living Newspaper to her
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teaching as a whole. By the final week, Christina was discussing the project with other
teachers. During our final lesson planning session, another foreign language teacher
ZDONHG LQWR WKH URRP &KULVWLQD WROG KHU ³:H¶UH ZRUNLQJ RQ P\ PLUDFOH SURMHFW´ 9
Christina, 11/28/12). She told me later that the other teachers had started calling the
/LYLQJ1HZVSDSHUWKH³PLUDFOHSURMHFW´EHFDXVHRIWKHZD\VKHVSRNHDERXWKHUVWXGHQWV¶
learning (V., Christina, 11/28/12).
The data I have collected reveal two different forms of job-embedded practice
present in this program. When I embarked on this study, I defined job-embedded practice
RQO\ E\ D SHUPDQHQW FKDQJH LQ WHDFKHUV¶ SUDFWLFH DV HYLGHQFHG E\ WKHLU DELOLW\ WR
implement the project again and again. This requires a longitudinal view that was not
possible given the parameters of this study. Miguel did, however, exhibit this type of jobembedded practice. The data also reveal a second, short-term form of job-embedded
practice taking place in the study. All four teachers demonstrated a shift in their sense of
agency in implementing the model. By the end of the professional development program,
all four teachers felt more agency in implementing a Living Newspaper than they did at
the start of the project. Furthermore, all four teachers expressed an intention to repeat the
project in the future. These alternative definitions of job-embedded practice will be
further discussed in Chapter Five.  
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Active  and  Drama-Based  Engagement  
  

An active and drama-based program promotes learner-centered education through

the use of drama strategies. Examples of active and drama-based engagement include:


teachers seeking out drama-based strategies to facilitate in lessons



teachers making informed choices between strategies in lesson planning

7HDFKHUV¶ UHIOHFWLRQV RQ OHVVRQV DQG WKH HIIHFWLYHQHVV RI GUDPD-based strategies with
students were particularly fruitful in examining the ways in which active and dramabased engagement is present in the Living Newspaper Collaborative Professional
Development Program. According to the curriculum design of this project, active
engagement would occur two levels: 1) in lessons teachers facilitate with students and 2)
in workshops, lesson planning sessions and reflection meetings teachers participate in as
professional development. The teachers reflected mostly on the effects of active
engagement they saw in their classrooms with their students. In workshop and planning
sessions, active and drama-based engagement and collaboration go hand-in-hand, and this
is reflected in my own field notes. In meetings where I intentionally engaged teachers in
activating drama-VWUDWHJLHV RU GLVFXVVLQJ VWXGHQWV¶ ZRUN XVLQJ DUWV-based research
methods, I also noticed that these sessions felt more truly collaborative in generating new
ideas and reflecting on previous experiences.
2IWKHIRXUWHDFKHUVZKRSDUWLFLSDWHG0LJXHODQG&KULVWLQD¶VLQWHUYLHZVUHIOHFW
the deepest understanding of active and drama-based strategies both on the student level
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in the classroom and on the participant level in planning meetings and workshops. Both
7KDLV DQG 'LDQD UHIOHFWHG PRUH RQ WKH RXWFRPHV RI OHVVRQV DQG VWXGHQWV¶ ILQDO
presentations than on the processes and strategies that led them there.
Miguel
In his reflection on the project, Miguel saw active and drama-based engagement
PDNLQJDGLIIHUHQFHLQKLVVWXGHQWV¶ZLOOLQJQHVVWRVSHDNLQ(QJOLVKLQFODVVDQGLQWKHLU
mastery of English grammar and idiomatic expressions. In an interview in January,
Miguel explained that the project had allowed his students to put their knowledge of the
(QJOLVK ODQJXDJH LQWR SUDFWLFH LQ PDQ\ GLIIHUHQW ZD\V ³:KDW , IRXQG RI WKH ZKROH
process of research, writing, and performing is that students can put everything into
practice in a direct and an indirect way´ 0 0LJXHO   0LJXHO ZHQW RQ WR
explain the different ways students engaged in English language learning. He identified
WKHVH DV ³GLUHFW´ DQG ³LQGLUHFW´ OHDUQLQJ )RU 0LJXHO GLUHFW OHDUQLQJ was an important
part of the project and occurred simply because the project took place in his English
classroom:
[The students] know they are working inside an English classroom and they have
to keep English as the only language they could use for communication so, they
become aware of grammar, vocabulary and pronunciation and the importance of
the correct use of those features in speech and writing. (M., Miguel, 1/10/13)
Miguel, however, ZDVPRUHLQWHUHVWHGLQWKHZD\VLQZKLFKKLVVWXGHQWVZHUH³LQGLUHFWO\´
learning English. He saw a marked difference in the ways in which his students used
English outside of the normal requirements of his English class. As the project continued,
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his students began using much more English in class. Miguel even felt they were thinking
in English rather than their native language, Spanish:
The students started solving problems using the English language, they focused
on the situations they were dealing with instead of the language they were using,
making unconscious use of English. They did not use Spanish when talking
amongst themselves, and if they did, it was only to ask for single word
translations. (M., Miguel, 1/10/13)
I asked Miguel to explain where he saw his students experiencing indirect learning, and
he offered this example.
When my classes were preparing the set and writing the script, they did not know
much of the vocabulary they wanted to use, nor were they used to using idiomatic
H[SUHVVLRQV FROORTXLDOSKUDVHVOLNH³,W¶VUDLQLQJFDWVDQGGRJV´ . They started to
apply all the new words and phrases they learned as soon as they got
explanations. They even went beyond the requirements, searching in dictionaries,
on the internet or asking me for extra vocabulary, meanings, expressions in order
to make their scripts better. They were even able to make jokes using idioms and
other colloquial expressions we were just learning. (M., Miguel, 1/10/13)
As Miguel observed, making jokes requires a very sophisticated understanding of a
ODQJXDJH 7KH DFW RI ZULWLQJ D VFULSW JDYH 0LJXHO¶V VWXGHQWV D QHHG WR NQRZ What they
might previously have been missing. In writing a script, they had to express ideas both on
paper and out loud that they had never used English to explain, thus the students
absolutely needed to learn new phrases and idiomatic expressions. In facilitating the
Living Newspaper Project, Miguel used drama strategies such as Research Web, Real and
Ideal images, and Role on the Wall to engage students in their topic (immigration) and to
write a script (M., Miguel, 12/13/12). The arts-based nature of the Living Newspaper
offered Miguel an opportunity to create a learning environment where drama was
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essential to student learning and where the learning of English took place organically.
0LJXHO¶V VWRU\ GHPRQVWUDWHV KRZ QHFHVVDU\ D ³QHHG WR NQRZ´ LV LQ OHDUQLng and how
effective drama can be in creating it. Miguel told me he actually learned new colloquial
expressions from his students in the course of this project. On several occasions, he
expressed surprise at how advanced his students¶ vocabulary had become.
Active, drama-EDVHG HQJDJHPHQW ZDV FHUWDLQO\ SUHVHQW LQ 0LJXHO¶V FODVVURRP
Throughout the program, Miguel often contacted me via email to request new drama
strategies or to ask for advice on facilitating a drama strategy. Miguel also participated in
a workshop I facilitated that gave him the opportunity to experience the Living
Newspaper Project actively, both as a student and as a teacher. This was not the first
workshop on drama strategies that Miguel had participated in. Perhaps a reason Miguel
implemented drama-based engagement so successfully lies in the fact that he has
participated in several workshops in using drama-based strategies over the course of the
four years we have known each other. When I first came to CEVAM in 2008, Miguel was
a new teacher, and we worked closely together. When I returned in 2010, Miguel
participated in a full week of workshops on drama-based instruction. In the workshops
and lesson planning sessions, Miguel was a very active participant. He was always one of
the first to volunteer to participate in strategies, and he asked to facilitate a strategy on his
own in the final workshop. As Miguel and I began to plan the Living Newspaper Project
in the fall of 2012, I asked him what was most important to him in lessons. Miguel said,
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³I want to make sure the students are up on their feet in every lesson. I want to get them
out of the books and into their bodies´ 00LJXHO 
Miguel took the drama strategies he experienced in workshops and implemented
them in his classroom almost immediately. Miguel attributed his students¶ success in the
project to the active, drama-based strategies he used and the process of creating and
SHUIRUPLQJ D VFULSW KH DQG KLV VWXGHQWV HQJDJHG LQ 0 0LJXHO   0LJXHO¶V
reflections on his work, however, refer to drama strategies in a vague way. He almost
never refers to a single strategy when discussing his VWXGHQWV¶ VXFFHVV 3HUKDSV WKLV LV
because of a relative lack of active and drama-based engagement on the professional
development level. While Miguel participated in workshops and model lessons in the
week I was present in Venezuela, once I left, our collaboration opportunities were limited
to emails and Skype where it is difficult to create opportunities for active and dramabased engagement. Perhaps because he did not engage in active strategies himself once
he began implementing the project, he did not focus on the impact of these individual
strategies in his reflections. Instead, Miguel took a larger view of the Living Newspaper
Project and the role of active engagement within it.
Christina
Christina also commented on the effects of active, drama-based engagement in
her AP Spanish classroom. Unlike Miguel, who saw a shift in engagement in the scripting
phase in the middle of the project, Christina saw the most active engagement in her
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classroom during the research phase right at the beginning. Christina was particularly
excited by the active discussion starters we used in class including Poster Dialogue, a
strategy where students respond to simple prompts on large pieces of paper, Research
Web, a brain-storming strategy where students use yarn to create a web of facts and
thoughts they have collected in research, and Role on the Wall, a character mapping
strategy where students use the outline of a person to explore a the outside influences that
affect a character and the emotions that character might be feeling inside. Christina liked
these strategies because she could see her students thinking about and responding to large
ideas in new ways. When I asked her why she liked Research Web she said,
It makes [the students] think. They start simple, just by saying what it is they
NQRZEXWWKHQWKH\EHJLQWKLQNLQJDERXWDOOWKHWKLQJVWKH\GRQ¶WNQRZ7KH\VHH
the gaps in their web and they connect those gaps to gaps in their knowledge.
7KHQWKH\JRDQGILOOWKHPLQ,GRQ¶WKDYHWRWHOOWKHPZKDWWKH\¶UHPLVVLQJWKH\
DOUHDG\NQRZDQGWKH\¶UHDOUHDG\GRLQJWKHUHVHDUFK 9&KULVWLQD
Christina was responding to the ways in which these active discussion starters encourage
students to guide their own learning experience. Rather than having to be told what to
look for, the students were making decisions based on what they knew and what they
wanted to know. Christina felt students were able to make this important connection
between the facts they had and the knowledge they lacked because they could physically
see the empty spaces in the research web they created.
/LNH WKH VFULSW ZULWLQJ LQ 0LJXHO¶V FODVV WKH DFWLYH GLVFXVsion starters in
&KULVWLQD¶VFODVVFUHDWHGWKHFULWLFDO³QHHGWRNQRZ´&KULVWLQDVDZWKLVDQGUHVSRQGHGWR
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it by creating more opportunities for students to participate in active discussion starters.
This also involved active engagement on the professional development level for
Christina. In week four, the final week of the project, I arrived prepared to co-facilitate a
lesson on staging Christina and I had planned together the week before, but Christina did
not feel that her students were ready to begin staging. She sensed that their scripts were
missing something critical, but she had difficulty putting into words what she thought
they were lacking. I asked her to create an image of it, and reluctantly, she did. Her image
was full of intense emotion, and as we discussed this, we decided that what the students
needed was more depth to their characters. We rewrote the lesson on the fly to include
Role on the Wall, an active discussion starter that would help students deepen their
characters¶ emotions and experiences. Afterwards, Christina told me she liked Role on
the Wall because it did the same thing Research Web does so effectively: it helped
students see what their scripts were missing on their own, rather than be told by a teacher.
While Christina refOHFWHG RQ WKH VWXGHQWV¶ LPSURYHG VFULSWV WKDQNV WR DFWLYH
HQJDJHPHQW , UHIOHFWHG LQ P\ ILHOG QRWHV RQ WKH VKLIW LQ &KULVWLQD¶V DWWLWXGH WRZDUGV
drama-based strategies. I saw that she had begun actively seeking strategies to solve
problems she saw in her classroom. In our impromptu meeting before class, Christina
made it very clear that she did not want to merely write feedback on her students¶ scripts,
she wanted to find an active way to help them improve their scripts on their own with
little input from a teacher. At the end of the day, she said,
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These students are engaging with their topics on a whole new level. They are
really starting to take a personal interest in the topiFVWKH\¶UHLQYHVWLJDWLQJ7KH\
want everyone to care about their stories as much as they do. (V.,
Christina,11/28/12)
7KLVLVWKHHVVHQWLDOQHHGWRNQRZ&KULVWLQD¶VVWXGHQWVIHOWRZQHUVKLSRYHUWKHLUWRSLFV
because they had chosen them freely and engaged with them through active drama-based
strategies like active discussion starters and script writing.
Like Miguel, Christina was an active and enthusiastic participant in lessons and
lesson planning sessions. Christina had also participated in a Living Newspaper Project
two years before this professional development program began and had actively sought
out the opportunity to participate in my program. It is interesting that the two teachers
who were most invested in the outcome of their projects felt the most success in
IDFLOLWDWLQJ WKHP DQG VDZ VKLIWV LQ WKHLU VWXGHQWV¶ HQJDJHPHQW LQ learning. While Thais
and Diana both felt obvious pride in what their students had created, they did not speak
about the process of learning in the same way Miguel and Christina did.
Thais  and  Diana
Thais facilitated the project in her own way and emailed me to ask permission to
FKDQJHYDULRXVDVSHFWVRIWKHOHVVRQVZHKDGSODQQHGWRJHWKHUDFFRUGLQJWRKHUVWXGHQWV¶
interests. When her students wanted to change their topic from immigration to
emigration, Thais emailed me to ask if she could shift their overall topic. When her
students wanted to choose their own formats for their scripts, Thais wrote to me to ask
me what I thought about this. At every occasion, I told Thais to do what she thought
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would work best in her classroom and offered examples of drama strategies that might
help her to achieve this. That Thais was making changes to the model to follow her
students¶ interests indicates that she was using the drama strategies at her disposal to
activate students¶ ³QHHG WR NQRZ´  7he distance between her classroom and Austin
meant, however, that I could not physically be present to offer her the same kind of
support I was able to offer Christina. While Thais had active and drama-based
engagement at the student level, she lacked active engagement at the professional
development level. This is the case for Diana as well, with whom I had very little contact.
7KHUH ZDV D PDUNHG GLIIHUHQFH LQ &KULVWLQD¶V H[SHULHQFH IURP those of Thais,
'LDQDDQG0LJXHO,ZDVSUHVHQWLQ&KULVWLQD¶VFODVVURRPWKURXJKRXWWKHproject and able
to engage actively with both Christina and her students using drama strategies. Further, I
was able to offer Christina hands-RQ H[SHULHQFH ZLWK QHZ VWUDWHJLHV DV KHU VWXGHQWV¶
needs shifted. With Thais, Diana, and Miguel, the distance meant that I was only able to
be present for the beginning of the project and they were limited to communication with
via email and Skype while they facilitated their Living Newspapers. For Miguel, this
seemed to work well. It gave him independence and perhaps even created a need to know
at the professional level. For Thais and Diana, it was more harmful than helpful, because
they seemed to need more active support.  
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Collaboration  
Collaboration is critical to this professional development model. I define
collaboration as a sharing of ideas and strategies throughout the process of planning,
implementing, and reflecting on a Living Newspaper Project. Examples of collaboration
include moments where teachers worked together or with me as the teaching artist to plan
lessons, solve problems, or address concerns related to the project. Collaboration in this
project might look like a discussion, exchange of ideas, a compromise, a concession, or a
new solution. Collaboration is indicated anywhere both the participants and I came to
agreement on an aspect of the project or worked together to overcome an obstacle. As
with active and drama-based engagement, collaboration occurs on several levels: 1)
between students, 2) between students and teachers, and 3) between teachers and the
teaching artist. While I saw examples of collaboration between students and between
students and teachers in all four versions of this professional development program with
each of the four teachers who participated, this study only examines collaboration
between teachers and the teaching artist (me) in conjunction with the work Christina and
I shared in Austin, Texas, as the participants in Merida, Venezuela necessarily had much
more independence and much less opportunity for collaboration. This study does,
however, H[DPLQHWHDFKHUV¶UHSRUWVRIWKHLUFROODERUDWLYHSUDFWLFHZLWKWKHLUVWXGHQWVDV
evidence of the significance of this aspect of the professional development model to the
teachers. As addressed in the previous section, collaboration is closely related to active
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and drama-based engagement. Often, the data revealed that the two seemed to occur
simultaneously. Where teachers were actively engaged in trying new strategies, they were
also collaborating closely with me as the teaching artist.
Miguel  
Miguel experienced collaboration between students and between students and the
teacher and spoke about it eloquently. At the beginning of the Living Newspaper Project,
Miguel claimed his students rarely ever participated in group projects. The majority of
their work was focused on reading articles and writing essays based on those articles. The
students would participate in moderated discussions in class, but Miguel felt these were
not effective in helping his students practice English, as students were often reluctant to
participate. He experienced the same reluctance in his students when they began the
/LYLQJ1HZVSDSHU3URMHFW³>7KHVWXGHQWV@ZHUHSURDFWLYHDERXWWKHFRXUVHEXWFRQIXVHG
about the project. It was so different from everything else wHGLGWKDWWKH\GLGQ¶WNQRZ
KRZWRSDUWLFLSDWHDWILUVW´ 00LJXHO 
Miguel gave his students a good deal of freedom in organizing their Living
Newspapers. Even the wording he used to describe the way he planned his lessons shows
evidence of collaboration. When discussing changes made to a lesson or to the Living
1HZVSDSHU0LJXHODOZD\VXVHGWKHSURQRXQ³ZH´UDWKHUWKDQWKHSURQRXQ³,´:
After they [the students] wrote their research questions, we decided to include
some grammar topics in the project that had come up in discussions and that the
students had questions about when reading articles. We spent a lot of time
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looking up vocabulary and making sure we understood all aspects of the topic
before going on to script writing. (M. Miguel, 12/13/12)
0LJXHO¶VXVHRIWKHSURQRXQ³ZH´UDWKHUWKDQ³,´WRGHVFULEHGHFLVLRQVPDGHDERXWWKH
course the project would take reveals how deeply he was collaborating with his students
to make this project a success. Perhaps in collaborating with students, Miguel was
reflecting the collaboration he engaged in with me as the teaching artist. In discussing
OHVVRQ SODQV , LQWHQWLRQDOO\ XVHG WKH VDPH SURQRXQ ³ZH´ ZKHQ PDNLQJ GHFLVLRQV ,
ZRXOG DVN 0LJXHO ³+RZ VKRXOG ZH EHJLQ WKLV OHVVRQ"´ DQG 0LJXHO DQG , Zould
brainstorm possible ways of engaging students (M., Miguel, 10/18/12). We used this
same language when discussing lessons via email and Skype. Miguel took ownership of
the idea of collaboration and learner-centered education and created a learning experience
in which he and his students were equally responsible for moving lessons forward.
Miguel also saw compelling evidence of collaboration between students. In his emails to
me, Miguel spoke about the ease with which his students were communicating with each
other in English by the end of the project:
[The students] were able to make jokes using idioms and other colloquial
expressions we were just learning. I have to say that I also learned many words
from the students that I did not know previous to this experience. It was very
rewarding having these people talking in fluent English as if they were in an
English-speaking country. (M., Miguel, 12/13/12)
Here Miguel talks about collaboration on two levels. He describes how collaborating with
his students affected his own practice²he learned new vocabulary²and he describes
KRZFROODERUDWLRQEHWZHHQVWXGHQWVDIIHFWHGWKHVWXGHQWV¶FRPIRUWZLWK(QJOLVK0LJXHO
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REVHUYHGDPDUNHGLQFUHDVHLQKLVVWXGHQWV¶FRPIRUWLQVSHDNLQJLQ(QJOLVKLQFODVV7KLV
points to a successful collaboration between students both in their small groups and as a
FODVV)XUWKHUPRUH0LJXHO¶VVWXGHQWVGHFLGHGWKH\ZDQWHGWRLQYLWHRWKHUFODVVHVWRVHH
their Living Newspaper in addition to the administrators and teachers they were
originally planning to perform for. They felt comfortable enough with their English to
share this experience with their peers. I believe a collaborative environment created this
comfort.
While Miguel and I worked closely together when I was in the country and
communicated via email and Skype when I left, it is difficult to call these conversations
collaborative. While Miguel brought difficulties to me and I offered ways of solving
them, the distance meant I could not observe him in class with his students and offer
VWUDWHJLHVWDLORUHGWRILW0LJXHO¶VWHDFKLQJVW\OHDQGKLVVWXGHQWVLQWHUHVWV¶ and needs, nor
FRXOG,GHPRQVWUDWHWKHVHVWUDWHJLHVLQ0LJXHO¶VRZQFODVVURRP%HFDXVHRIWKHGLVWDQFH
there was never an opportunity for collaboration in determining WKH FRXUVH 0LJXHO¶V
Living Newspaper would take. He brought questions to me, I offered suggestions, and he
independently found solutions to his problems. This format worked for Miguel, but it did
not work for the other Venezuelan teachers.
Thais    
The conversations I had with Thais showed examples of collaboration between
students and teachers. Like Miguel, Thais often referred to decisions made about the
SURFHVVRIZULWLQJDVFULSWXVLQJWKHSURQRXQ³ZH´ )RUH[DPSOHZKHQVKHILUVWDVNHG
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me for permissioQWRFKDQJHWKHWRSLFRIKHU/LYLQJ1HZVSDSHU7KDLVZURWH³:HZRXOG
like to focus on emigration rather than immigration. Emigration is a topic that really
relates to [the students¶@ OLYHV´ 9 7KDLV   /DWHU ZKHQ 7KDLV DVNHG LI KHU
VWXGHQWV¶ SOD\V FRXOG WDNH RQ GLIIHUHQW IRUPDWV VKH ZURWH ³:H DUH ZULWLQJ DOO VRUWV RI
plays! Radio plays, television plays. None of the students are writing regular plays, will
WKDWEHRN"´ 97KDLV 
7KLV XVH RI WKH SURQRXQ ³ZH´ HFKRHV WKH VDPH H[SHULence Miguel had and is
perhaps a reflection of the language we used in lesson planning during the professional
GHYHORSPHQW 7KLV H[FKDQJH DOVR UHYHDOV D FRQIXVLRQ DERXW WKH IRUPV D ³SOD\´ PLJKW
take, which Miguel shared, perhaps a result of minimal opportunities for collaboration
with me in the classroom. At one point Miguel ZURWH³:HDUHZULWLQJSOD\VEXW,¶PQRW
VXUH LI WKH\¶UH /LYLQJ 1HZVSDSHUV´ 0 0LJXHO   7KLV FRQIXVLRQ LV
evidence of the breakdown of communication and the lack of collaboration between
myself and Miguel, Thais, and Diana.
Diana  
There was no collaboration between myself and Diana, and for that reason, I have
a very narrow perspective of what happened in her classroom and how the project worked
for her. Diana facilitated a full Living Newspaper on her own, but there is insufficient
data to determine whether or not the professional development was truly successful in
helping her facilitate this. It is likely she depended on her prior knowledge and previous
experience.
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Christina  
I was able to collaborate with Christina on a very different level because of the
way her program was structured. We engaged in a process of co-teaching, co-planning,
reflection, and revision every week, and this meant that we were constantly
communicating about the project, the students, and the difficulties we felt we were
encountering and the successes we were experiencing. There are two moments in this
project which exemplify this professional collaboration.
In the first week of the process, Christina explained to me that her administrators
ORRNHG QRW RQO\ DW FRSLHV RI KHU OHVVRQV EXW DOVR DW GDLO\ HYDOXDWLRQV RI WKH VWXGHQWV¶
ZRUN &KULVWLQD IHOW D ORW RI SUHVVXUH WR GRFXPHQW KHU VWXGHQWV¶ ZRUN DQG IHOW WKDW WKH
project did not lend itself to daily evaluation. Christina brought this concern to our lesson
planning session:
I need worksheets or assignments I can collect each day so that I can prove to
WKH SHRSOH LQ FKDUJH WKDW WKH VWXGHQWV DUH OHDUQLQJ :H NQRZ WKH\¶UH OHDUQLQJ
but they need to see it. (V., Christina, 11/8/12)
Accordingly, we shifted the lesson plans for the rest of the project to include an
HYDOXDWLRQ RI WKH VWXGHQWV¶ ZRUN HDFK GD\ ,Q WKH ILUVW ZHHN WKLV WRRN WKH IRUP RI D
worksheet students filled out about the research they had collected and the research
questions they had created. As we delved further into the Living Newspaper, we found
PRUH FUHDWLYH ZD\V RI GRFXPHQWLQJ VWXGHQWV¶ ZRUN :H EHJDQ LQFOXGLQJ DUWV-based
research methods, LQFOXGLQJ SKRWRV RI WKH VWXGHQWV¶ LPage work, images and songs the
students found relating to their research topics, and drawings representing the different
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parts of their scripts. These ideas were generated based on both my prior knowledge of
drama-based strategies DQG&KULVWLQD¶VSULRUNQRwledge of visual art and arts integration
from her prior experience in the Living Newspaper Project. They represent a
collaborative effort between the two of us to gather substantive, creative, and arts-based
evidence of student learning.
In the final week of the project, Christina and I shared a truly collaborative lesson
planning experience. When I arrived in class, ready to co-teach the lesson on staging we
KDG SODQQHG &KULVWLQD WROG PH KHU VWXGHQWV ZHUHQ¶W UHDG\ 7KHLU VFULSWV ZHUH PLVVLQJ
something. 6KH VDLG ³, NQRZ ZKDW WKH\ QHHG WR GR DQG , NQRZ ZKDW WKH VFULSW LV
PLVVLQJ EXW , GRQ¶W NQRZ KRZ WR JHW WKHP WR UHDOL]H LW´ (V., Christina, 11/28/12). We
used active and drama-based strategies as a means of engaging in this question together
in order to figure out what it was the script was missing, as explained in the previous
section, Active  and  Drama-Based  Engagement.    
  

When we determined that the students needed more time to develop their

characters, we wrote a whole new lesson in the few minutes before class began. I
proposed a strategy, Role on the Wall, and Christina proposed an end goal for the lesson,
a reading of the script. We settled on a structure, then in the middle of the lesson, both
Christina and I realized that the structure we had plannHG ZDVQ¶W ZRUNLQJ WKH ZD\ ZH
hoped it would. We had planned to do one Role on the Wall together as a class, then to
allow students time to work on Roles on the Wall in their groups. Students were still
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struggling to write their scripts, and Christina whispHUHGWRPH³7KH\QHHGWRGRLWRQ
WKHLURZQ´$FFRUGLQJO\VKHIDFLOLWDWHGDQXQSODQQHGSDUWRIWKHOHVVRQZKHUHVWXGHQWV
took their individual characters, created an image of that character, then created a Role on
the Wall for that character. At the end of the class Christina told me,
The students finally managed to make that jump from what the character needs
WRZK\WKHFKDUDFWHUQHHGVLW7KH\ZHQWIURP³6KHQHHGVPRQH\´WRDVNLQJ³EXW
why does she need money?´  ,W¶V VR PXFK PRUH UHDO WKDW ZD\ 9 Christina,
11/28/12)
This experience demonstrates collaboration between a teacher and a teaching artist. The
WHDFKHU SURSRVHG D SUREOHP WKH VWXGHQWV¶ VFULSWV QHHG VRPHWKLQJ PRUH 7KH WHDFKLQJ
artist proposed a solution: Role on the Wall, and together both the teaching artist and
teacher adapted that strategy to work with the specific students.
This example of a lesson adapted to fit the students also demonstrates
collaboration between students and the teacher. Christina and I worked together to adapt
our lesson. We adjusted to be where the students were in their process rather than teach
to where we thought they should be. This collaboration allowed us to create a richer
process and a more meaningful product.
The data I have collected about the experiences of Christina, Miguel, Diana, and
Thais in this professional development program reveal the difficulty of creating an
opportunity for collaboration in a distance model. The strength of the Living Newspaper
Professional Development Program in Austin was the collaborative nature of my
relationship with Christina. This collaboration allowed us to tailor the professional
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GHYHORSPHQWSURFHVVWR&KULVWLQD¶VLQGLYLGXDOWHDFKLQJVW\OHKHUVWXGHQWVKHUFODVVURRP
and her school. The distance between Austin and Venezuela meant I was not able to tailor
the project as individually to Thais, Miguel, DQG'LDQD¶VFODVVURRPV0LJXHO¶VVXFFHVV
however, might be due to the very independence the distance model afforded him, as will
be discussed in Chapter Five.

Conclusion  
In this chapter I have discussed the methods by which I collected and analyzed
data for the Living Newspaper Collaborative Professional Development Program. I
outlined the three aspects of professional development I coded for²job-embedded
practice, active and drama-based engagement, and collaboration²and explained where in
the data evidence for these aspects might be found. I analyzed the data to explore how
these three aspects of this professional development model have influenced the
experience of the four participants I worked with²Miguel, Diana, Thais, and Christina²
and I also drew a few connections between the experiences these four participants discuss
in interviews, emails, and surveys and the design of the pilot program I created for the
Living Newspaper Project. In the next chapter, I address my research question and draw
conclusions, or inferences, based on the data I have collected and analyzed. I will offer
recommendations for further research and changes that might be made to future models
of the Living Newspaper Collaborative Professional Development Program in an effort to
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create a truly collaborative professional development program for implementing the
Living Newspaper Project in foreign language classrooms.
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Chapter  5:  Reflections,  Recommendations  and  Further  Research  
  
On the last day of the Living Newspaper Project that Christina and I facilitated
together in her Advanced Placement (AP) Spanish classroom in Austin, Texas, Christina
DVNHGPH³:KDWZLOO\RXZULWHDERXWWKLVSURMHFW LQ\RXUWKHVLV"´,UHVSRQGHG
0H , GRQ¶W NQRZ ,¶OO KDYH WR JR EDFN DQG OLVWHQ WR DOO WKH UHFRUGLQJV , KDYH
What would you write?
&KULVWLQD:HOO ORQJSDXVH 3HUKDSV,¶GZULWHDERXWWKHFKDQJHVLQWKHVWXGHQWV
You know, when we started, they wHUHQ¶WUHDOO\LQWRLW7KH\ZHUHGRLQJWKHWKLQJ
to get a grade, or they were simply not doing it at all. Then we started with
Research Web and they were writing their own questions and doing their own
research. They were so excited to share their plays with you.
0H'R\RXWKLQN\RX¶OOWHDFKWKH/LYLQJ1HZVSDSHUDJDLQ"
Christina: Definitely. I may not have time next semester with testing and all, but
QH[WIDOO,¶GOLNHWRGRLWDJDLQ,ZDQWDOOP\VWXGHQWVWRKDYHWKLVH[SHULHQFH
Me: Would you say the project was a success?
Christina: Yes. Definitely. [The students] engaged with their topics on a whole
QHZOHYHO,¶YHQHYHUVHHQWKHPWKLVH[FLWHGDERXWVFKRRO
0H:HOOPD\EH,¶OOZULWHDERXWWKDW,¶OOMXVWKDYHWRILJXUHRXWKRZWR qualify
³VXFFHVV.´
Christina: Just write about what happened. The project speaks for itself.
(V., Christina, 11/28/12)
, HQGHDYRUHG WR WDNH &KULVWLQD¶V DGYLFH ,Q WKLV GRFXPHQW , KDYH ZULWWHQ DERXW ZKDW
happened in this study from as many perspectives as possible. I have examined the
project design and research methodology, described implementation of the professional
development program, and analyzed the data I have collected in an effort to determine
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what aspects of a professional development program enable teachers to implement a
Living Newspaper Project in their classrooms. I isolated three aspects of this professional
development based on the data I collected from participants: job-embedded   practice,  
active  and  drama-based  engagement,  and collaboration.  In this way, I have endeavored
to explain exactly what happened in the design and implementation of the Living
Newspaper Collaborative Professional Development Program. Now it is necessary to
examine why   and how   this happened and how these aspects enabled teachers to
implement a Living Newspaper. This chapter examines the three aspects of professional
development I isolated: job-embedded   practice,   active   and   drama-based   engagement,  
and collaboration   in an effort to determine what happened in the Living Newspaper
Project Professional Development Program and to understand why these events took
place. In the following sections, I reflect on the data I analyzed, drawing inferences and
making interpretations of the data rather than drawing conclusions. I offer
recommendations for future study and questions for further research.
  
³6XFFHVV´  
To ascertain which aspects of professional development enabled teachers to
facilitate a Living Newspaper Project in their classrooms and how these aspects impacted
the teachers¶ ability to implement the model, it is necessary to determine whether or not
the teachers were able to complete a Living Newspaper Project. The data indicates that
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all four teachers completed a Living Newspaper. I have received scripts, photos, video,
DQG LQ &KULVWLQD¶V FODVVURRP , ZLWQHVVHG VWXGHQWV¶ SHUIRUPDQFHV RI WKHLU VFULSWV (DFK
class resulted in student performances, and this indicates that the program was a success.
Each teacher was able to implement a Living Newspaper, and every student performed
their own work. This satisfies a portion of my research question: Were teachers able to

i mplement a Living Newspaper Project in Austin, Texas, and Merida, Venezuela? The
teachers, themselves, however, have more to say about what constitutes success in
implementing a Living Newspaper Project. In the data I collected from participants,
teachers indicate that, according to their experiences, success is not only evidenced by
WKHVHWHDFKHUV¶DELOLW\WRLPSOHPHQWD/LYLQJ1HZVSDSHULQWKHLUFODVVURRPV but also by
their ability to lead a project that facilitated a change in the way their students engaged in
their own learning
In the quote above, Christina implies that for her students in her classroom,
success was change. Christina saw a shift in the way her students engaged in their own
learning. Her students shifted from passive to active learners. Christina attributes this
shift to the agency and ownership students were given over their topics. She specifically
VD\V ³7KH\ ZHUH ZULWLQJ WKHLU RZQ UHVHDUFK TXHVWLRQV´ FLWLQJ WKLV DV RQH RI WKH PDQ\
reasons her students took a more active role in learning (V., Christina, 11/28/12). This
implies that Christina herself felt agency and ownership over the facilitation of the Living
Newspaper. She was able to facilitate a Living Newspaper that engaged students deeply
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in their own learning. Christina created a learner-centered classroom environment in
which students could guide the Living Newspaper Project by writing their own research
questions and following thHSDWKWKHLUUHVHDUFKWRRN7KLVPDUNHGDFKDQJHLQ&KULVWLQD¶V
own practice, as according to her pre-survey, she did not indicate she employed learnercentered education in her classroom before implementing the Living Newspaper Project
(V., Christina,11/4/12). Perhaps, for Christina, success was this discovery of the power of
learner-centered education.
Miguel also described success as change. In our conversations and emails, he told
me stories about specific students who had never spoken in class. Not only were they
vocal participants by the end of the project, they were taking a central role in the writing
and direction of their play. Like Christina, Miguel saw a change in the way his students
engaged with their own learning. His students became active participants, choosing to
speak in English at times when it was not required, actively seeking out new phrases and
idiomatic expressions to improve their scripts. When I asked Miguel if he thought the
project had been successful he immediately replied,
[TKHVWXGHQWV@DUHWDONLQJWHQWLPHVPRUHWKDQWKH\XVHGWR7KH\¶UHXVLQJ phrases
none   RI XV NQHZ ZKHQ ZH VWDUWHG WKLV SURMHFW 7KH\¶UH SURXG RI WKHLU ZRUN
7KH\ZDQWWRVKRZWKHLUSOD\WRHYHU\RQH7KLVZDVGHILQLWHO\VXFFHVVIXO,¶OOGR
it again and again. (M., Miguel, 1/10/13)
Miguel, like Christina, had created a classroom environment that fosters learner-centered
education. Like Christina, his pre-survey indicated that he had not considered engaging
ZLWK VWXGHQW¶V SULRU NQRZOHGJH QRU had he designed lessons based on their lived
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experiences before participating in the Living Newspaper Collaborative Professional
Development Project 0 0LJXHO   0LJXHO DQG &KULVWLQD¶V H[SHULHQFH LV DQ
example of a change in teaching perhaps caused by their experiences in this professional
development program.
In Pedagogy  of  the  Oppressed,   3DXOR)UHLUHGHVFULEHVSUD[LVDV³5HIOHFWLRQDQG
DFWLRQXSRQWKHZRUOGLQRUGHUWRWUDQVIRUPLW´ )UHLUH +HJRHVRQWRH[SODLQ,
For apart from inquiry, apart from the praxis, individuals cannot be truly human.
Knowledge emerges only through invention and re-invention, through the
restless, impatient, continuing, hopeful inquiry human beings pursue in the world,
with the world, and with each other. (Freire, 1970)
Praxis, then, is the means by which individuals are transformed. For Christina and
Miguel, the Living Newspaper allowed these teachers to reach a praxis and transform the
way they approached student learning. The word ³WUDQVIRUPDWLRQ´ KRZHYHU LPSOLHV a
life-long shift (Nicholson, 2005). Here, there is evidence of a moment of change, but it is
not yet a full transformation. This reveals both a strength and a limitation of the Living
Newspaper Project Collaborative Professional Development model. Two of the four
participating teachers exhibited a change in their comfort with the facilitation of learnercentered education. This pilot study, however, was short term, and so sustained change in
WHDFKHUV¶SUDFWLFHFDQQRWEHGHWHUPLQHG7KH/LYLQJ1HZVSDSHU3Uoject takes place over
DUHODWLYHO\VKRUWSHULRGRIWLPHDQGLVDV&KULVWLQDGHVFULEHGLW³DEUHDNIURPWKHXVXDO
FXUULFXOXP´ 9 Christina, 11/28/12). Does the change teachers and students see
PDLQWDLQLWVHOIWKURXJKWKHUHWXUQWR³UHJXODU´OHVVRQVRU does it shift the way teachers
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and students approach lessons for the rest of the semester, the year, or their career? This
question is outside the parameters of this study to answer, but is nevertheless interesting
to contemplate.
  
Reflections,  Inferences,  and  Interpretation  of  Data  
The data indicate that each teacher was able to implement a Living Newspaper
Project. Having established that teachers implemented a Living Newspaper Project, my
research asks the question: What   aspects   of   a   collaborative   professional   development  
program  enable  teachers  to  implement  a  Living  Newspaper  Project  in  their  classrooms?
In the course of examining the data, I isolated three aspects of this professional
development project WKDWFRQWULEXWHGWRWHDFKHUV¶DELOLW\WRLPSlement the model:
job-embedded practice
active and drama-based engagement
collaboration
Over the course of this document, I have examined these three aspects of professional
development as they relate to this project. These aspects were built into my project
design, although at the time I did not fully understand their importance, nor did I refer to
them by these names. As explained in Chapter One, I have written about this study in a
linear way for the sake of clarity, although many discoveries and decisions in this study
were happening organically and simultaneously. Additionally, as discussed in Chapters
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Two and Three, I explored the ways in which other professional development models
approach these three aspects as well as the ways in which such theorists as Freire,
Vygostky, and Csikszentmihalyi write about these aspects in terms of learning and
education. As Christina suggested, I have examined what happened in the professional
development model I piloted in order to explain the ways in which these aspects affected
WKHSDUWLFLSDQWV¶H[SHULHQFHDQGWKHLUDELOLW\WRLPSOHPHQWWKH/LYLQJ1HZVSDSHU3URMHFW
with their students. In this section, I examine each of these aspects individually to
determine their importance in this professional development model, as well as if and how
they may have enabled teachers to implement the project in their classrooms.
Job-embedded  practice  
What makes learning resulting from participation in a professional development
program job-embedded? For the Living Newspaper Project, there are two levels of jobembedded practice: short-term and long-term. Short-term job-embedded practice is
defined by the characteristics:
WKHWHDFKHUV¶ ability to implement the Living Newspaper on their own
a VKLIWLQWHDFKHUV¶VHQVHRf agency in implementing the Living Newspaper Project
a program-related goal teachers make for the future
As demonstrated in Chapter Four, the data indicate that this professional
development program was job-embedded in the short-term. All four teachers
implemented a Living Newspaper on their own. Furthermore, each teacher spoke about
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and demonstrated a shift in their sense of agency in implementing the project and created
FRQFUHWHJRDOVIRUWKHPVHOYHVDQGWKHSURMHFWIRUWKHIXWXUH&KULVWLQD¶VH[SHULHQFH offers
an excellent example of short-term job-embedded practice. I co-taught with Christina in
one of her AP Spanish classes, and she led Living Newspaper Projects on her own in her
other AP Spanish classes. On the last day of our Living Newspaper Project, Christina
said,
³, WKLQN GLIIHUHQWO\ DERXW >WKH VWXGHQWV@ DQG DERXW P\ WHDFKLQJ , WKLQN LW¶V
important to give the students independence. It leads to deeper thinking and
OHDUQLQJ ,¶P JRLQJ WR WU\ WR JLYH DOO P\ VWXGHQWV WKDW LQGHSHQGHQFH´ 9
Christina, 11/28/12).
This observation demonstrates that Christina feels a sense of agency about her own work
in the Living Newspaper Program. She has seen her students engaging in their learning in
a new way and attributes this shift in student learning to her own work with the Living
1HZVSDSHU3URMHFW&KULVWLQDLVIXUWKHUVHWWLQJDJRDOIRUKHUVHOIIRUWKHIXWXUHWR³JLYH
DOOP\VWXGHQWVWKDWLQGHSHQGHQFH´ 9&KULVWLQD 
When I embarked on this project, I defined job-embedded practice only by a
SHUPDQHQW FKDQJH LQ WHDFKHUV¶ SUDFWLFH DV HYLGHQFHG E\ WKHLU DELOLW\ WR LPSOHPHQW WKH
project semester after semester, year after year, in spite of the fact that this study took
place over two months and could not offer conclusive data on long-term job-embedded
practice. Given what I have learned in implementing and analyzing the Living
Newspaper Program, I would now define this as long-term job-embedded practice.
Examining this type of job-embedded practice in the Living Newspaper Project
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Collaborative Professional Development Program would require a longitudinal study.
The program, however, does seem to have begun a process of long-term job-embedded
practice for one participant, Miguel. As of April 2013, the semester after implementing
the Living Newspaper, Miguel has led a full six-week Living Newspaper and two twoweek Living Newspapers outside of the parameters of the professional development
program we collaborated on together. He is further serving as a mentor for other teachers
at the Centro Venezolano Americano de Merida (CEVAM), the English institution where
he teaches, and this summer, Miguel will lead a workshop at the VENTESOL conference
in Caracas, a national conference for English teachers.
Why is job-embedded practice an important aspect of this professional
development? The data indicates that without agency, these teachers would not have been
able to implement a Living Newspaper Project on their own. Agency, a feeling of
preparation, self-confidence, and mastery of a skill is critical in guiding students through
a learner-centered process like the Living Newspaper Project.
Though beyond the scope of this research study, long-term job-embedded practice
is essential and must be investigated further. Without long-term job-embedded practice,
praxis is not possible. In a collaborative model, the participants and the students must be
responsible for their own praxis. I, as the researcher, teaching artist, and guest in the
classroom, cannot dictate the shift teachers should make. The participating teachers must
decide for themselves what praxis looks like and what pace and evolution is appropriate
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for their own teaching practice. In this collaborative professional development model,
teachers and teaching artists work together to try new strategies and implement new
pedagogy with the goal of finding a shift in practice that works for the individuals in the
classroom within the context of a Living Newspaper Project. A job-embedded
professional development program must provide teachers with the support, strategies, and
pedagogy to make that shift a permanent change, and this happens over time. This project
had no follow-up after teachers completed their Living Newspaper, and so there was no
opportunity for teachers to ask questions after they had tried the model out themselves on
their own, nor was there an opportunity within the professional development for teachers
to shift their practice in the Living Newspaper Project to fit new students and new given
circumstances. A follow-up to this program, which might take the form of a meeting,
workshop, or co-planned and co-taught lesson, might provide more long-term jobembedded practice for the model. Certainly, a longitudinal study of the Living
Newspaper Collaborative Professional Development Program would be necessary to
LQWHUURJDWHWKHSURJUDP¶VORQJ-term job-embedded practice.
Active  and  Drama-based  Engagement  and  Collaboration  
Active and drama-based engagement and collaboration are interrelated in this
project and, as demonstrated in Chapter Four, instances of active and drama-based
engagement often occur simultaneously with collaboration. I will address these two
aspects of professional development together in this section in an effort to explain how
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these aspects together enabled teachers to implement a Living Newspaper Project in their
classrooms.
While all four teachers implemented a Living Newspaper in their classrooms,
the amount of time we spent in collaboration varied with each teacher. In Austin, Texas,
Christina and I collaborated to co-plan, co-teach, and reflect on lessons throughout her
Living Newspaper Project. Proportionally, I collaborated the most with Christina, as I
was present in her classroom throughout the project. In Merida, Venezuela, distance,
time, and access to the internet dictated that I was only able to collaborate with Miguel,
as described in Chapter Four, who communicated with me via email and Skype
frequently. This communication offered more opportunity for collaboration than the
limited contact I was able to have with Thais and the extremely minimal contact I had
with Diana. With hindVLJKW , ZRQGHU LI 7KDLV¶V HPDLOV WR PH LQ ZKLFK VKH DVNHG
permission to change different aspects of her professional development program were
moments where Thais was reaching out for collaboration. Future long-distance models of
the Living Newspaper Project Collaborative Professional Development Program should
address this difficulty in communication and collaboration across distance, perhaps by
implementing a different means of connecting with participants than email and Skype.
Miguel and Christina also reported and exhibited more examples of active and
drama-based engagement than Thais and Diana did. This might point to a link between
collaboration and the use of active and drama-based engagement by teachers. Perhaps
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collaboration provides an opportunity for teachers to experience active and drama-based
engagement on the professional development level, making it easier for these teachers to
implement active and drama-based engagement in their practice. The strength of the
professional development model I facilitated with Christina lay in the collaboration
between the teacher (Christina) and the teaching artist (me). The structure of co-planning,
co-facilitation, and reflection meant we were constantly communicating about our goals
for lessons, challenges we encountered, and solutions we found on an ongoing basis. We
were able to create and facilitate more opportunities for active and drama-based
engagement than we might have otherwise.
Active and drama-based engagement in a professional development model is
important because it can offer teachers an opportunity to practice strategies and pedagogy
in a professional environment with a teaching artist before taking these into their own
classrooms (Cawthon & Dawson, 2009; Cawthon, Dawson, Judd-Glossy, & Shasta,
2012). Engaging in lesson planning sessions where active and drama-based engagement
strategies were built into the structure of meetings gave Christina more confidence to
facilitate strategies on her own more quickly. In Venezuela, the week of active
workshops facilitated with participants made it possible for Thais and Diana to
implement a full Living Newspaper on their own with little help from me. I cannot help
but wonder what these teachers might have achieved had we been able to collaborate
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more fully. Collaboration in planning and implementing active and drama-based work is
vital to providing the support teachers need to take ownership of the model.
0LJXHO¶V H[SHULHQFH DSpears to contradict this. He facilitated three successful
Living Newspapers by employing strategies and pedagogy he had learned in workshops
and lesson planning sessions within the professional development program. I am not sure
what made Miguel so successful. Miguel and I did communicate more than I was able to
communicate with Thais and Diana, but as I was not present in the room with Miguel I
was not able to give him the same kind of collaborative experience Christina had.
Understanding what happened in this case is critical to creating a successful distance
model.
In reflecting on the ways in which the three aspects of professional development I
isolated²job-embedded

practice,

active

and

drama-based

engagement,

and

collaboration²I wonder how the collaborative professional development model I created
might be re-designed to offer more long-term job-embedded practice. While the
collaborative professional development model Christina participated in offered the full
support necessary to implement a Living Newspaper project, it did not offer sustained
support beyond the initial project to assist Christina in implementing the Living
Newspaper Project again. Modifications must also be made to the distance model I
facilitated in Venezuela to ensure that this program can offer the same kind of support a
participant working directly with a teaching artist throughout the project receives.
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Theoretical  Foundations  in  Transition
In the course of implementing the professional development program I designed,
my understanding of and professional relationship to the theories which shaped the
Living Newspaper Program have shifted. The most obvious and primary shift lies in my
understanding of job-embedded practice. My understanding of job-embedded
professional development ZDV LQIRUPHG E\ +HOHQ 1LFKROVRQ¶V JLIW WKHRU\   DQG
*XVNH\¶VZULWLQJVRQSURIHVVLRQDOGHYHORSPHQW (2000) as explained in Chapter One, as
ZHOODV9\JRWVN\¶VWKHRU\RIWKH=RQHRI3UR[LPDO'HYHORSPHQW  DVH[SODLQHGLQ
Chapter Two. In implementing the project, I discovered a difference between long-term
job-embedded practice and the short-term job-embedded practice this project offers. This
FKDQJHGP\XQGHUVWDQGLQJRI+HOHQ1LFKROVRQ¶VJLIWWKHRU\DQG9\JRWVN\¶Vtheory of the
Zone of Proximal Development. When working collaboratively in a professional
development setting, honoring the co-constructed knowledge teachers and teaching artists
have created together requires a different approach to job-embedded practice. In this
program, asking or requiring participants to implement a permanent change goes contrary
WR1LFKROVRQ¶VWKHRU\RIWKH JLIW, because it is a standard imposed by the researcher. It
DOVRFRQWUDGLFWV9\JRWVN\¶VWKHRULHVFRQFHUQLQJOHDUQHU-centered education, as it does not
allow the learner to dictate their own end goal.
9\JRWVN\¶V WKHRU\ FRQFHUQLQJ WKH =RQH RI 3UR[LPDO 'HYHORSPHQW WKH RSWLPDO
place in which learning occurs (Vygotsky, 1978), formed the foundation of the structure
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of this professional development program. As explained in Chapter Two, In designing
this model, I intended to create a professional development program that would scaffold
SDUWLFLSDWLQJWHDFKHUV¶OHDUQLQJWKURXJKWKH=RQHRI3UR[LPDO'HYHORSPHQWDQGSURYLGH
teachers with a learner-centered experience outside the classroom. In implementing this
project, I discovered that creating a learner-centered, scaffolded professional
development program required much more flexibility than I had anticipated. Teachers
needed both collaborative assistance in planning and implementing lessons and
independence to adapt the methods they learned in professional development to their own
FODVVURRPVDQGVWXGHQWV,QRUGHUWRVFDIIROGWHDFKHU¶VOHDUQLQJDFFRUGLQJWR9\JRWVN\¶V
theory of the ZPD, teachers required assistance in planning and implementing the Living
Newspaper Project before they could implement the program on their own
(Vygotsky,1978). The programs I created in Venezuela and Austin attempted to offer
teachers both assistance and independence, but in practice, it was difficult to scaffold
both of them LQWRDWHDFKHU¶VSURIHVVLRQDOGHYHORSPHQW7HDFKHUVLQ9HQH]XHODUHFHLYHG
much more independence than they did assistance, and the teacher in Austin received a
high level of support and less independence. Future versions of the Living Newspaper
Program must balance both a high level of assistance and a high level of independence
for teachers.
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Recommendations  and  Further  Research  
Where does this research go from here? First, there must be an examination of
the challenges encountered in the facilitation of this pilot program, so that these can be
addressed in future versions of this professional development model and investigated in
further research. The chief areas of further research for this professional development
model, as indicated by participants in the data I collected, are time,   distance,   and
preparation.
In all four classrooms, time was precious and limited. It was difficult even to find
participants chiefly because teachers do not feel they have the time to engage in voluntary
professional development. Beyond the project itself, teachers like Christina, Miguel,
Diana, and Thais experience pressure from sources outside their classroom, such as a set
curriculum, large teaching load, and standardized testing, that limit the time available to
them to experiment with new models of teaching and learning. What then is the best way
to create job-embedded practice, active and drama-based engagement, and collaboration
without infringing on teachers¶ time?
Future versions of this model must also endeavor to address challenges created by
distance. Collaboration across distance proved extremely difficult with the participants in
Venezuela. We encountered difficulty with internet connections, with time zones, as
Venezuela is an awkward half hour different from Austin, and with comfort in different
modes of communication and technology. While Miguel was used to using Skype, Thais
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and Diana were not, and this might have been a reason they were reluctant to use it. Both
at school and at home throughout the project, Thais, Diana, and Miguel all encountered
difficulties with their internet connections. This is a reality of life in Merida that I had not
anticipated and had not planned for. If internet communication is removed, how might
communication be sustained and collaboration be created? Would it be possible, with
adequate funding, to secure reliable internet service in a place like Merida? These are
vital questions to answer if the distance model is to be implemented again.
I worry that requiring teachers to participate in a model like this asserts unhelpful
judgments on what good teaching looks like and how it might be implemented in their
classrooms. In every case, I have tried to individualize the Living Newspaper Project to
fit each teacher¶s teaching style, classroom culture, and student needs. It is possible,
however, that the structure of the project and professional development models
themselves are limiting. Further research is needed to examine the ways in which a
collaborative professional development model is either helped or hindered by projectbased learning structures like that of the Living Newspaper Project, as well as ways in
which job-embedded practice might be created, perhaps with follow-up workshops or
meHWLQJVWKDWDOVRGRQRWLQIULQJHRQWHDFKHUV¶WLPH
There are gaps in this research that I hope to address with future studies. Chief
among them is the question of preparation. What preparation do teachers need before
they engage in a collaborative professional development model like the Living
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Newspaper Program? To be successful, do teachers need a background in drama-based
strategies such as both Miguel and Christina had? Further research into this model must
also examine the beginning and end of the program as closely as I have examined the
program itself. I would like to examine the types of preparation at the beginning of a
professional development that would enable teachers to participate in the professional
development at their highest capacity. As Csikszentmihalyi (1990) might put it, what
HQDEOHVDWHDFKHUWREHLQ³IORZ´LQDSURIHVVLRQDOGHYHORSPHQW? I would further like to
research what follow-up experiences best enable teachers to sustain the work they have
engaged in professional development , KRSH WRH[DPLQHPRUHFORVHO\ 0LJXHO¶V /LYLQJ
Newspaper Project in an effort to understand what made him successful in sustaining this
ZRUN :KDW LQIRUPDWLRQ FDQ EH JOHDQHG IURP 0LJXHO¶V H[SHULHQFH LQ WKH /LYLQJ
Newspaper Project Collaborative Professional Development Program that could be
applied to revisions of the model? Defining the elusive qualities that make a teacher
³UHDG\´ IRU this kind of professional development might help to define how teachers
should prepare to implement a Living Newspaper in their classrooms and could identify
follow-up experiences that would be helpful after teachers complete the project. This
investigation might even lead to an expansion of the collaborative professional
development model away from project-based learning and into other areas of arts
integration. How, for example, might this collaborative professional development model
look different in elementary classrooms or in beginner foreign language classrooms?
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Beyond these questions concerning time, distance, and preparation raised by the
research I conducted, there are also questions I had hoped to address but could not, given
the time and participants available. In future studies, I hope to address the difficulties I
had in collecting pre- and post-surveys. Perhaps different methods of data collection
would provide more opportunity to conduct a mixed-methods study. Though I had
originally planned to do so in this study, I was unable to include culturally responsive
pedagogy (a style of teaching based deeply on the OHDUQHU¶VOLYHGH[SHULHQFHV within the
Living Newspaper Project. Examining culturally responsive pedagogy requires much
more research and perhaps a re-design of the pilot program I created. It might be a logical
next step for the Living Newspaper Project Collaborative Professional Development
Program. Examining ways in which culturally responsive pedagogy functions in a
collaborative professional development program might provide the opportunity to
examine the questions I have posed concerning time, distance, and preparation. This
UHVHDUFKPD\SURYLGHWKHPHDQVWRH[DPLQHWHDFKHUV¶LQGLYLGXDOH[SHULHQFHVZLWKLQWKLV
professional development more closely. Investigating culturally responsive pedagogy
would provide a space to examine what makes a professional development collaborative,
what is necessary to create collaboration, and how this translates across cultures to
classroom teaching.
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Conclusion  
At this point in my research, I have many more questions than I have answers. I
hope over the course of the next four years, as I begin to pursue a PhD in Theatre for
Youth, to begin answering these questions. At the moment, I can say for certain that the
work I have engaged in with Christina, Miguel, Diana, and Thais has shifted forever the
way I will approach professional development. Before I began this project, I did not see a
connection between the learner-centered inquiry I encouraged in the classroom and the
ways in which I thought about preparing teachers to exercise this in their own
classrooms. Of course it makes sense that teachers must experience learner-centered
inquiry on the professional development level before they can be expected to implement
this in their classrooms. If nothing else, this study has brought me to a moment of praxis.
In the course of this research, I have discovered the importance of intentional
collaboration in professional development, and I will endeavor to build collaboration into
every interaction I have with teachers.
There is much more research to be done about job-embedded practice, active and
drama-based engagement, and collaboration. This investigation, however, has been
fruitful first and foremost because the participants shifted my thinking. Perhaps this
SURJUDPVKLIWHGSDUWLFLSDWLQJWHDFKHUV¶SUDFWLFHDQGVWXGHQWV¶HQJagement in learning, but
the real shift lies with the researcher. Conducting this research has led to critical change
in my practice and will, I hope, continue to help me grow and flourish as a teaching artist,
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a teacher, and a researcher as I find new questions to answer and new ways of improving
the model I have created.
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Appendix  A:  The  Timelines  of  Living  Newspaper  Programs  
Timeline²Austin,  Texas  
Teacher:  Christina  V.  
Teaching  Artist:  Elizabeth  Schildkret  
School:  Lehman  High  School  
October 10, 2012: Phone meeting. Teacher agrees to be a part of the project. Teacher and
7HDFKLQJ$UWLVWGHFLGHRQ³,PPLJUDWLRQ´DVWKHWRSLFRIWKHOHVVRQ
October 25, 2012: Initial Meeting. Teacher and Teaching Artist share goals and plan out
the scope of the project.
November 2, 2012: Lesson Planning Meeting. Teacher and Teaching Artist plan the first
co-taught lesson.
November 9, 2012: Day 1. Teacher and Teaching Artist co-teach a lesson on research
with students. Later that day, Teacher and Teaching Artist reflect on lesson via phone.
November 8, 2012: Lesson Planning Meeting. Teacher and Teaching Artist co-plan the
second lesson.
November 16, 2012: Day 2. Teacher and Teaching Artist co-teach a lesson on scripting
with students. Reflection via phone later that day.
November 19, 2012: Lesson Planning Meeting. Teacher and Teaching Artist co-plan the
third co-taught lesson.
November 23, 2012: Day 3. Teacher and Teaching Artist (intend to) co-teach a lesson on
performance with students. Reflection via phone later that day.
November 28, 2012: Performance. Teacher facilitates students in performing their scripts
for each other, Teacher, and Teaching Artist.
December 3, 2012: Final meeting wrapping up project.
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Timeline²Merida,  Venezuela  
Teacher:  Miguel  M.  
Teaching  Artist:  Elizabeth  Schildkret  
School:  The  Venezuelan-American  Binational  Center  (CEVAM)  
  
October 12, 2012: Teaching Artist arrives in Venezuela and meets briefly with Teacher.
October 15, 2012: Initial meeting between Teacher and Teaching Artist. Teacher and
Teaching Artist share goals and plan the scope of the project.
October 16, 2012: Teaching Artist observes a class taught by Teacher.
October 17, 2012: Teaching Artist facilitates a workshop on the Living Newspaper
Project for CEVAM Teachers, including Miguel, Thais, and Diana.
October 18, 2012: Teacher and Teaching Artist co-plan three Living Newspaper Lessons
for each phase of the project.
October 19, 2012: Teaching Artist leaves Venezuela.
October 22 ± November 1, 2012: Teacher teaches an independent two-week Living
Newspaper Project with advanced English students
November 1, 2012: Teacher begins a six-week Living Newspaper Project with a new
class of advanced students.
November 3, 2012: Teacher emails Teaching Artist with an upGDWHRQVWXGHQWV¶SURJUHVV.
November 16, 2012: Teacher and Teaching Artist meet via Skype to discuss project and
plan next lessons.
November 18, 2012: Teacher emails Teaching Artist with an update on the project and
questions about creating a script with students.
November 30, 2012: Teacher and Teaching Artist meet via Skype to reflect on project so
far and provide a space for asking and answering questions.
December 13, 2012: Teacher emails Teaching AUWLVWZLWKDQXSGDWHRQVWXGHQWV¶SURJUHVV
and questions.
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December 14, 2012: Teacher completes Living Newspaper Project; students perform
work.
January 10, 2012: Teacher and Teaching Artist meet via Skype to reflect on project.
Timeline²Merida,  Venezuela  
Teacher:  Thais  V.  
Teaching  Artist:  Elizabeth  Schildkret  
School:  The  Venezuelan-American  Binational  Center  (CEVAM)  
  
October 12, 2012: Teaching Artist arrives in Venezuela and meets briefly with Teacher.
October 15, 2012: Initial meeting between Teacher and Teaching Artist. Teacher and
Teaching Artist share goals and plan the scope of the project.
October 16, 2012: Teaching Artist observes a class taught by Teacher.
October 17, 2012: Teaching Artist facilitates a workshop on the Living Newspaper
Project for CEVAM teachers, including Miguel, Thais, and Diana.
October 18, 2012: Teacher and Teaching Artist co-plan three Living Newspaper Lessons
for each phase of the project.
October 19, 2012: Teaching Artist leaves Venezuela.
November 1, 2012: Teacher begins Living Newspaper Project with students.
November 3, 2012: Teacher emails Teaching AUWLVWZLWKDQXSGDWHRQVWXGHQWV¶SURJUHVV
and questions about the project.
November 13, 2012: Teacher emails Teaching AUWLVWZLWKDQXSGDWHRQVWXGHQWV¶SURJUHVV
and questions about the project.
November 20, 2012: Teacher and Teaching Artist meet via Skype to discuss the project,
ask and answer questions, and share drama strategies.
December 14, 2012: Teacher completes Living Newspaper Project. Students perform
work. Teacher emails Teaching Artist about the project.
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Timeline²Merida,  Venezuela  
Teacher:  Diana  L.    
Teaching  Artist:  Elizabeth  Schildkret  
School:  The  Venezuelan-American  Binational  Center  (CEVAM)  
  
October 12, 2012: Teaching Artist arrives in Venezuela and meets briefly with Teacher.
October 15, 2012: Initial meeting between Teacher and Teaching Artist. Teacher and
Teaching Artist share goals and plan the scope of the project.
October 16, 2012: Teaching Artist observes a class taught by Teacher.
October 17, 2012: Teaching Artist facilitates a workshop on the Living Newspaper
Project for CEVAM teachers, including Miguel, Thais, and Diana.
October 19, 2012: Teacher and Teaching Artist co-plan three Living Newspaper Lessons
for each phase of the project; Teaching Artist leaves Venezuela.
November 1, 2012: Teacher begins Living Newspaper Project with students.
December 14, 2012: Teacher completes Living Newspaper Project. Students perform
work.
December 16, 2012: Teacher emails Teaching Artist with reflection on the project.
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Appendix  B:    Lesson  Planning  Template  
THE  LIVING  NEWSPAPER  PROJECT:  LESSON  PLAN  
Topic:  
Lesson  Date:  
Teacher:  
Teaching  Artist:  
Materials  Needed:  
  

Objective  or  focusing  question:  
  
  
Procedure:  
Engage  
Strategy:  
  
  
  
Side-Coaching:  
  
  
  
Processing  Questions:      
  
Explore  
Strategy:  
  
  
  
Side-Coaching:  
  
  
  
Processing  Questions:      
  
Reflect  
D  
A  
R  
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Appendix  C:    Lesson  Plans:  Austin  
  
(These  lesson  plans  were  co-developed  with  the  teacher)  
Teacher:  Christina  
(note:  the  following  lesson  plans  have  been  translated  from  Spanish  into  English  by  the  
researcher)  
  

Subject:  The  Living  Newspaper,  Day  1  
Materials  Needed:    Paper and pens or pencils, space to move.  
  
Engage:    Name  and  Action  
TIME: 10 minutes
Space: Room for a circle
Procedure:  
Everyone stands in a circle. Have players introduce themselves to the group by saying
their names plus an adjective that describes their personality. Each player creates a body
SRVHRU³LPDJH´WKDWGHPRQVWUDWHVWKDWDGMHFWLYH7KHJURXSFRSLHVHDFKQDPHDGMHFWLYH
and image. Continue until everyone is introduced.
Possible  Side-coaching:  
³7KLQNDERXWDQDGMHFWLYHWKDWWHOOVXVVRPHWKLQJDERXW\RX´
³6KDUHDQLPDJHWKDWWHOOVXVPRUHDERXW\RX´
Processing  Points:  
--What stood out to you about the images we created?
--How did we use our bodies to show ideas?
What  is  a  Living  Newspaper?    Concept  exploration  through  frozen  images  
TIME: 10 minutes
Space: Room for a circle
Procedure:  
In a circle, the facilitDWRUDVNV³:KDWZRUGVGR\RXWhink of when you hear the word
µnewspaper?¶´$VNWKHVWXGHQWVWRNHHSLQPLQG the words they just hear and their ideas
about what makes an interesting frozen image as they one half of the circle creates frozen
LPDJHVVKRZZKDWWKHZRUG³nHZVSDSHU´PHDQVWRWKHP$VNWKHVWXGHQWVWRKROGWKHLU
sculptures as you process with the other half of the students: what do you see? What new
LQIRUPDWLRQGRHVWKDWJLYHXVDERXWWKHZRUG³nHZVSDSHU´"5HSHDWWKHVDPHSURFHVV
ZLWKWKHZRUG³lLYLQJ´:KDWKDSSHQVZKHQZHSXWWKHVHWZRLPDJHVWRJHWKHU"
Processing  Points:  
Describe: What do you see? What are these bodies doing?
Analyze: Based on what you see, what do you think our definition of a Living Newspaper
might be?
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(Note: at this point the facilitator explains the structure of a living newspaper and
LQWURGXFHVWKHWKHPHRI³LPPLJUDWLRQ´ 
How  do  we  define  Human  Rights?    Concept  exploration  through  partner  sculpting  
TIME: 10 minutes
space: Room for a circle
Procedure:  
Students find a partner and a space in the room to work. the facilitator explains that
students will be working together to create a definition of human rights in the same way
we created our own definition of a Living Newspaper. Have partners decide who will be
partner 1 and who will be partner 2. Partner 1 will be the sculptor and partner 2 will be
the clay. Sculptors will sculpt their partners into an image of human rights. Once
sculptures have been created, observe the sculptures. If time, switch and have clay create
an image of either human rights or immigration.
Processing  points:  
Describe: What do you see?
Analyze: What definitions of human rights do you see in the room?
Relate: How does this relate to our topic of immigration?
Deepening  Research:  Real  and  Ideal  images  
Time:  10-15  minutes  
Procedure:  
Divide students into their research groups. Explain they are going to be creating 3 frozen
images based on their research topics. The first image will be based on the problem they
want to address. Give students 1-2 minutes to discuss their topic before creating a group
IUR]HQLPDJHWKDWVKRZVWKHSUREOHPRUVKRZVWKH³UHDO.´Ask them to rehearse twice.
Then repeat the process to create a frozen image of what it would look like if the problem
ZHUHVROYHGWKH³LGHDO´LPDJH5HSHDWWKHSURFHVVDILQDOWLPHWRFUHDWHDQLPDJHWKDW
shows one possible way to go from the real to the ideal ± ZKDW¶VRQHVROXWLRQIRU\RXU
problem? Once students have all three images, ask them to rehearse moving from the real
to the change to the ideal.
Students will then perform their three images for the class. After each performance,
discuss using the following processing points. 5HFRUGVWXGHQWV¶IHHGEDFNRQSRVWHUSDSHU
Processing  Points  
²What are the bodies doing?
²Because the bodies are doing _____. What do you interpret that to mean?
:KDW¶VJRLQJRQ"
²+RZGRHVWKLVUHODWHWRWKHJURXS¶VWRpic?
²What information do you need to know to move from the real to the ideal?
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²What questions do you have for this group?
Possible  Side-coaching  
³,I\RXUWRSLFLVIHHOLQJUHDOO\EURDGWKLQNRIRQHVSHFLILFFRQFUHWHH[DPSOHRIWKH
SUREOHP\RX¶UHH[SORULQJ´
³,V\RXULPDJHUHVSHFWIXO"+RZFRXOG\RXDGMXVWWREHPRUHUHVSHFWIXO"´
  
Reflection  Questions:  
Ask students to sit in a circle with their groups to answer the following questions. One
student will record their answers for their group.
²What did you learn about your topic through creating these images?
²What are you wondering about your topic?
²What are the next steps you can take to answer your questions?
If time permits, groups can share with the rest of the class.

Subject:  The  Living  Newspaper  Project-Scripting  Week  2  
Materials  needed:  Yarn, Poster Paper, Markers
Engage:  Compliment  Web  
Time: 10 minutes  
Students and facilitators form a circle. Begin by inviting all participants to say their name
and something they think it is important to remember when doing group work. The
WHDFKHUUHFRUGVVWXGHQWV¶ ideas on the board to refer to later. The facilitator then begins
the compliment web by unraveling a ball of yarn, keeping hold of the end, and passing
the ball to another player along with a quality that makes that person a good group
PHPEHU LH³<RX¶UHDJRRGOLVWHQHU´³<RX¶UHDOZD\VZLOOLQJWRFRPSURPLVH´HWF.).
This player accepts the ball (and the compliment) and passes it to another player (along
with a compliment)²keeping hold of part of the yarn themselves. Continue until
everyone has received the yarn and a compliment. As the yarn is passed around the circle
it creates a web.
Processing  Points:  
Describe: What did you notice about the group during this activity?
Analyze: What ideas about good group work did you hear most often? What do you
think are the most important ideas to remember when working in a group?
Relate: How might we use these strategies for working in a group to make decisions
about our scripts? Did we use any of these strategies just now when we narrowed down
our list of ideas to a few big ideas?
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Transition:  7RGD\ZH¶OOEHGRLQJDORWRIZRUNLQRXUVPDOOJURXSVDQGLW¶VLPSRUWDQWWR
UHPHPEHUWKHVHLGHDV\RXKDYHVKDUHGVRWKDWZHFDQFRQWLQXHWREHSURGXFWLYH:H¶ll
now use this same activity to begin to turn our research into scripts.
  
Explore:    Research  Web  
Time: 20 minutes  
Students gather in their small groups and find a space in the room that will allow them to
stand in a small circle. Each group receives a small ball of yarn. One group member
begins the research web by stating a fact about their topic that they learned through their
research. As the yarn ball is passed around the group, each member offers new facts.
(DFKJURXS¶VREMHFWLYHLVWRRIIHUDVPDQ\IDcts as possible, ideally using up the yarn
ball.
Possible  Side  Coaching  
³7KLQNDERXWWKHSKRWRV\RXKDYHFROOHFWHGDVZHOODVWKHZRUGV\RXKDYHUHDG:KDWGR
WKRVHSKRWRVWHOO\RXDERXW\RXUWRSLF"´
³5HPHPEHUWRRIIHURQO\RQHIDFWDWDWLPH´
³6HHKRZVLPSO\\RXFDQJLYH\RXUIDFW&DQ\RXVWDWH\RXUIDFWLQRQO\RQHVHQWHQFH"´
Processing:  Poster  Dialogue  
After groups have completed the yarn web, each group receives a large piece of poster
paper and markers. The facilitator gives groups each of the following prompts.
NOTE: For clarity, facilitators may wish to give the prompts one at a time rather than all
at once.
1. Write down as many facts as possible from your research web. Try to be clear and
concise; can you record this fact using only one word or phrase?
2. Look at your poster of facts. Connect any related facts with a line. Put a check mark by
any facts you think are especially important.
3. Circle the facts that have the most check marks. What are the big ideas? Are there any
facts that are not circled that might relate to those big ideas?
7UDQVLWLRQ1RZWKDWZHKDYHQDUURZHGRXUUHVHDUFKGRZQWRDIHZELJLGHDVOHW¶VHQG
our  day  by  choosing  one  to  share  out  using  the  still  image  techniques  we  learned  last  
time.
Relate:  Beginning,  Middle,  End  images  
Time: 10-15 minutes
In small groups, students chose one of the big ideas they have circled on their poster
dialogue to explore using still images. Groups create a still image together that shares a
possible story for their script, one image for the beginning, one for the middle, and one
for the end. As groups chose one big idea, students may wish to consider what they have
learned about their topic and what they would like their audience to learn from their
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presentation. The facilitator may choose to remind students about the characteristics of a
good still image (action, levels, etc.) Once students have created their still image, the
facilitator invites groups to create a title for the image. Students with a mastery of still
images may wish to craft a performance around their image: perhaps students build the
image one at a time or animate the image before freezing.
With time at the end of class, students begin turning these images into full scenes,
relating back to their research.
Possible  Side-Coaching:  
What does the audience need to know about your topic?
What questions do you want to ask your audience? Try and express those questions with
your image.
Processing:  
Describe: What do you see? What are these bodies doing?
Analyze: What is happening in this image? What do you think happened right before this
image or will happen right after it?
Relate: What possible stories might this image be telling us? What message or action
does this image represent?

Subject:  The  Living  Newspaper  Project-Performance  Week  3  
Engage:  Cover  the  space  
Time: 10 minutes
Procedure:  
Students begin by walking around the room. The facilitator reminds students to find
interesting pathways, to explore different speeds and different levels. The instructor leads
students in exploring the full potential of the space.
At a command from the instructor, students freeze. The instructor gives students a
mission: to create a shape the instructor gives them using only their bodies. (The
instructor might model this for clarification.) Students begin to walk around the room
again, when the instructor calls out a shape, students have to a count of 5 (or 3 if students
are advanced) to create that shape.
Shapes:
triangle
square
circle
moon
tree
car
skyscraper
city
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Processing  Questions:  
Describe: What did we do? What was the easiest part of this exercise? What was
hardest?
Analyze: How did you use your body to create the shapes you were given? What choices
did you have to make?
Relate: What does this have to do with our Living Newspaper? How can we use what we
did here to create interesting performances?
Script  Reading  1:    Voicing  the  page  
Time: 10-15 minutes
Procedure:  
Students sit in a circle with their group members holding copies of their script. Students
begin by just reading the dialogue they have created out loud without thinking about
emotion or conflict.
Students read the script a second time focusing only on the emotions they are portraying.
Students practice reading the script as if it were a soap opera where all the emotions are
heightened.
Students read the script a third time, focusing on the actions the dialogue implies.
Students may use their hands and upper bodies to begin to bring the script to life (while
still seated).  
Processing  points:  
What emotions did you find in your dialogue? What actions?
Were you surprised by any of the emotions or actions you and your partners found?
Which emotions and actions did you find most interesting?
Script  Reading  2:  Blocking  the  script  
Time: 10-15 minutes
Procedure:  
Students put the script on its feet by beginning to fill in the actions they found in their
ILQDOUHDGLQJ6WXGHQWVKDYHDPRPHQWWR³SODQ´WKHLUDFWLRQVZLWKWKHJURXSWKHQ
perform their play.
After the performance, students discuss together with their groups:
What worked?
What could we improve next time?
Students perform the script again focusing on repeating what worked and improving what
GLGQ¶W.
Script  Reading  3:  Adding  Frozen  Images  
Time: 10 minutes
Procedure:  
The facilitator invites students to remember the images they created earlier in the project
(the facilitator might remind students by showing pictures, etc.).
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Students must include at least 3 of these images in their performance. Each image will be
held for a count of 3.
Students practice their performance with the images included.
Processing  points:  
What happened?
What worked? What could be improved?
How did adding images change the performance of the script? Would you keep these
images in your performance in the future?
If time, students may present their works-in-progress for the class.
(note:  This  lesson  was  re-planned  in  the  moment,  as  described  in  the  document.)  
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    Appendix  D:    Lesson  Plans:  Merida  
  
(These  lesson  plans  were  co-developed  with  the  teachers)  
Teacher:  Miguel,  Thais,  and  Diana  
(note:  These  were  the  lessons  we  co-planned  together.  Teachers  modified  these  lessons,  
but  I  do  not  have  written  lesson  plans  reflecting  modifications,  only  descriptions  from  
interviews  and  emails)  
  

Topic:  The  Living  Newspaper  Project,  Day  1:  Research  
  
Objective  or  focusing  question:    What do we know about
immigration/emigration? What do we need to know? How might we
narrow these to a research question?  
  
Procedure:  
Engage  
Strategy:    Mapping  Geographies  
Define the outer boundaries of a large, open, playing space. Set a compass rose in the
room explaining where north, south, east and west are located. Then offer a series of
SURPSWVDVNLQJSDUWLFLSDQWVWR³PDS´WKHLUDQVZHURQDODUJHLQYLVLEOHPDSRQWKHIORRU
For example, participants might be asked WR³6WDQGRQWKHORFDWLRQZKHUH\RXZHUH
ERUQ´7KHQ³6WDQGRQWKHORFDWLRQZKHUHRQHRI\RXUSDUHQWVZDVERUQ´7KHQ³6WDQG
RQWKHORFDWLRQZKHUHRQHRI\RXUJUDQGSDUHQWVZDVERUQ´7KHQ³6WDQGRQWKHORFDWLRQ
where one of your great- grandparents was ERUQ´%HWZHHQHDFKSURPSWSDUWLFLSDQWVFDQ
be asked to identify where on the map they are standing. If interested, participants can
adjust their location once they find out where others have mapped themselves.
  
Side-Coaching:    Where are you standing in relation to the people around you?
Remember North is...(point to North).   
  
Processing  Questions:      
Describe: What did you notice about the students in the room in this activity?
Analyze: How do the places we are standing relate to our experiences? What is your
relationship to this place?
Relate: How does our class reflect the population of Merida? Of Venezuela? What does
this tell us about our community?
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Explore  
Strategy:    Research  Web  
Students gather in their small groups and find a space in the room that will allow them to
stand in a small circle. Each group receives a small ball of yarn. One group member
begins the research web by stating a fact about their topic that they learned through their
research. As the yarn ball is passed around the group, each member offers new facts.
(DFKJURXS¶VREMHFWLYHLVWRRIIHUDVPDQ\IDFWVDVSRVVLEOHLGHDOO\XVLQJXSWKH\DUQ
ball.
  
Side-Coaching:    Offer the first thing that comes into your head!  
  
Processing  Questions:  Poster  Dialogue  
After groups have completed the yarn web, each group receives a large piece of poster
paper and markers. The facilitator gives groups each of the following prompts.
NOTE: For clarity, facilitators may wish to give the prompts one at a time rather than all
at once.
1. Write down as many facts as possible from your research web. Try to be clear and
concise; can you record this fact using only one word or phrase?
2. Look at your poster of facts. Connect any related facts with a line. Put a check mark by
any facts you think are especially important.
3. Circle the facts that have the most check marks. What are the big ideas? Are there any
facts that are not circled that might relate to those big ideas?  
  
Reflect  
D:  What do we know about immigration in our class? In Merida? In Venezuela?   
A:    What is missing from our Research Web and Poster Dialogue? What do we need to
know? Where might we look for it?  
R:    What questions do you have about immigration and emigration based on what we
know and what we need to know?  
  
  

Topic:    The  Living  Newspaper  Project  Week  3:  Scripting  
  

Objective  or  focusing  question:  How  do  we  turn  our  research  into  a  play  
script?    What  is  the  story  in  my  research?  
  
Procedure:  
Engage  
Strategy:    Mine  Field    
Ask students to litter a square playing area (10' x 10' or so) with various objects that will
be mines (erasers, boxes, rulers, crumpled paper, etc.). After the materials are placed,
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have students sit around the borders of your playing space. Choose a student to be
blindfolded. This student will try to get through the minefield with the help of a volunteer
navigator. If the person going through the minefield touches one of the mines, they
explode. The fate of the blindfolded student depends on clear directions & careful
listening.
  
Side-Coaching:  *LYHSUHFLVHGLUHFWLRQVOLNH³PRYHBBBBLQFKHVWRWKHULJKW´  
  
Processing  Questions:      
D: What did you notice about the room during this activity? How did we navigate the
minefield?
A: What was easy about this task? What was difficult? Was it easier to be a leader or to
be led?
R: What does this have to do with our research? What are the obstacles in the stories we
have found? What does this have to do with writing a script? What types of obstacles
might you encounter in this process? How might you navigate them?
  
Explore  
Strategy:    Beginning,  Middle,  End  Images  
In small groups, students chose one of the big ideas they have circled on their poster
dialogue to explore using still images. Groups create a still image together that shares a
possible story for their script, one image for the beginning, one for the middle, and one
for the end. As groups chose one big idea, students may wish to consider what they have
learned about their topic and what they would like their audience to learn from their
presentation. The facilitator may choose to remind students about the characteristics of a
good still image (action, levels, etc.). Once students have created their still image, the
facilitator invites groups to create a title for the image. Students with a mastery of still
images may wish to craft a performance around their image: perhaps students build the
image one at a time or animate the image before freezing.
With time at the end of class, students begin turning these images into full scenes,
relating back to their research.
Side-Coaching:  
What does the audience need to know about your topic?
What questions do you want to ask your audience? Try and express those questions with
your image.
Processing  Questions:  
Describe: What do you see? What are these bodies doing?
Analyze: What is happening in this image? What do you think happened right before this
image or will happen right after it?
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Relate: What possible stories might this image be telling us? What message or action
does this image represent?
  
Reflect  
D:      What did we do in Beginning, Middle, End images and Minefield. What aspects of a
story and script did we create today?   
A:    How might we turn our images into a full script?   
R:    Who do you think the audience for this play might be? Why?  
Topic:  The  Living  Newspaper  Project  Week  5:  Performance  
  

Objective  or  focusing  question:    How  do  we  put  our  scripts  on  their  
feet?    Who  is  the  audience  for  this  play?  
  
Procedure:  
Engage  
Strategy:    Role  on  the  Wall  
Draw an outline of a character on the board. Together with students, choose a character
HYHU\RQHLVIDPLOLDUZLWK &DULED\" $VNVWXGHQWV³:KDWRXWVLGHLQIOXHQFHVDIIHFWWKLV
FKDUDFWHU¶VOLIH"´/LVWWKHVHRXWVLGHWKHFKDUDFWHU¶VRXWOLQH7KHQDVNVWXGHQWV, ³+RZGR
WKHVHRXWVLGHLQIOXHQFHVDIIHFWWKLVFKDUDFWHU¶VHPRWLRQVDQGWKRXJKWV"´:ULWHHPRWLRQV
and thoughts inside the outline.
Once the whole class has completed an outline of a character, divide students into their
small groups to create Roles on the Wall for each character in their scripts.
  
Side-Coaching:  
What people migKWDIIHFWWKLVFKDUDFWHU¶VOLIH":KDWLVWKLVFKDUDFWHU¶VMREZKDWGRHV
he/she do for a living? What else do you know about this character?
  
Processing  Questions:      
D:  What did we do in this activity? What did you learn about your character?
A:    How might we take what we learned and express that in our performances?
R:   Based on this activity, how might you begin using your body to create the characters
and experiences in your scripts?
  
Explore  
Strategy:  Complete  the  Image  
6WXGHQWVFUHDWHWKHLU³%HJLQQLQJ´LPDJHRIWKHVFULSWWKHQRQHVWXGHQWVWHSVDZD\ORRNV
at the image, and changes the image by re-connecting to it (with their bodies) in a new
way, perhaps forming a new relationship. Students start by creating abstract images based
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on their Beginning, Middle, and End images, then use Complete the Image to begin to
move sequentially through the script.
  
  
Side-Coaching:  
Look for the open space in the image and fill it with your body! Use levels to change the
relationships between characters
  
Processing  Questions:      
D:  What happened in this activity?  
A:  What from this activity will you incorporate into your scripts  
R:    Try it out!  
Students  stage  a  complete  run-through  of  scripts  based  on  the  complete  the  image  
activity,  incorporating  at  least  one  image  from  their  exploration  
  
Reflect  
D: What did we do in the activities today?
A: What did you find helpful in staging your scripts? What did you feel worked for you?
What are you confused about?
R: What might your goal for the next class be? What is your staging missing?
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Appendix  E:    Pre-Survey
  
  
Participant  Intake  Form  
Hello and welcome to the Living Newspaper Project! We invite you to share a little bit
about yourself as we begin this journey together. If you would take a few minutes to
complete this Participant Intake Form, we would really appreciate it. Know that all
information will be kept confidential and will be used to evaluate the effectiveness of this
program. If you have any questions or concerns, please do not hesitate to contact Liz  
Schildkret  at 480  206-5534  
1. Name: _______________________________

2. School: ___________________

In research and written documents I wish to be called
_______________________________________
3. For how many years have you been teaching (overall)? ___ At your current school or
English Institute? ___

4. What grade levels have you taught across settings? (please circle all that apply)
Pre-K

K

1

2

3

4

5
6
7
secondary

8

9

10

11

12

Post-

5. What is your most  favorite thing about being an educator? (please describe)

6. What is your least  favorite thing about being an educator? (please describe)
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7. What are your hopes  IRUWKLVSURJUDPIRU«
D «\RXUVWXGHQWV"

E «\RXUVelf?

c)...your school?

8. How can this program best support  you in your teaching practice?

9. How often and in what ways do your lessons allow your students to build on their prior
knowledge and lived experiences?
10 . Rank the following statements in terms of how important each statment is to you in
your teaching.
1= Least important to me 5=Most important to me
_________I use cultural references to impart knowledge skills and attitudes.
_________I use a variety of instructional strategies in my classroom.
BBBBBBBBB0\VWXGHQWV¶TXHVWLRQVDQGLQWHUHVWVJXLGHWKHFODVVURRPFXUULFXOXP
________I encourage multiple perspectives and views in my classroom.
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________My classroom curriculum invites students to explore complex, multifaceted
topics and engage in critical discussion
This part of our questionnaire is designed to help us gain a better understanding of the
kinds of things that create challenges for teachers. Please indicate your opinion about
each of the questions below by circling any one of the nine responses in the columns on
WKHULJKWVLGHUDQJLQJIURP  ³1RQHDWDOO´WR  ³$*UHDW'HDO´DVHDFKUHSUHVHQWVD
degree on the continuum. Thank you so much for participating in the Living Newsapper
Project!
Please  respond  to  each  of  the  
questions  by  considering  the  
combination  of  your  current  
ability,  resources,  and  opportunity  
to  do  each  of  the  following  in  your  
present  position.    
1. How much can you do to control
disruptive behavior in the
classroom?
2. How much can you do to motivate
students who show low interest in
schoolwork?
3. How often do you use dramabased strategies in your classroom?
4. How much can you do to help
your students value learning?
5. How oftend do your students use
the foreign language they are
studying (Spanish/English) when
working in small groups?
6. How often do students express
complex ideas in the foreign
language they are studying
(Spanish/English)
7. How much can you do to get
students to believe they can do well
in schoolwork?

Non
e  

Ver
y  

at  
all  

littl
e  

     Some  
Degre
e  

  

Quit
e  a  
Bit  

  

A  
Grea
t  
Deal  

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9
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8. How well can you establish a
classroom management system with
each group of students?
9. To what extent can you use a
variety of assessment strategies?
10. To what extent can you provide
an alternative explanation or
example when students are
confused?
11. How much can you assist
families in helping their children do
well in school?
12. How well can you implement
alternative teaching strategies in
your classroom?
13. To what extent can you use a
variety of strategies to access your
students own experiences?

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9
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Appendix  F:    Post-Survey  
  
  
The  Living  Newspaper  Project  
Partnership  Feedback  and  Looking  Forward  
  
The purpose of this survey is for you to provide feedback about the program, the
partnership and ways we can continue to work together as we look towards program
sustainability. All responses will be kept confidential. Thank you for your feedback!
Name: ___________________________
We want to get a sense of where you are in your journey with the Living Newspaper
Project (LNP) and how the LNP has contributed to your teaching practices. Please
respond to each question by considering the combination of your current ability,
resources, and opportunity to do each of the following in your present position.

1. What part of your experience in the LNP did you find most  helpful in building your
practice as a teacher? (please describe)

2. What part of your experience in the LNP did you find least  helpful in building your
practice as a teacher? (please describe)

3. Did the workshops/model lessons prepare you to lead a Living Newsapaper on your
own? Why or why not?
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4. Which parts of the LNP will you teach in your classes in the future? How?

This part of our questionnaire is designed to help us gain a better understanding of the
kinds of things that create challenges for teachers.
Rank the following statements in terms of how important each statment is to you in your
teaching.
1= Least important to me 5=Most important to me
_________I use cultural references to impart knowledge skills and attitudes.
_________I use a variety of instructional strategies in my classroom.
_____BBBB0\VWXGHQWV¶TXHVWLRQVDQGLQWHUHVWVJXLGHWKHFODVVURRPFXUULFXOXP
________I encourage multiple perspectives and views in my classroom.
________My classroom curriculum invites students to explore complex, multifaceted
topics and
engage in critical discussion.
Please indicate your opinion about each of the questions below by circling any one of
WKHQLQHUHVSRQVHVLQWKHFROXPQVRQWKHULJKWVLGHUDQJLQJIURP  ³1RQHDWDOO´WR  
³$*UHDW'HDO´DVHDFKUHSUHVHQWVDGHJUHHRQWKHFRQWLQXum.
Please  respond  to  each  of  the  
Non
Ver      Some      Quit    A  
questions  by  considering  the  
e  
y  
Degre
e  a  
Grea
combination  of  your  current  
e  
Bit  
t  
at  
littl
ability,  resources,  and  
Deal  
all  
e  
opportunity  to  do  each  of  the  
following  in  your  present  
position.    
1. How much can you do to control
disruptive behavior in the
classroom?

1

2
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4

5

6

7

8

9

2. How much can you do to motivate
students who show low interest in
schoolwork?
3. How often do you use dramabased strategies in your classroom?
4. How much can you do to help
your students value learning?
5. How oftend do your students use
the foreign language they are
studying (Spanish/English) when
working in small groups?
6. How often do students express
complex ideas in the foreign
language they are studying
(Spanish/English)
7. How much can you do to get
students to believe they can do well
in schoolwork?
8. How well can you establish a
classroom management system with
each group of students?
9. To what extent can you use a
variety of assessment strategies?
10. To what extent can you provide
an alternative explanation or
example when students are
confused?
11. How much can you assist
families in helping their children do
well in school?
12. How well can you implement
alternative teaching strategies in
your classroom?
13. To what extent can you use a
variety of strategies to access your
students own experiences?
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